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THE SPEAKER (Mir Barn) took the Chair at 2.15 pm, and read prayers.

SPEAKER'S STATEMENT
Decorum of the Chamber

THE SPEAKER: Members may remember that in recent days we have had visitors to this
State and to this Parliament from a number of other Parliaments within the Commi ionwealth.

In discussions I had with some of the delegates the subject of the decorum of the House was
raised. I anm sure most members are aware that behaviour in this Chamber sometimes lacks
decorum. A thought that came out of the discussions I had with overseas delegates in
particular was that too often our debates become a matter of direct interchange between one
member and another; and all too often this interchange grows heated and to a degree
uncontrolled.

I draw members' attention to Standing Order 112. This is the first Standing Order in a group
dealing with rules of debate, and it begins -

112. Every Member desiring to speak shall rise in his place and address himself to
the Speaker ..

The point of this Standing Order is that all remarks should be addressed to the Chair. We
should not have the all too frequent use of the word "you" across the Chamber.

It is my belief that if all members were to strive earnestly to keep this rule, it would help
more than any other single thing to reduce the degree of bad feeling that sometimes enters our
debates and would improve those debates to a marked degree.

I earnestly urge all members to give me their cooperation in this matter.

MOTION - CENSURE

Standing Orders Suspension
MR MacKINNON (Murdoch - Leader of the Opposition) (2.24 pm]: I move -

That so much of the Standing Orders be suspended as is necessary to enable the
moving of a censure motion of the Premier forthwith.

Mr Speaker, I wrote to you earlier today suggesting an alternative course of action but the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, as the member responsible on this side for handling such
business, has negotiated with the Leader of the House in relation to this matter. The
Government has agreed to this course of action to allow the Opposition to pursue this matter
on the understanding that debate be concluded within two hours. We thank the Goverrnent
for that agreement.

MR PEARCE (Armadale - Leader of the House) [2.25 pm]: In agreeing to the suspension
of Standing Orders to discuss this issue, we are prepared to accept the motion on the basis of
a longstanding tradition in this House that a censure motion on a Premier not be left on the
Notice Paper. We think this is a relatively trifling matter in many ways. We are prepared to
have the suspension of Standing Orders go forward but at the same time I have to make clear
that in our general view the Opposition has plenty of opportunity for raising matters of public
importance. There is the matter of public importance arrangement once a week, and at the
present time we have the Budget debate before us where -

Mr Hassell: That will not cover a censure motion.

Mr PEARCE: Look, my friend. I am sorry. Mr Speaker, that friend of mine over there -

The SPEAKER: Thank you for your cooperation.

Mr H-assell: The Minister is confused.

Mr PEARCE: My friend ought to know that we are supporting the suspension of Standing
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Orders on the basis that it is a censure motion, but r make it clear that in general terms we
expect the Opposition to raise matters of public importance through the arrangement before
it, during Budget debate currently before the House, or the normal forms. The Government
will not agree willy nifly to the suspension of Standing Orders to discuss these matters in
Government time. However, in accordance with the longstanding tradition of this House that
a censure on the Premier not be left on the Notice Paper we are prepared for debate to go
ahead.

Question put and passed with an absolute majority.

MOTION -CENSURE

Dowding, Hion Peter -Misleading Statements
MR N'acKINNON (Murdoch - Leader of the Opposition) (2.28 pm]: I move -

That this House hereby censures the Premier for deliberately or recklessly twice
misleading the House by his statements in the House last week when attempting to
explain the extraordinary transactions of SB Investment Trust in relation to its
investments in the Danbury Group and Austec International Limited.

When debating the suspension of Standing Orders, the Leader of the House indicated that in
his opinion this was a trifling matter. Mr Speaker, we will clearly indicate today that this is a
very serious Matter. The Opposition takes it as very serious when the Premier and Treasurer
deliberately attempts to mislead Parliament and, in the process, attempts to do the same
outside Parliament on a continuing basis.

It will help in terms of the debate to recap briefly on what occurred last week. The member
for Coutesloe on Tuesday. 13 September - and that may well be a very important date to
remember - revealed the extraordinary transactions of the State Superannuation Board and the
SB Investment Trust int the Danbury group and Austec International Ltd. He explained to
Parliament that as part of that investment a put option or guarantee was given to the Danbury
company, not to Austec International; that guarantee subsequently being called up. costing
the taxpayers of this State, as indicated to Parliament last week, in the order of $10 million on
today's valuation. The events then moved to Wednesday when the Treasurer in a dorothy dix
question endeavoured to explain what had occurred relying, as be did then, on advice
provided to him by Mr Rolston, the current Chairman of the State Superannuation Board; In
his words - that is, the words of the Treasurer not the words of Mr Rolston, and there is an
important difference - the Treasurer indicated that the board had relied on Paterson Ord
Minnert's advice to determine its investment.

Later that day. in a debate which we initiated, the Treasurer did so again. I would like to
remind members exactly what the Treasurer said on Wednesday, 14 September. on both
occasions. Firstly, at question time, in response to an interjection from the member for
Contesloe, he said -

Mr Peter Dowding: What page of Hansard is this?

Mr MacKINNON: This is page 97. The Treasurer said -

In his zealous and fundamental approach to life the member for Cottesloe cannot say
that was not a good investment decision. He cannot say, "You should not have taken
the advice of one of Australia's leading advisers.'

Mr Peter Dowding: Excuse me.

Mr MacKINNON: The Treasurer was indicating by that interjection that the State
Superannuation Board Investment Trust had taken the advice of one of Australia's leading
advisers. He went on to say -

Mr Peter Dowding: Hang on a second.

Mr MacKINNON: If the Treasurer wants to interject, he can do so through the Speaker.

Point c/ Order
Mr PETER DOWDING: The member is claiming that I misled the House, and he refuses to
tell me or the House the point he is quoting from Hansard. If he purports to quote from
Hansard he should clearly indicate the point he is quoting.
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Mr Clarko: There is no point of order.

Mr Peter Dowding: This is not an unreasonable point to make.

The SPEAKER: Order! I will make the decision and if members dislike it they can take
whichever action they like.
Mr Clarko: I know how you go, Sir, you follow logic.

The SPEAKER: I thank the member for Karrinyup for his unnecessary help. There is no
point of order. The Treasurer has used a tactic by which he might get his interjection across.
Members will recall that earlier today I made a statement in respect of talking to the Chair,
and it was precisely for interjections of this nature that I-nade that request. It seems, from
discussions I have had with members of other Parliaments during the last week while they
were here for the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association Conference, that the nature of
interjection which occurs in this Parliament does not occur in very many other Parliaments in
the Commonwealth. Whilst it may be difficult for members, in the first instance, to abide by
the request that I made earlier in the day, I am sure that in the long run it will benefit this
Parliament no end if we continue on the course which we started today.

Debate Resumed
Mr MacKI1NNON: Thank you, Mr Speaker. For the benefit of the Treasurer, I anm now
quoting from the bottom of page 52 and the top of page 53 of H-ansard. Later in the day the
Treasurer said -

We have here a valuation from an international firm which clearly illustrates that a
judgment had been made and this board relied upon it to buy those Austec shares.
They were very bullish about the prospects for the company, the shares of which are
valued at nil as at June 1988.

That is another misstatement of fact which we will not bother about during this debate. The
Treasurer went on -

It shows that the board made an investigation and made its decision based on that
advice from one of the most reputable intemnationial advisers, but it went bad in the
crash.

There are two irnpontant parts to the statement which I have just read out. The first relates to
the very first sentence, which the Treasurer repeated, which said -

We have here a valuation from an international firm which clearly illustrates that a
judgment had been made and this board relied upon it to buy those Austec shares.

That is totally misleading and, I put to you Mr Speaker, clearly intended to be so because the
put option and the guarantee were made in February not May. We will look at Saturday's
The West Australian a little later, but for the moment I will quote from yesterday's The West
Australian under the headline "Premier defends Danbury de al" where it states -

The board originally bought Austec shares in 1986 and was offered a put option for
four million extra shares at $2 each in 1987.
Board chairman Bill Rolston said last night that the put option was made in February
1987.

I offer the Treasurer the opportunity, by way of interjection, to clarifyr a point: Is the put
option the same as the guarantee exercise?

Mr Peter Dowding: I will make my speech in due course.

Mir Clarko: You are demanding to know -

Mr Peter Dowding: You are being so petty and won't even tell me where you are quoting
from; I will respond in due course.

Mr MacKINNON: I am quoting from The West Australian of 1.9 September. The same
article says -

It made a decision to invest and negotiated over a period.

The deal was finalised on June 12 last year.

There are two points to be raised here. Firstly, these are Mr Rolston's words, not mine or the
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Treasurer's. The guarantee was put in place in February 1987, and the deal was not
concluded until June. That was a time when Mr Brush was chairman of the board.
What is also important, is Mr Rolston's advice to the Treasurer last week. I remind you, Mr
Speaker, and other members, of the advice proffered by Mr Rolston at that time. This is his
advice to the Treasurer -

For your information I have attached investment advice by:

Paterson Ord Minnett Ltd; and
also an extract from "The Age" reporting an analyst with stock brokers May Mellor
Laing and Cruickshank Ltd.

He made some further comments, but at no time did Mr Rolston claim, or even refer to the
fact, that their decision was made on advice proffered by Paterson Ord Minnett Ltd. How
could it, when the advice was proffered in May 1987 and a general circular of the decision
was sent in February 1987?
The second point concerns the advice proffered by Paterson Ord Minnett in a general
statement dated 22 May 1987, circulated to its clients. It was not a specific investment
advice, but concerned that put option, or guarantee. That was referred to by Paterson Ord
Minnett in its letter to the Finance Editor of The West Australian dated 16 September. I want
to have that letter put on the record. It says -

.. it would have been understood from the reports in The West Australian of
September 15 and 16 that the SSB acted on the advice of Paterson Ord Minnett either
to invest in the Danbury Group or to acquire additional shares in Austec through the
granting of a put option or both.

We did not act as professional advisers on any part of the transactions mentioned
above and which have been referred to in Parliament and The West Australian.

Earlier on the letter had said -

Our advice was neither sought or given.

The text goes on -

The client circular quoted in your newspaper was not circulated until May 1987,
which is some five months after the tijme at which it is said that the option was
granted - that is, according to The West Australian, when Austec shares were selling
at between $3 and $4.

In any event, the client circular made reference to share purchases not to a put option,
which is a totally different type of transaction.

In the light of that letter, I will repeat the categoric, unequivocal statement made by the
Treasurer of Western Australia to this Parliament last week. After he had received advice
from the chairman of the board, after we had a debate on the Tuesday led very effectively by
the member for Cottesloe, after the Treasurer had involved the chairman at question time, and
after the Treasurer had had ample time to acquaint himself with the facts, he said -

We have a valuation from an international firm which clearly illustrates that a
judgment had been made and this board relied upon it to buy those Austec shares.
They were very bullish about the prospects for the company, the shares of which are
valued at nil as at June 1988. It shows that the board made an investigation and made
its decision based on the advice from one of the most reputable international
advisers -

Mr Peter Dowding: Which page are you reading from now?

Mr MacKINNON: From pages 52 and 53. Mr Rolston did not say that. Clearly, from the
statement tabled in the Parliament last week, Mr Rolston did not make that claim and
Paterson Ord Minnert categorically deny it. The Treasurer is the only person in Western
Australia who made that statement. The Government could not have relied on advice from
Paterson Ord! Minnent for the SSB to purchase the Austec shares. I remind the House again
that the board did not voluntarily purchase the shares to which the member for Cottesloc
referred last week; it was forced to take them up under the guarantee. The board did not
voluntarily acquire Austec shares and did not invest in Austec. It provided a loan guarantee
to Danbury, the security for which was the Austec shares.
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I repeat what we said last week: In 1985-86 the SSB bought approximately 3.5 million
shares in Austec for which it paid $2.7 million. However, that was in 1985-86 and the board
could hardly have been relying an the advice of Paterson Ord Minnet to purchase those
shares. It purchased a further 500 000 shares approximately in 1986-87 at about $ 1.66 a
share. That must have been well before the time to which we are referring because the share
price did not go below that figure between December and June. Therefore, Paterson Ord
Minnett could not have given advice to purchase those shames either. The only group of
shares we are talking about are the shares in Austec compulsorily acquired by the
Superannuation Board because it. entered into a guarantee, again proof positive that the
Treasurer was deliberately misleading this Parlianment.

Finally, as I have said over and aver again both last week and this week, the advice was not
sought from Paterson Ord Minnett far the put aptian. It was sought in a circular that
hundreds and probably thousands of people, including the State Superannuation Board,
received. Paterson Ord Minnett clearly indicated -

The client circular quoted in your newspaper was not circulated until May 1987,
which was some five months after the time at which it said the option was granted -
that is, according to the The West Australian,. ..

The letter continues -

In any event, the client circular made reference to shares purchased, not to a put
option, which is a totally different type of transaction.

The company's words, not mine. It was a totally different type of transaction about which
the company's advice was not sought. Again the Treasurer deliberately mislead the
Parliament. It seems, at the moment, that he is seeking superior legal advice.

Mr Peter Dowding: I amn glad you acknowledge the quality of the advice.

Mr MacKINNON: I did not say, "good advice". I said, "superior legal advice'.

The second very important point about which the Treasurer attempted to mislead this
Parliament was the last point in that debate on 14 September which was repeated avert and
over again by the Treasurer. He said -

It shows that the board made an investigation and made its decision based on that
advice from one of the most reputable international. advisers, but it went ba4 in the
crash.

That is not true. That claim was made in Parliament and was made outside the Parliament in
that article of 19 September. At that time the Treasurer said -

With the stock-market crash the deal didn't succeed but that is the risk you take when
you make an investment.

That is the point we have been making about the SOIC and all of the other WA Inc
activities - that losses can be made as well as profits. It is not the Government's job to
speculate on the Stock Exchange. We see good reason today why that is so. Not only did the
Treasurer make that claim inside the Parliament, but also he made it outside and it was not
true.

Mr Peter Dawding: Is that the second occasion on which you say I misled the House?
Mr MacKIhJNON: Totally. I will seek to table the Stock Exchange listed price of Austec
International Ltd from 12 December 1986 to 12 December 1987. The prices are listed as
follows: $4 on 12 December; $3.85 on 12 January; $3.20 on 12 February; $2.70 on 12
March; $2.30 on t2 April; $2 on 12 May; and $1.95 on 12 June when ostensibly the deal was
fmnalised at $2 a share in a faling market. The price was $1.75 on 12 July; $1.60 on 12
August; $1.50 on 12 September; and $LAO0 on 12 October at the time of the crash. Austec
clearly was in a significant decline on the Stock Exchange even before the crash. Before the
crash, the Austec investment under the put option had been wiped out. Twenty five per cent
at least of the investment under the put option or guarantee had been wiped out by that time
and it had nothing to do with the crash. The price was 80c on 12 November and 35c on 12
December. The price is 12c today. Members can see that dhe rot had set in well before any
final decision had been made. We continue to ask.- Why was a guarantee given to the
Danbury group on the security of Austec shares when die price was below the price
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negotiated as security and below the price in a declining market? It was a declining market,
not a rising market.

What do the annual accounts of Austec tell us? One would have thought that, as the State
Superannuation Board had a close relationship as outlined by my colleague, the member for
Cottesloe, with one Mr Colin Ryani who was a director of this group and who we understand
had been a member of the Labor Party and a good friend of the Government -

Mr Peter Dowding: When?

Mr MacKINNON: These accounts are very revealing because they give us the figures for the
year ending June 1987. 1 would have thought that, if the State Superannuation Board
intended making a $8 million commitment on the security of Austec shares, it would have
done a little homework. The auditors said, in relation to those accounts -

Because of the departure from generally accepted accounting principles -

The board must be learning its creative accounting from this Government -

identified above as of June 30, 1987, royalties receivable were overstated by
approximately US$8,300,000 and inter-company liabilities were overstated by
approximately US$3,900,000. being the amount of the revenue allocated to the parent
company. This has resulted in an increase of approximately US$4,400,000 in retained
earnings including approximately US$500 000 credited to retained earnings at June
30, 1986.

The key line is -

For the year ended June 30, 1987 revenues and net income have been overstated by
approximately US$3,900,000.

The full significance of that will come home to roost when I read the rest of this article. To
continue -

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared contemplating
continuation of the Company as a going concern. However, the Company's financial
statements, adjusted for the matter referred to in the preceding paragraph, would
reflect a US$3,700,000 loss for the year ended June 30, 1987, current liabilities would
exceed current assets by US$2,700,000 and total liabilities would exceed total assets
by US$300,000.

Mr Peter Dowding: From what are you quoting?

Mr MacKINNON: The annual report of Austec International Limited for the year ended 30
June 1987. It is the auditor's report - Bentley and Co - signed by Y.J. Tawil, Partner, dated in
Melbourne on 30 October 1987 on the accounts for the year ended 30 June 1987. It was nine
days after the crash.

Mr Peter Dowding: It was four months after the decision was taken.

Mr MacKINNON: The Treasurer is trying to claim that it was four months after the crash.
The auditors stated that at 30 June - not because of the crash to which they do not refer -
because of the departure from generally accepted accounting principles the company was, on
paper, technically insolvent. The facts clearly show that its liabilities exceeded its assets.
However, on 12 June, at a time when the auditors said the company was technically
insolvent, the State Superannuation Board, through its investment trust, committed itself to an
$8 million guarantee on the security of a company which was technically insolvent.

Mr Peter Dowding: What were the investment people saying about the company at the end
of May 1987?
Mr MacKINNON: I am not talking about the investment people of the company. I am
talking about the State Superannuation Board Investment Trust and this Government which is
supposed to be competent in these matters. What happened is that a commitment was made
in February by Mr Brush. I think Premier Burke was trying to do Mr Brush a favour when he
gave him the job - he was a kindly man who was trying to help Mr Brush out of a tough spot,
but he put him in over his depth. Unfortunately, Mr Brush entered into a deal that was no
good and the Government could not get out of it.

Mr Peter Dowding: If that is right, so what?
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Mr MacKINNON: The Treasurer said, "that is right." If that is the case, why was the
Treasurer claiming in this Parliament last week that the investment was made on the advice of
Paterson Ord Minnett Ltd. He also claimed, and he will continue to claim today, that it was
due to the crash. It had nothing to do with the crash. The company was technically insolvent
at the time the investment was made. They are the facts. The Opposition must ask the
fundamental question which it repeatedly asked last week: Why was an $8 million
commitment made to a company on the security of Austec shares and in a falling market
when any investment would have shown the company was going down the gurgler?

Mr Peter Dowding: When would an investigation have shown that?

NUrMacKINNON: In June 1987.
Mr Peter Dowding: What is your evidence to say that?

Mr MacKINNON: The annual accounts will show that. Any quality company - I presume
Austec fell into that category - would have had monthly accounts. If the Government was to
guarantee a loan to Danbury surely it would ask for proof that it would be a good investment
and would make a thorough investigation. I would make a thorough investigation and
certainly would not rely on circular advice about the investment of shares, and not about a put
option. For the benefit of the Treasurer I repeat, because they are crucial, the words "in any
event the client's circular made reference to share purchase, not to a put option." It is a
totally different type of transaction.

Mr Cash: The Treasurer has been caught out again.

Mr MacKINNON: Completely. It may have been the incompetence of the State
Superannuation Board that led to this situation and if that is the case the Treasurer should say
so and give the facts to the House. The Parliament expects more from the Treasurer than his
coming into this place and deliberately misleading the Parliament. The question remains:
Why did the Treasurer deliberately mislead the Parliament when Mr Rolston did not indicate
what the Treasurer claimed? He did not say that the board acted on advice. He said he had
attached investment advice. He did not say it acted on it, as the Treasurer claims, and
Paterson Ord Minnett categorically denies it. Will the Treasurer apologise to the Parliament
for misleading it and, if not, why not?

Mr Peter Dowding: Do you seriously think I deliberately misled the House.

Mr MacKINNON: Yes, that is the nature of the motion before the House. If the Treasurer
were a strong man he would apologise and admit his mistake.
Mr Peter Dowding: You said it was not a mistake and that it was deliberate.

Mr MacKfl'NON: It was a mistake in judgment. I will give the Treasurer some advice. He
made the most fundamental mistake of his career when he agreed to support WA
Incorporated and the decisions made by Brian Burke. It was one of the conditions for his
support from the former Premier.. That is the reason he got the nod over the Deputy Premier.
That is the worst decision this Treasurer made and it will be his undoing because by tying
himself to the former Premnier and WA Incorporated he will inevitably go down the drain.

Mrt Peter Dowding: Do you think Brian Burke was a good Premier?

Mr MacKINNON: I do not think he was and he showed bad judgment in selecting this
Premier as his successor. I was pleased to read the statement made by the member for Avon
yesterday or today which said the same thing. Even the Treasurer's colleagues are doubting
whether they made the right decision.
The third question, which keeps coming up over and over again, is the $64 000 question:
Why was the guarantee given to a company in which the SSB had a few shares, but not
many? Why did the SSB guarantee $8 million when it did not have much at stake? Advice
on Austec was not sought, anyway. There is a fourth question. Mr Speaker.

Mr Peter Dowding: Are you in the question mode too?

Mr MacKINNON: These are important questions. Why did Mr Rolston say that the put
option was made in February 1987 when it was not concluded until June? What is the
significance of that? Why did the SSB make a deal to buy shares at $2 a share in February
when the share price was $3.20, but not conclude it until June, when the share price was
$1.95 in a declining market? That is an interesting question.
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The most interesting question to arise out of this matter is why the Treasurer rang up the
editor of The West Australian on Friday night? In the early edition, the Treasurer saw on the
front page the headline, "Broker in denial on Danbury deal." He immediately panicked and
rang up the editor of The West Australian. Does he deny that?

Mr Peter Dowding: The West Australian rings me all the time and I ring The West Australian
all the time.

Nr MacKINNON: Did The West Australian ring the Treasurer on Friday night about that
story?

Mr Peter Dowding: Yes.

Mr MacKINNON: At 11 o'clock?
Mr Peter Dowding: Yes, they did; and I rang them at 10 o'clock.

Mr MacKINNON: The Treasurer rang The West Australian at 10 o'clock on Friday night.
Why did the Treasurer ring the newspaper office?

The SPEAKER: Order! This is not question time.

Mr MacKINNON: Mr Speaker, through you, I would like to ask the Treasurer a question.
Can he tell us why he rang The West Australian? The Treasurer is not normally backward in
coming forward with this sort of advice. Why is he running away now? Earlier, he wanted
to interject. He is now busy talking to the Minister for Agriculture. At 10 o'clock at night
the Treasurer rang up the newspaper office about a front page story. I understand that he was
very angry.

I put another question to the Treasurer: Did he try to influence The West Australian to move
that story from the front page?

Mr Lightfoot: He did; he said they'd withdraw their advertising.

Ms MacKIN9NON: Did the Treasurer say that the Government would withdraw its
advertising?

Mr Peter Dowding: That is just a nonsense. How pathetic! What does that say for anybody
involved in this business? That's just a nonsense.
Mlrs Beggs: I will tell you something. I have never had dinner with Ms Bond, like somebody
else I know.

Ms Peter Dowding: Why is the Leader of the Opposition blushing? Has he been caught out?

Ms& Grill: All blushing and flustered.
Ms MacKIhJNON: I have nothing to hide. It is common knowledge that the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition, the member for Cottesloe, and I went to Msr Bond's house when we were
asked to support the Rothwell's guarantee. The best day's work I have done since being
made Leader of the Opposition was to reject that request.

Why did the Treasurer ring The West Australian that night? Perhaps it is a coincidence that
following that phone call the story disappeared from some editions of that paper.
Mr Hassell: It didn't make it to my edition.

Mr MacKINNON: The story which originally appeared on page six, headed, "Five sacked in
Libs' reshuffle" appeared on the front page in the later edition. A page six story became a
page one story; a page one story became a page four story after the intervention of the
Treasurer. What did the Treasurer say in his phone call?

Mr Peter Dowding: I will tell you in my speech.

Mr MacKINNON: The Treasurer will not tell us in his speech; he will not make any
comment about that. I remind die House of what the Treasurer said some time ago. It will
serve to remind us of why people will continue to cast doubt upon his bona fides while the
Government still has shares in The West Australian. On I May in the Sunday Times, the
Treasurer is reported as follows -

Pressed on the question of editorial interference, he said: "There will not be any.

"I've made it clear to them that's my view. They accept my view. That's fine.
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Pressed further whether he could guarantee no political interference, he said:
"Absolutely".

Mr Peter Dowding: I made it clear that the story was incorrect.

Mr MacKINNON: Why was the story moved from the front page?

Mr Peter Dowding: I have no idea. That is a matter for The West Australian.
Mr MacKINNON: If that is the case, I challenge the Treasurer when he responds to show me
the difference between the page one story and the page four story.

Mir Peter Dowding: I will answer your question.

Ar H-assell: You don't answer many things.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr Peter Dowding: Are you making an attack on the editor of The West Australian?

Mr MacKJNNON: I am making an attack on the Treasurer, nobody else. The Premier and
Treasurer of Western Australia deliberately came into the House and tried to mislead it twice.

Mr Peter Dowding: Are you suggesting that The West Australian newspaper has bowed to
me?
Mir MacKINNON: The Treasurer, in the middle of the night, rang up the editor of The West
Australian. Why?
Mr Peter Dowding: Don't get apoplectic. Are you suggesting that The West Australian has
been improperly infuenced?
Mr MacKINNON: Why should I answer the questions of the Treasurer when he is not
prepared to tell us why he rang The West Ausrralian? He does not have any credibility. I
understand that the Treasurer rings the newspaper office regularly. I cannot recall once ever
having rung The West Australian to try to get that newspaper to change a story.

Mr Peter Dowding: You tallk to reporters and editors every week of the year.

Mr MacKINNON: The chickens are coming home to roost now. The Treasurer is trying
every trick in the book to get himself off the hook, but without success.
The Treasurer should apologise to the House or face its censure. Clearly, he has misled the
Parliament. I could call on the Treasurer to resign, but I would not waste my time because
he has only a few months to go anyway. The people of this Stare will force him to resign.

I seek leave to have incorporated in Hansard the graph referred to earlier.

[The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the House.]

[See pNo 3110.]
MR HASSELL (Contesloe) (3.10 pm]j: I second the motion. -I believe that the Treasurer
should tell the House right now whether he rang Mr Bond on Friday night or Saturday
morning concerning the story in The West Australian.

Mr Peter Dowding: I can teUl you that the answer is absolutely no.

Mr HASSELL: At least we have that on the record.

Mr Peter Dowding: Absolutely and indubitably. I can tell you furthermore that the Leader of
the Opposition has just attacked the integrity of the editor of The West Australian newspaper.
That is beneath contempt.

Mr HASSELL: We have just received the First definite answer from the Treasurer on the
Danbury affair. It is the first time in three weeks of controversy that the Treasurer, who is
responsible for the State Superannuation Board, has given a definite answer to a question
involving its dealings. It is disgraceful that the Premier and Treasurer of this State is now
charged by this House with misleading the House, and has quite clearly demonstrated on the
record of the House itself that he has misled the House; not by something somebody said
outside, not by some allegation of the Opposition, but by the written record of this House the
Treasurer has misled the House. As the motion very deliberately and carefully states, the
Treasurer did that either deliberately or recklessly. It is not the first time that he has been
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caught out making reckless statements intended to be published. Only a few weeks ago a
statement was made at the inquiry into the Teachers Credit Society that the Government
adviser, Ann Marie Heine, had sought politically sensitive information on members of the
Opposition; the Treasurer appeared on the front page of The West Australian saying that she
had not done so. That statement was denied, again on the front page of The West Australian,
24 hours later by Ann Marie Heine herself who admitted that she had done so. We now have
before the House the second major occasion on which the Treasurer has been caught out in
misleading the Parliament and the public by his either deliberate or reckless statements. In
either event he does not meet the standard appropriate for a Premier and Treasurer of this
State.
Mr Peter Dowding: Don't let your bile runneth over; take it easy. Be a bit sensitive.

Mr HASSELL: The Treasurer has become defensive during the course of this debate and at
one stage said in a kindly way across the Chamber - not through you, Mr Speaker - in a soft
voice, that the Opposition could not really think that he had done it deliberately. The
Treasurer has appeared in a front page story in the only morning newspaper of this city, in
which he is shown to have misled the Parliament, and led a firm, which never normally
engages in public political statements, to publicly deny him. The Treasurer has admitted that
he rang the newspaper after that story appeared, following which in two subsequent editions
the story either appeared on a different page of the newspaper or was eliminated. He now
suggests that the Opposition cannot be saying that he did it deliberately.
Mr Peter Dowding: You are attacking the integrity of The West Australian.

Mr HASSELL: I am telling the Treasurer the facts, but he does not want to hear them.

Mr Peter Dowding: You don't want to accept the integrity of chat newspaper, and this is the
first time today you have strayed over the mark.

Mr HASSELL: I can count on one thing absolutely; that the present editor of The West
Australian and his staff are perfectly capable of, and undoubtedly will be, explaining their
position in relation to this matter. The Opposition's questioning in this House is in no way
directed to. the conduct of The West Australian or its employees, who have been exposing the
activities of this Government for weeks on end for the people of this State and for plenty of
people in other States. The questioning today is in relation to the conduct of the Treasurer.
Nevertheless, the fact is that in the first edition of The West Australian a prominent story
appeared on page one under the headline, "Broker in denial on Danbury deal". The story was
continued on page two uinder the heading, 'Stockbroker's denial" and was accompanied by a
graph supplied by the stockbrokers. The Treasurer admitted that he had rung The West
Australian, and said he had done so because the story was inaccurate.
Mr Peter Dowding: That's right.
Mr HASSELL: Is the Treasurer saying that Paterson Ord Minnett did advise the
Superannuation Board to enter into the Danbury guarantee put option in February 1987?
Paterson Ord Minnett deny that. Is the Treasurer saying that is the inaccuracy in the story?
Mr Peter Dowding: There is an inaccuracy in that story which I pointed out to the editor.
Mr HASSELL: What is it?

Mr Peter Dowding: You will hear it when you are off your feet.
Mr HASSELL: The fact is that Paterson Ord Minnett wrote a letter on 16 September to the
Finance Editor of The West Australian, which the Leader of the Opposition has read to the
House and of which I have a copy. That letter was judged to be a front page story in The
West Australian, and it was continued on page two. In a subsequent edition, following the
Treasurer's call to the newspaper, it became a page four story. The Treasurer has denied that
he rang Mr Bond as well; perhaps he has rung other people; I do not know. However, even if
some aspects of the story were inaccurate in some respects, it was still an important story.

Mr Peter Dowding: That is for The West Australian to judge.
Mr HASSELL: On his own admission, the Treasurer sought to influence the newspaper in
relation to that story.
Mr Peter Dowding: No I did not.
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Mr 14ASSELL: Thbe Treasurer did not seek to influence the newspaper in relation to that
story?
Mr Peter Dowding: I rang to tell them that the information they had was incorrect.

Mr HASSELL: Furthermore, some copies of The West Australian, including mine, did not
contain the story at all.

Mr Peter Dowding: Whose responsibility is that? You are attacking the editor.

A Governiment member: You received a special edition!

Mr HASSELL: It certainly was not a special edition because many other people received the
edition in which the story was not run. In these circumstances, an explanation is called for;
not only from the Treasurer but also from others. I have no doubt that it will be given.

I refer now to the events of last Wednesday which are important for establishing the facts.
The Treasurer camne into the House last Wednesday with a dorothy dix question organised
with the member for Bunbury. who made his first speech for the year by asking that question
of the Treasurer.

Mr D.L. Smith: It is not true.

Mr HASSELL: Did the member ask an earlier one?

Mr D.L. Smith: He has made several speeches and all of them have been of substance.

Mr HASSELL: We have to get one thing clear at the outset; the Treasurer of this State is
responsible to this Parliament and to the people of this State for the State Superannuation
Board. Mr Bill Rolston is not responsible to Parliament, the Treasurer is, and it was the
Treasurer who cooked up a dorothy dix question and who quoted Mr Roiston. It was the
Treasurer who relied upon the words of Mr Rolston, and it was the Treasurer who drew out
of those words conclusions that suited his political purpose at the moment and which were
misleading conclusions - grossly misleading conclusions! If you remember Mr Speaker,
when I rose to second the motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition last Wednesday
night following question time, I said that the Treasurer had leant on Mr Rolston to write a
letter, that Mr Rolston had not been prepared to allow himself to be used as a political
football, and that he had written the letter very carefully in terms of the words he used. I
quoted the first paragraph of the letter about the performance of the board's investments and
pointed out then, as I point out again, that a guarantee is not an investment, and neither is a
put option. This Treasurer should understand that we are not talking about an investment by
the State Superannuation Board but about a liability assumed by that board which in three
weeks has not been explained. The duty of the State Superannuation Board is to invest the
money contributed to the fund by Government employees of Western, Australia and to get a
proper return from that money. It is not the role, function or proper activity of the board to
assume liabilities of the nature of the put option, or of the nature of a guarantee.

Mr Peter Dowding: Can I ask the member a question? Did he ring The West Australian
when he was Leader of the Opposition, in particular, complaining about stories?
Mr HASSELL: I cannot tell the Treasurer.

Mr Peter Dawding: He cannot tell me. Did he ring complaining about stories?

Mr HASSELL: Mr Speaker, I am telling the Treasurer that I have spoken to The West
Australian literally thousands of times and I have spoken to reporters about stories thousands
of times.

Mr Peter Dowding: Have you complained about stories?

Mr Court: Have you sent the police in?

Mr HAS SELL: Never, not even when I was police Minister; even when I was responsible for
the admidnistration of section 54B I[did not send them in.

Mr Court: You did not raid the Daily News?

Mr HASSELL: No, and [ did not persecute my mother, drown my children or do any of the
things that this Treasurer wants people to believe. Let us get back to the essence of this
motion.
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Mr Peter Dowding: Are you saying that you never complained to The West Australian about
stories?

Mr Macinnon: So you rang to complain about the story?
Mr Peter Dowding: Have you never complained to The West Australian about stories? You
cannot think of an answer.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr HASSELL: Mr Speaker, can I just make a point to the Treasurer because he is having a
lot of trouble understanding. I have never been the Treasurer of this State in a Government
which owned a substantial shareholding in a newspaper. I have never been in a position to
exercise proprietary rights which this Treasurer is in a position to do, and which he promised
not to seek to do.

Mr Peter Dowding: That is a slur on the independence of the staff.
Mr HIASSELL: The integrity and propriety of the Treasurer of the State is the issue today
and no amount of twisting by this Treasurer alters the fact that it was his mate, Kevin
Edwards, who cooked up a deal whereby the State Government Insurance Commission
acquired a substantial shareholding in a company which controls The West Australian.
Having done so, questions immediately arose as to the independence and freedom of the
Press in this State. In response to those issues this Treasurer gave a very clear undertaking
that he would not attempt to influence the Press on behalf of the Government, yet that is
exactly what he has admitted doing. He has broken his word and has misled the House.
Mr Grill: When are you going to get to the motion?

Mr HASSELL: Five minutes ago when I was holding up this letter the Minister was
squealing at me to answer questions which have nothing to do with the motion, so do not
complain, Minister Grill, get on with advising the Treasurer; give him some legal advice. He
needs some kind of advice from somewhere and the Minister who just interjected is as good
as anyone else he has got.

Mr Burkett: That was a backhanded compliment in the happy hour
Mr HASSELL: The member who just interjected should be in the Happy Haven.

Mr Burkett: I am waiting for the member for Cottesloe to make his move; he might not even
get Deputy Leader of the Opposition.

Mr HASSELL: The member for Scarborough is at it again. The one thing we can say for
him is that he has a tremendously loud voice and is very successful at getting his points
across in this House. From time to time they are quite clear.

Mr Grill: This is using up time and has nothing to do with the motion.
Mr HASSELL: Quite right. I thank the Minister. I hope that you, Mir Speaker, will restrain
both the Minister who just interjected and the member for Scarborough so that I can get back
to this central point. Mr Ralston said the following -

For your information I have attached investment advice by:
Paterson Ord Minnett Ltd, and

also an extract from "the Age" reporting an analyst with stock brokers May
Mellor Laing and Cmuickshank Ltd.

The investments in the Danbury Group represented less than 0.3 per cent of the
Board's total investments at June 1987.

We then come to the critical last two paragraphs of Mr Rolston's letter, which the Treasurer
embraced and quoted, and for which he is responsible, not in terms of what Mr Rolstoni might
have reported to him but in termns of the fact that he relied on them totally and drew
conclusions from them.

Mr Peter Dowding: What are you saying? I was misunderstanding something, was I?
Mr HASSELL: The Treasurer does not give me a chance to say anything. Be quiet for a
while. The critical last two paragraphs state -
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The Board's investments in the Danbury Group were made at the time there was a
major demand for capital in Australian stocks having a potential for significant
returns.

In that case Rolston is clearly talking about the purchase of various shares including, one
assumes, the subscription for shares in one of the Danbury companies which lost over
$500 000 because that subscription was made for the purpose of the company being listed on
the Stock Exchange and, as Mr Rolston has said publicly, it never was listed. However, the
record seems to show that all the money was lost. It was not recovered, no-one has been
charged, and the breach of the usual rules has not been investigated. At least in that first
sentence of the last two paragraphs Mr Ralston was talking about the investments; he was not
talking about the put option guarantee. He continued -

It was during this time -

Now he is referring back to the investment time -

that the Commonwealth Bank also made a commercial decision to provide a loan of
$8 000 000 to Danbury on the security of Austec International Limited shares.

These funds were made to enable the Danbury Group to continue its technology
development.

The next words are significant: "At that time". We may ask at which time. The fact of the
matter is that according to the best information we can get - and the Treasurer has not
answered the 57 questions I have given to him, despite all the time he has had; he will not
appoint an inquiry, although it is clear there has to be a proper, independent inquiry, with
proper powers and proper terms of reference, with an independent person in charge of it, not
a political stooge - Mr Rolston was saying three things in relation to time. He was saying the
board made investments at a certain time; that was when there was a major demand for
capital. He was saying during that time the decision was made for the $8 million guarantee.
He then said -

At that time the Group had a major shareholding in the software development
company Austec International Limited, which was being advocated by investment
advisors, including those mentioned above. The listed share price of -Austec
International Limited at the time the Board entered into a put option with the
Commonwealth Bank was in excess of $2.50 in a rising market.

That is what Mr Rolston said. Does the House believe that is correct? Does the Treasurer
believe that is correct?

Mr Peter Dowding: Do you challenge him?

Mr HASSELL: I am trying to get to the facts. When was the put option entered into?

Mr Peter Dowding: You have been told that.

Mr HASSELL: Was it entered into in February or June? Can the Treasurer just say that
much?

Mr Peter Dowding: I will make the speech, but you know from the information you have
when it was executed. You do not want to believe anything you are told. You want to
believe there is some sort of scandal.

Mr HASSELL: It is being said that it was executed in June but it was agreed to in February.
The fact is that according to the graph published in The West Australian the price of the
Danbury shares was falling at that time.

Mr Peter Dowding: Which time?

Ms HASSELL: That is the point - the time when the put option was entered into. The
evidence indicates clearly that at both times when the put option was entered into - in
February and in June - the market was falling for Austec; not generally, but especially for
Austec.

Ms D.L. Smith: The market generally was rising.

Ms HASSELL: Quite right, but that is not what Mr Rolston said, and more particularly it is
not what the Treasurer adopted. Mr Rolston said -
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The listed share price of Austec International Limited at the time the Board entered
into a put option with the Commonwealth Bank was in excess of $2.50 in a rising
market.

Mr Grill: You are attacking Mr Rolston, are you not?

Mr Peter Dowding: You are attacking everybody.

Mr HASSELL: I am attacking the Treasurer's conclusions that he jumped to from Mr
Ralston's statements.
My time has expired - I have been asked to leave five minutes - but the fact is it does not
matter where we go on this issue, the Treasurer will not get the message. He refuses to face
the facts. This issue of Danbury and all that went on will not go away. The only solution is
an independent inquiry, with proper terms of reference, and a proper inquirer, with
appropniate powers. I mention in conclusion one important date: Len Brush ceased to be the
Chairman of the State Superannuation Board on 13 March 1987. Who was responsible for
the events that occurred post Len Brush? Was it Mr Lloyd or Mr Edwards?
MR PETER DOW DING (Maylands - Treasurer) [3.35 pm]: I naturally oppose the motion,
and I do so for a variety of reasons. Not only is it wrong to suggest that I have misled the
House, but also it is not very pleasant for me to sit here and be told that I have deliberately set
about to do all of the things suggested by the Leader of the Opposition - that is to either
recklessly or deliberately tell untruths to the House - because I pride myself on my integrity,
like people intend to do. This attack is, quite honestly, an example of a desperate Opposition.
Last Monday - yesterday week - at the meeting of the shadow Cabinet, the Opposition
received a very gloomy report from its poll researchers to indicate it is not doing very well,
and neither is the Leader of the Opposition doing very well. So instead of talking about
policies and about where the Government ought to be going in the future, and about what
Western Australians should see during the next four years, the Opposition simply wants to
rake over and over old coals.

The truth is that the member for Cottesloc knows perfectly well, as does anybody else, that I
have a very high regard for Brian Burke. I think he was a man who made an enormous
contribution to the State of Western Australia. He was an excellent Premier. However, I do
not think - unlike the member for Cortesloe - that Brian ever thought he was omniscient or
oni-potent or never made mistakes - whatever the Latin root word for that is. He was by and
large a very modest bloke, who tried as hard as he could. That is the view people should
have of him, and I am not going to dump on him. I hope that after the next four years people
will look back on my term as Premier and say similar things about me; I would be very
pleased if they did. I make mistakes from time to time, but I certainly would not get into the
business of misleading the House. I certainly do not want to get into the business of
supporting things that are unsupportable. Ilam not the Minister who was responsible for the
State Superannuation Board in the 1987 calendar year or in the 1986-87 financial year, but I
am the Minister now responsible far the State Superannuation Board, and I will do my level
best to -

Mr Hassell: When are you going to take your responsibility seriously?

Mr PETER DOWDING: I take it very seriously and will continue to do so. Having said that,
the Leader of the Opposition and the member for Cottesloe raised in this House comments
about an individual investment of the board. It has been a longstanding practice in this House
for repeated boards to say they do not discuss individual investments. That is a sensible way
of doing it. It is worth looking at individual returns. I am told this graph accurately reflects
the position, and I seek leave to have it incorporated in Hansard. The graph shows the real
average rate of return of the State Superannuation Board.

[The material in Appendix B was incorporated by leave of the House.)

[See p No 3111.]
Mr PETER DOWDING: Unlike the Leader of the Opposition, who quoted extensively from
an auditors' report at 3. 10 pm today, and T asked him three times - at 3. 10 pm, at 3.15 pm and
at 3.30 pm - if I could have a look at the document, and he told me he would think about it in
due course, butrhe still will not give me a copy -

Mr Macinnon: I do not have it; Hansard has it.
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Mr PETER DOWDING: Little Miss Muffett was not prepared to give it to me. However,
unlike the Leader of the Opposition, I am prepared to give him a copy of this graph.

Mr Macinnon: I have already tabled my graph.
Mr PETER DOWDING: The Leader of the Opposition did not make available a copy for
me; and that is typical.
Mr Macinnon: There is a copy sitting there on the table.

Mr PETER DOWDING: What is interesting about this is that it clearly shows the real rate of
return of the State Superannuation Board from 1980 to 1983 and from [984 to 1988, and the
little bit of grey at the top is what it would have been if the Opposition had not shoehorned
the State Superannuation Board into the Halls Head investment. [ am prepared to say that!I
do not care who was the Chairman of the State Superannuation Board during that time, he has
not done a bad job by the public of Western Australia. If there are some investments that
have not done well -

Mr Hassell: A guarantee is not an investment, can't you understand that? How long before
you face up to the guarantee put option issue?

Mr PETER DOWDING: The member for Cottesloe should not get unhinged. It
demonstrates quite clearly that the return of the board has been a good one, even in a very
difficult year. As I said previously in this House, according to the newspapers the average
rate of return of major funds across Australia was minus eight, yet the State Superannuation
Hoard's return stacks up like that. The Opposition wants to get into the details of an
individual investment. I asked this House to accept a letter from the Chairman of the State
Superannuation Board which was prepared in some haste to give members that information.
Can members imagine Sir Charles Court, in his time, tabling a letter like that, or the member
for Cottesloe?

Mr Hassell: I tabled lots of things - I tabled some stuff from Brian Burke one day.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Let me make it quite clear that that information was supplied to this
House in order to give members a better picture of what had happened. My understanding of
this investment is that it is not just an open and shut, simple case of "what date was it made?"
My understanding from Mr Rolston - and he was not the chairman at the time - is that over an
extended period a number of discussions, decisions and transactions took place, which
culminated in an event on 12 June 1987. 1 assume the reason Mr Rolston put in the advice of
Paterson Ord NMinnett - and I might tell the House that other circulars were floating around at
the time which have been drawn to my attention; amongst others, one from another reputable
company in Australia which I will not name in case -

Mr Hassell: In case they show you up as well.

Mr PETER DOWDING: All right, I will name it if members opposite promise they will not
say awful things about it. It is one of those client circulars and it says this on the top -

Austec International Limited

Recommendation: Speculative Buy

Mr Hassell: Speculative buy! That is a good thing to put superannuation money into and
guarantee.
Mr PETER DOWDING: Yes, it says "speculative buy". The circular continues -

Potential tripling in profits over next twelve months.

The advice date was 4 May 1987.
Mr Hassell: And the company was insolvent at the time!

Mr PETER DOWDING: Does the member want me-to make a speech, or does he want to sit
there chortling away?

Mr Clarko: That is in contrast to you.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I am not saying it was a good investment. I said by way of
interjection that it went bad.
Mr Clarko interjected.
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The SPEAKER: Order! 1Te member for Karrinyup will came to order.

Mr PETER DOWDING: This isthe situation: At some stage in late 1986 or early 1987 the
board had investments in a group called the Danbury group. The Danbury group was looking
for finance and put a proposition to the board that it support what has been described as a
guarantee or a put option, or whatever it is, and that in order to boost the prospeccs of those
investments the board made what it regarded as a commercial decision; namely, to accept the
put option in order far a substantial sum of money, which I think from memory was $8
million, to be injected into this group. The board then stood, presumably, to make a very
handsome profit if any of these views were half correct. That was not finalised until a
specific date - the final execution of all the documents on 12 June 1987 - and in the meantime
there were plenty of opportunities for people to have regard to the then state of the market.
What the Leader of the Opposition and the member for Cottesloe have been trying to do is to
suggest something beyond a bad investment, something beyond a decision of the board to put
a small section of its funds into the high risk area in order to maxirnise overall returns.
Members on the Opposition benches are suggesting that there was something sniffy about it.

Mr Hassell: Why did they enter into a guarantee?

Mr PETER DOWDING: For obvious reasons - the board had made an investment and that
investment would be enhanced by a major capital injection.
Mr MacKinnon: It risked $8 million to protect $2 million.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Not to protect $2 million. This circular mentions a tripling in
profits over the next 12 months, so potentially one could see a risk of $8 million to protect
$2 million multiplied by three over the next 12 months - a 300 per cent profit possibility.

Mr Hassell: I bet you do not invest like that.
Mr PETER DOWDING: I did not say I would have made that investment.

Mr Hassell: You are not that silly.

Mr PETER DOWDING: That is the first compliment the member for Cottesloe has paid me.
I am not saying I would have made that investment decision, nor that members opposite
would have done so, but what I do say is that members opposite shoehomned the State
Superannuation Board into bad investment after bad investment for base political purposes; I
make reference, inter alia, to Bunbury Foods, Halls Head, and one or two others which will
emerge in due course. Under the leadership of the Opposition the State Superannuation
Board never made anything like a reasonable return for those people who are the recipients of
its benefits.

Ms Lightfoot: Always safe and secure.

Mr PETER DOWDING: It was not always safe and secure, and this is only a small portion.
Even taking into account this year's returns, the boaud's returns are still far and away in
excess of those made when members opposite were in CGovernment. The evidence is clear
that, with this small portion of this investment, the board was making a speculative decision
and was doing something for an $8 million capital injection into one of its high tech areas in
which it had an investment. Members must have regard for what the risk looked like then.
They can laugh all they like after the event, but what did the risk look Like then? The answer
to that is that the relevance of Paterson Ord Minnett's circular to its clients and the relevance
of the one to which I have just referred is this: Members opposite can in a snide, sneering
way suggest that 12 months after the event there is enough evidence around the place to say
that the decision -

Ms Hassell: At the time there was enough evidence.

Ms PETER DOWDING: The member for Cottesloc has had his say. That is a good idea - he
should leave the room. That is better. He has our permission. A cup of coffee must have
called him.

It is all very well for those on the Opposition benches in hindsight to sneer and say that there
is this or that evidence. The truth is that the first piece of evidence is this so-called auditor's
report that I have not seen - that the Leader of the Opposition has declined to show me -
which he says is dated October 1987 and says there was an overstating to the board of
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revenue possibilities as at the end of the financial year. It took the auditors to extract that
information. I do not know whether the informnation was correct or not but, on any view of
the matter, in the first half of 1987 it was a bullish investment area which was given bullish
comments fromn very respected and highly reputable organisations.

Mr Lightfoot: It would be speculation to keep out of it.

Mr PETER DOWDIlNG: It was clearly bullish advice to which the board was entitled to
refer. It clearly did. It did not stop the process which ended up on 12 June in a binding
document.

Mr Lightfoot: It is highly speculative.

Mr PETER DOWDING: But the board took a decision to allocate a portion of an investment
portfolio at the speculative end of the market.

Mr Lightfoot: And irresponsible.

Mr PETER DOWDING: That is where I do not agree. In the end result, despite the crash,
the board has done better than average. Even with last year's return the return is still very
much better over the last four years than under a Liberal Government.

Mr Lightfoot: Write off the Anchorage deal and the Government would be losing money.

Mr PETER DOWDIING: Why should we write it off?

Mr Lightfoot: Because it has lost money.

Mr Grill: Does the member for Murchison-Eyre know who introduced that investment to the
Government? It was one of his colleagues, the member for Cottesloc.

Mr Lightfoot: If the investment in Anchorage was taken into account and wrinten off, there
would be a loss.
Mr PETER DOWDING: The member for Murchison-Eyre is not game to be in this House
when he has had notice of debate about an issue in which he is personally involved. He does
not have the right now to sit in his chair and carry on like a pork chop.

Mr Lightfoot: Debate is still alive; bring it on!

Mr PETER DOWDING: It is important to see this matter in context. Last week I said in this
House that the board was entitled to rely on information which was being given to it. The
letter from Mr Rolston clearly sets out that position; it does not go into a blow by blow
description. Mr Rolston is at liberty to say, "I don't normally comment on things but you
have had wild allegations made by dhe Opposition and I will give a general statement." It is
not the sort of thing that the Opposition would do in Government. Mr Rolston has given a
general statement and from that information one can see quite clearly that the board entered
into a commitment for a put option to see capital funding to a group that it had substantially
invested in - and a company in respect of which at least one and now, as I have said, two -
and others in The Age makes fthee - reputable people were saying Austec is a good
investment, speculative but potentially highly profitable. Everyone knows that means risky.
and a decision was taken by the board early in the year. There were many events during that
period, and plenty of opportunity for the board to withdraw but on or about 12 June the final
commitment was executed by the trustees. All of that has been laid before the House by me.

Mr Lightfoot: That is why it is questionable.

Mr PETER DOWDING: If that is the best that this motion comes to I think the House will
properly reject it. I do not think in the heat of debate anyone could say anything other than
that I have repeated what has been said in Mr Rolston's letter; if people have interpreted my
going further than that, so be it. I do not wish to embarrass Paterson Ord Minnert; I
acknowledge that what it says in its letter is correct. I ant informed by the board there has
been nevertheless a continued view that Austec is worthy of investment. I am told by the
State Superannuation Board that as recently as March this year there was still a view that
Austec had something to offer. Certainly I did not mislead the House. If the House has been
misled by what I have said, then I apologise.

Mr MacKinnon: Has Mr Rolston misled the House?

Mr PETER DOWDING: I say that Mr Rolston has not misled the House but the Opposition
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has pursued this matter so vigorously and interested a number of joumnalists in it. Of course,
the Opposition raised the spectre that there is something much more sinister behind it all but
it knows that without the great revelations under Parliamentary privilege, it has failed to
make one single allegation stick. We ten reached the situation later in the week where
people were wanting to know exactly every single event in the whole process over a period of
months.

I do not wish to accept for one second the criticism by the member for Cottesloe of the
editorial staff of The West Australian or any journalist. I know a couple of people are
pushing a particular barrow. I have seen an article written by a journalist for The West
Australian about which he did not speak to me. But another journalist rang me on Friday
night and asked for details. The story line was that I had misled the House because how on
earth could advice of 27 May 1987 be at all relevant if the put option was fintally concluded
early in the year, and that was misleading the House. l am as accessible as possible and I told
the journalist that I did not know the answer but that I had a piece of paper amongst the many
pieces of paper in my bag. I had just stepped off the plane from Albany - which is a very
vibrant place under our Government; I had a bag full of papers and I said that I thought I had
something in my bag which would confirm that that was not the case. I went to my bag and
came back and said, 'Yes, the put option was finally executed on 12 June".
Then I am told about, and I see a story which says that this could not be the case; there must
be discrepancies and explanations for the SSB investment because all these things were
before the put option was finally executed. The journalist to whom I spoke accepted that, I
think. I do not presume whether he did or did not accept what I told him had indicated that
the story did not have legs. I understood that had been conveyed to the author. I saw this
story had been written - and I do not care whether it was on page 159 of the newspaper or
elsewhere - the fact is that I had given the newspaper information which was clearly putting
lie to the story. I often ring newspapers and journalists and say, "I don't agree with that
because I have already told you through another journalist
Mr Macinnon: Who did you ring?

Mr PETER DOWDING: The man who wrote the story was not there; I rang Mr Treadgold
who had not spoken to me about it and was not at The West Australian offices when I rang
previously.
Mr Macinnon: Who did you ring at 10 o'clock at night?
Mr PETER DOWDING: I spoke to the chief of staff and he said, "I will get the editor to
look at the matter" - or words to that effect.
Mr Macinnon: What did they change in the story?
Mr PETER DOWDlING: Do not cross examine me. The Leader of the Opposition raised the
issue. The editor rang me back later on and said, "What is it you are asking?" I went through
the story with him and he said, "I will give it consideration." I have never taken on and
argued in any sort of improper way, in my view, with any journalist. I have had strong
disagreements with journalists about the style of different stories.

Mr Court: The Treasurer did not mind spreading false allegations last week.
The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr PETER DOWD)ING: I spoke with the editor for whom I have high regard. The West
Australian is a newspaper whose editorial independence everyone has regard for. I am aware
of the integrity of the people at the newspaper and have no hesitation in saying that I have
given this person the information. However, that story is still being run in that form. In the
end, it was run on a different page in my edition of The West Australian. I do not see
anything wrong with that. The Press Gallery knows perfectly well how the member for
Cottesloc behaved when he was the Leader of the Opposition. I have infornation from
reliable sources that he was hardly ever off the phone with the Press about the presentation of
stories and the way they emerged. Good luck to him! Our Press is free and independent. If
anyone is suggesting that I nobbled the Press, they are denigrating it and I reject it.

The story did not contain in its main substance the point that I thought indicated that it was
not correct and, because the journalist who wrote it never spoke to me, I thought I should
draw it to the attention of the editorial staff. If the editor told me that I had acted improperly,
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I would accept it, but I can assure the House that he did not do so. That puts an end to that
sort of innuendo. The member for Cortesloe goes over the top all the time.
The next allegation -

Mr Grill: It is a bit hard to pick the allegations up.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The first allegation was that I was saying something more than that
which appeared in Mr Ralston's letter. If that is the view that the House took of what I said,
it was not a correct view. However, Mr Rolston's letter was there and the House had a clear
statement from the former Auditor General about it. If I had not tabled Rolston's letter, the
Opposition would have had something to complain about, but I tabled it. In fact, not only did
I table the letter, but also I tabled the investment advice which shows clearly that all of the
smearing and innuendo from members of the Opposition does not work.

Mr Macinnon: That advice had nothing to do with the put option.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Of course the Leader of the Opposition can argue that.

Mr Macinnon: It is a fact.

Mr PETER DOWDING: What it does have to do with is that the board was entitled to regard
its investment in the Danbury group as a good investment. The board was entitled, therefore,
to believe that there was nothing odd about it. It might have been a good or bad investment,
but having regard to the bullishness of the market and to Austec shares at that time, the
investment was not an odd investment. One might take a different view with the benefit of
hindsight in October and with the benefit of information that the auditors had. However, this
year there was still a view that Austec had some way to go. I hope that gets rid of the first
allegation.

All the Opposition does with these sorts of allegations is cry wolf. Quite often the Leader of
the Opposition does not even want an inquiry which had been called for by the member for
Cottesloe.

Mr Macinnon: Of course I do.
Mr PETER DOWDING: I think this will be the member for Cottesloc's nineteenth call for
an inquiry and the Leader of the Opposition's seventeenth. If I spent the taxpayers' money
every time the Opposition called for an inquiry, the Government would have no money left.

This criticism that the Treasurer misled the House does not take the matter any further. The
Government is very happy that Mr Rolston is in charge of the State Superannuation Board
and is sorting out the problems that have emerged from the crash.

Mr D.L. Smith: He is one of the best public servants this State has ever had.
Mr PETER DOWDING: Of course he is. I am sure that if there were problems, the
professional advice the board uses would sort it out as best it could.

The second allegation is about a sort of generic comment made by me in the debate. I said -

It shows that the board made an investigation and made its decision based on that
advice from one of the most reputable international advisers ..

1 think I have dealt with that. I repeat: The decision to take the put option was not based on
Paterson Ord Minnett's advice, but was based on an arrangement to secure the board's
investment in Austec which Paterson Ord Minnett, Bain & Co, The Age, and other people
were saying had great potential only weeks before the final documents were executed. From
the information, the Loeader of the Opposition is attempting to tell me that I have misled the
House and I do not think I have. If he thinks that I was being sleazy and that was evidence
that the board was making decisions based on other matters, he will have to produce the
evidence. Why would those people say that Austec was such a good investment and why was
the board interested in investing in a company that appeared to be of little risk? When the
decision was made to invest, the shares were valued at well above $3. When the decision
was put into effect on 12 June, the shares were valued at 5c below $2.
Mr Macinnon: And falling.

Mr PETER DOWDING: They were in a falling individual market but in a generally bullish
market; June was a rising market.
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Mr Macinnon: In a market where they had been declining consistently for months.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Yes, but the Leader of the Opposition is ignoring the advice from
Paterson Ord Minnett.

Mr Macinnon: Look at the graphs, my friend.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Did the Leader of the Opposition read the advice from Paterson
Ord Minnett?

Mr Macinnon: In six months they had dropped by more than 50 per cent.

Mr PETER DOWDING: What does that mean? The group needed capital and the State
Superannuation Board made the decision to support it. Rightly or wrongly, that was the
board's view at the rime and it was a view that it was entitled to have.

The Leader of the Opposition's allegation is that the board could not have possibly had that
advice or view. He has not produced one skerrick of information or evidence to suggest that
there was any explanation for the board's actions other than the perfectly obvious explanation
that the company needed capital and the board did something that it did not think was risky in
order to inject that capital. I cannot support its decision any more strongly than that. If the
Leader of the Opposition has evidence to suggest that it goes further than that, he should
produce it. The Leader of the National Party told him months ago that if he is going to
continue to make allegations he should produce the evidence. If the Leader of the Opposition
produces that evidence I promise I will look at it closely. Any of the journalists investigating
this Mailer knows of my interest in ensuring that everything was above board. If the Leader
of the Opposition has any evidence to suggest anything to the contrary, he should produce it.
He has not done that, even under parliamentary privilege. The best the member for Contesloe
could do was to ask me 57 questions, some of which were offensive. They were silly
questions, one of which asked whether I had rung Mr Bond. That is his style. H-e is sleazy.
He is happy to throw mud and make allegations knowing that he does not have any evidence.

Based on what I have been told and on the information that is available, the board's decision
is explicable in the context of a bullish market. The board's chairman made the decision to
put a small portion of the board's resources at the more speculative end of the investment
market. The Leader of the Opposition should look at the results because, in the end, he
cannot ignore them.

The second allegation was that the investment went bad in the stock market crash. If the
Opposition is saying that the investment fell apart at the seams in October 1987 and at the
same time saying that it in fact fell apart at the seams as some other time, I do not know the
answer to that.

Mr Macinnon: You said that, not us.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I will tell the Leader of the Opposition why I said it. My
inmpression was that as with so many of these speculative shares, the company would be able
to get capital and do the things it needed to do to build up its asset base and start returning
profits so long as everybody was bullish.

Mr Macinnon: You said it went bad in the crash. I thought you got advice. Is that the
advice you got? Who told you that?

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Leader of the Opposition should allow me to answer. He
raised the second allegation; I am trying to answer it. My impression was that the crash
meant an end to the opportunities for people to get speculative capital or to build up their
activities in the same way as they had been able to in a bullish market. The graph
incorporated in Hansard by the Leader of the Opposition shows that from September to
November the shares topped in value by nearly 50 per cent.

Mr Grill: That's right, If you take it from August to December the trop was 75 per cent.
What you said was absolutely right.

Mr Macion: Why don't you take it from February when you went into the put option,
you fool?
The SPEAKER: Order! That is not proper.
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Mr Macinnon: Then you entered into it in June when the price was low.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I make it clear that I did not enter into anything, contrary to what
the Leader of the Opposition implies. The State Superannuation Board, as then constituted,
had the documents finally executed on 12 June at a time when the shares were $1.95. A
fortnight or three weeks later, investment advisers were making the sonts of bullish statements
that I read to the House. According to them, the company would produce triple profits; it
would be a marvellous investment, a wonderful thing. Investors in the sp2, -ulative end of the
market were advised to invest in the company because they would make a .zid.
Mr Macnnon: But they didn't invest in Austec.

Mr PETER DOWDING: No, of course not. The State Superannuation Board already had an
investment in Austec, but it was providing the capital for Ausrec in order to enable it to
achieve its objectives for the board. It was doing so at what appeared to be very little cost,
because it did not amount to its outlaying anything for Austec to get $8 million. Aln the
board had to do was say that it would hold the shares at $2 - shares which until the end of the
month before had been traded at $2; which only six months earlier had been traded at $4;
which, according to Bain & Company, had potential for tripling profits over the next 12
months; which, according to Paterson Ord Minnett, had the capacity to be "a strong,
above-average portfolio performance, a world leader in the development of integrated
COBOL". It said also that the possibilities for AIL were enormous. The whole front bench
of the Liberal Pasty has now disappeared.

Mr Grill: They never took this seriously to begin with.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I do not think they did. I make it clear that, on any view of the
matter, between February and June 1987 the investment appeared to have enormous
potential. The State Superannuation Board had a chance to assist its investment with an
$8 million capital injection without outlaying anything itself. It had the potential to earn a
small fee and to make absolutely no loss as long as the shares did not go below $2. Given the
risky nature of the shares and their bullishness a fortnight before, it could be argued, rightly
or wrongly, that the allocation of funds was not so off the planet as to give rise to some smear
or innuendo. [ am not here to justify the investment. I am not saying that Peter Dowding has
some knowledge of these matters on which the board ought to have relied. I am not saying
that had I been the chairman of the board, I would have made the same decision. However,
the board made that decision and nothing in the papers or the information produced by the
Opposition justifies the view that there is a sniff about it.

I reiterate that I have sought to give the House information which will provide it with a
chance to make that sort of judgment. The member for Cottesloc produced 57 questions. It
is like a court case or an interrogation without any pleadings. I do not even know what the
allegation is. If the Opposition has some allegation to make, I will investigate it. If the
Leader of the Opposition wants to tell me, in public or private, what he says is wrong or
improper about the matter, I will have it investigated. If he has any evidence, let him produce
it. If he is afraid of producing evidence because he might defame people, he can give it to me
privately. I can say no more than what I said to the Leader of the Opposition last week. 1
said that if he had any allegation about someone working in Governmnent who ought not to be
working there, he should tell me the name of the person and I will investigate it.

Mr Macinnon: Kevin Edwards.

My PETER DOWDING: The Leader of the Opposition has not given me any evidence.

Mr Macinnon, He took $5 000 from the Teachers Credit Society and gave it to the ALP.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Let us not go through all that again.

Mr Macnoon: And another one.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I telephoned the Leader of the Opposition last Monday and he
would not tell me the name of the person involved. He reckoned that some awful person was
working for the Government. Presumably, his allegation is not true. He was happy to raise
the innuendo, to attempt to smear someone. He should put up or shut up. If he has any
evidence, he should put it up. The Leader of the Opposition should say what he suggests is
wrong in this matter and I would have it investigated. I would certainly be happy to give
Parliament my answers in response to any substantial rmanter put to me.
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MR GRILL (Esperance-Dundas - Minister for Agriculture) [4.18 pm]: From the outset
there was never a serious attempt by the Opposition to censure the Premier. Censure motions
on the Premier should be dealt with seriously; they should not be dealt with flippantly. This
was obviously dealt with on a flippant basis; it was never dealt with seriously. Members
need to ask themselves why it was never dealt with seriously. It was not dealt with seriously
because the motion is just a very dismal attempt to keep the whole Danbury issue alive.

We on this side of the House will not say that the Danbury investment by the State
Superannuation Board, as then named, was the best investment it ever made. We will not say
that. It probably was not a very good investment at all. On the face of the facts put forward,
it was probably a very bad investment. That is one thing; it is another thing altogether to
move a motion of censure on the Premier and Treasurer of the State. If it were going to be
dealt with on a serious basis, there would have been some particulars to it. I have never
before seen a motion of this sort moved without some particulars being given in writing. No
particulars in relation to the allegation were given in writing or verbally, nor was any serious
attempt made to clarify the points made against the Treasurer. It was very hard to decipher
from the rambling speech given by the Leader of the Opposition just what were the
allegations. We must ask ourselves why no particulars, either verbally or in writing, were
given.

If this could nor be done in writing, why not verbally? Look at the motion before us; it could
not be more nebulous if it had been written by a kindergarten student. It states -

That this House hereby censures the Premier for deliberately or recklessly twice
misleading the House by his statements in the House last week when attempting to
explain the extraordinary transactions of the SB Investment Trust in relation to its
investments in the Danbury Group and Austec International Ltd.

There were no particulars at all. One had to listen very intently indeed to pick up just what
was the gist of the argument being made by the Leader of the Opposition.

However, when one came to the argument put forward by the member for Cottesloe he did
not even attempt to touch on the allegation; he did not even attempt to touch on the substance
of the motion being put forward. He did not in any respect at all put forward any particulars.
In fact, in the final analysis he made no allegation against the Premier. If he made any
allegation at all, it was against the Chairman of the Superannuation Board, Mr Ralston.

Mr Macinnon: Rubbish!

Mr GRILL: That was the substance of the case put forward by the member for Cortesloe. I
give the Leader of the Opposition his due; at least he attempted, in a fairly muddled way, to
direct an attack against the Treasurer, but the member for Cottesloe made no such attempt.

Mr D.L. Smith: All he did was reread Rolston's letter.

Mr GRILL: That is correct, he reread Mr Rolston's letter. He would not answer a question
as to whether he was making allegations against Mr Roiston; he was completely silent on that
issue and tried, somehow, to fit the Treasurer with some sont of nebulous crime on the basis
of the letter that Mr Rolston had written, which contradicted almost the first statement he
made when he got to his feet and said that Mr Rolston had been particularly careful in the
way in which he had framed the letter.
The whole speech given by the member for Contesloe was a contradiction from beginning to
end; it shed no light on the allegations made in this nebulous fashion against the Treasurer. It
did not deal with the allegation, or the particulars, in any way. How can the House deal
seriously with a motion of this nature if it is not given any particulars, either in writing or
verbally? It cannot be seriously dealt with. That is the substance of the argument I put
forward now; it was never meant to be dealt with seriously, it was just a dismal attempt by
the Opposition to keep this particular matter alive.

The words "smear" and "innuendo" have been thrown around this Chamber a fair bit in the
past few weeks, but that was what this was, just a bit more smear and innuendo, just a bit
more of a go at various innocent people, in this case, Mr Rolston. It certainly was not a
serious attempt to nail the Treasurer in respect to any specific allegation because those
specific allegations were never made. Even now they have not been made and one had to
listen carefully to decipher just what, in the final analysis, the Leader of the Opposition was
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trying to say; I do not think he ever said it. He produced a graph which was exhibit A, the
piece of evidence upon which he seemed to base his case. On the basis of that graph he tried
to say that the Treasurer had somehow misled the House by saying, "But the shares went bad
in the crash". if one looks at the graph one sees that is exactly what happened.

The shares were purchased on 12 June when the price was $1.95. On 12 May, a month
before, they were five cents higher at $2. During the months from September to November
the price of the shares had easily their most dramatic fail from $1.60, which was only 40
cents below the price on 12 May 1987, to 80 cents on 12 November; that is when the
dramatic fall took place.

Apart from the allegations being made against the Treasurer being nebulous, the second of
the allegations, as best we can decipher it, was correct when it was stated by the Treasurer,
and the proof of the correctness was exhibit A put forward by the Leader of the Opposition.
That is when the major drop took place and it proved correct the very words the Treasurer
said last week on 14 September. Therefore, one needs to doubt the veracity, the integrity and
the seriousness of the Opposition in relation to these allegations.

The member for Cottesloe made one of the intemperate speeches that have become the norm
for him. They are frenetic speeches made at high pitch and are virtually shouted to the
Chamber using very extravagant language; that is the norm now for the member for
Cottesloe. No-one takes him seriously any longer; it is the same old groan we get day in and
day out, week in and week out, the same outrageous remarks made in the same old nasal
accent screamed across the Chamber, normally in an abusive way. The major part of the
speech made by the member for Cottesloe was really an attack on the integrity of the editor
and staff of The West A ustralian. The Premier has dealt with that, but I just underline the fact
that there has never been any political pressure placed upon The West Australian.
To my knowledge it is quite normal for any leader of a party, and certainly it has been normal
practice in the past for Premiers of all panties when they have been in Government, to speak
to members of The West Australian and from time to time to its editor. That has never in the
past been put forward as a case of improper political interference with the operation of the
Press. There was no substance behind the smear and innuendo allegations made by the
member for Cottesloe that somehow improper pressures were placed upon the editor or the
chief of staff on that night - no evidence at all, just the same old smear, the same old
innuendo, the same outrageous remarks.

Mir Blaikie: Tell us about Paul Regan's wedding.

Mr GRILL: The member who just interjected can talk about social affairs in his time, but I
will not talk about that. We are supposed to be dealing, if the member did not know, with
what is supposed to be, and is not, a serious allegation - a censure motion against the Premier
and Treasurer of this State - yet the member who interjected wants to talk about social events.
What else did the member for Cottesloe talk about? He got back on the old theme again. He
cannot make a speech without libelling someone. Once again he libelled Kevin Edwards; he
cannot help it, he has to do it and does it in every speech he makes. lie got up and, under
parliamentary privilege, libelled Kevin Edwards once again.

What happened to the mafia links that were front page news last week? What happened to
the particulars in respect to that? It is very easy indeed for unscrupulous - and I use that word
advisedly - people like the member for Cottesioe to make those sorts of remarks about
innocent people from a position of privilege, and that is what he does week in and week out,
but with no particulars, no evidence! Where is the evidence? Will members opposite tell us?

Mr Blaikie: You tell us the connection your abattoir sale has with the Victorian Government.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr GRILL: Where is the evidence? When one asks that question, Mr Speaker, what does
one get back? Nothing but the same old facetious remarks. It simply underlines the fact that
this was not a serious attempt this afternoon. It lacked credibility and sincerity, and it
certainly lacked evidence, but again that is nothing unusual because all of these attacks lack
evidence; it had the same old credo - "Let us put the boot into someone who is outside the
Chamber and cannot defend himself."
Apart from Kevin Edwards, the member for Cottesloe today also put the boot into
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Mr Rolston. To give him his due, the Leader of the Opposition did not, but the member for
Cortesioe did. He did nor attack the Treasurer today; he attacked the writer of that letter from
which he quoted voluminously. Who wrote that letter? The Chairman of the State
Superannuation Board, a person above any political interference. He is a very fine public
servant and did not deserve having the boot put into him by the member for Cottesloe this
afternoon. The member put the boot right into the Chairman of the Superannuation Board,
Mr Rolston. If anyone needs to be censured this afternoon, it is certainy not the Treasurer.
The person who needs to be censured for the action that he took is the member for Corresloc.
I hope that the Press takes some notice of that and writes it up.

If that is all the Opposition's allegations amount to. they are being shown up for what they
are. Where are these allegations about Mafia connections? Where is the evidence? The facts
are, there never was any evidence, there is no evidence now, and there will never be any
evidence. It was just something to get a headline, something for the front page, and that is
now the hallmark of the Opposition, in particular the hallmark of the member for Cottesloe.
It is pusillanimous, it is cowardly in the extreme. He goes about putting the boot into people
in the way that he did today, and almost every day he has walked into the Chamber in the last
few weeks he has done it. If anyone today needed to be censured it was not the Treasurer, it
was the Leader of the Opposition for moving this nebulous motion, and the member for
Cottesloc for the way he attacked a very fine public servant. This motion deserves the fate it
will receive in a very short time.

MR COWA N (Merredin - Leader of the National Parry) [4.33 pm]: It is not my intention to
waste the time of the House. I listened very carefully to the comments made by the Leader of
the Opposition and the member far Cottesloe, and the response by the Treasurer. [ think
people are stretching a very long bow to say that the Treasurer deliberately or recklessly
misled the House. I cannot find any evidence to suggest that. Some questions need to be
answered in relation to the investment of the Superannuation Board in this issue, and they
will certainly be published, either as a result of the diligence of the Opposition or the
diligence of the Press or both.

The National Parry has in the past avoided taking the lead in these debates on Government
statutory authorities such as the Superannuation Board or the SGIC. We have allowed the
Liberal Party Opposition to lead that charge. We will support it in that action, but we cannot
support it when it swings the attention away from the focus of the investments of the
Superannuation Board or the trust to this type of censure motion, particularly when there is
insufficient substantive evidence to demonstrate the case. We are not prepared to support this
motion, and I suggest that not enough evidence has been produced to demonstrate any
deliberate misleading of the House by the Treasurer.

MR MacI(INNON (Murdoch - Leader of the Opposition) [4.36 pm]: Let me quote the
words of the Treasurer from 14 September - last week -

We have here a valuation from an international firm which clearly illustrates that a
judgment had been made and this board relied upon it to buy those Austec shares.
They were very bullish about the prospects for the company, the shares of which are
valued at nil as at June 1988. It shows that the board made an investigation and made
its decision based on that advice from one of the most reputable international advisers,
but it went bad in the crash.

That is. ot what the Chairman of the State Superannuation Board, Mr Rolston said, neither is
it what )aterson Ord Minnen said. Neither Mr Rolston nor that organisation gave advice to
the State Superannuation Board along those lines. The Treasurer, in his rebuttal, trotted out
the tired old excuse about Halls Head, Bunbury Foods, and the fact that one cannot claim that
those investments were not the same as that which is involved in the matter before the House.

Mr Peter Dowding: You will hear a lot more about this later.

Mr MacKINNON: The facts are that the Treasurer did mislead the House, and deliberately.
He tried to ensure that the wrong impression and information was given to this Parliament.
The Treasurer said during the debate, "Look at the results." That is what the Opposition has
endeavoured to do - look at the results of an investment which should never have been made.
The board did not conclude the deal until 12 June, when the shares were already below the
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price at which the guarantee loan was given. Secondly, the guarantee was given not on the
Austec shares but on the Danbury group of companies. Thirdly, the board did not receive
advice from Paterson Ord Minnett about the put option or guarantee. Fourthly, Mr Rolston
did not claim that it did. Finally, as a consequence of all that, the Superannuation Board of
this State is staring down the barre at a loss of $10 million. The Minister for Agriculture and
the Treasurer have the temerity to sit opposite and say that we are not dinkum. We are
dinkum, and we want to know why it was that the Treasurer deliberately misled the House.
Why was it that when Austec was technically insolvent in June of 1987 this Government
entered into a deal which cost the State in excess of $1 million?

Nothing today has answered any of those questions; nothing from members either opposite or
on this side of the House has rebutted the basic allegation and claim, The words of the
Treasurer last week on 14 September were a deliberate attempt to mislead this Parliament.
Until such time as the Treasurer understands that as Treasurer of this State there are standards
of behaviour that he must set, until he understands that he must provide answers to these
questions or the matter will not go away, we will continue to raise these matters in the
Parliament over and over again. The people of Western Australia are not silly, as they
showed during the referendum on the Constitution. They know what is going on, and they
know something is wrong. Until there is a full and frank explanation, we will continue to
demand answers. I give the Treasurer this advice: More information will come out, and it
will come out in a way which will do his Government irreparable damage, if that damage has
niot already been done.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (16)
Mr Blaiktie Mr Courn Mr Lewis Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Bradshaw Mr (iryden Mr Lightfoot Mr Reg Tubby
Mr Cash Mr Greig Mr Macinnon Mr Wait
Mr Clarko Mr Hassell Mr Thompson Mr Maslen f Teller)

Noes (26)
Dr Alexander Mr Peter Dowding Mr Pearce Mr Troy
Mrs Beggs Dr Gallop Mr Read Mrs Watkins
Mr Bridge Mr Grill Mr Ripper Dr Watson
Mr Burkett Mr Gordon Hill Mr D.L. Smith Mr Wilson
Mr Carr Mr Hodge Mr P.J. Smith Mms Buchanan (Teller)
Mr Cunningham Dr Lawrence Mr Taylor
Mr Donovan Mr Marlborough Mr Thomas

Pairs

Ayes Noes

Mr Meosaros Mr Bertram
Mr Crane Mr Evans
Mr Williams Mr Tom Jones
Mr Schell Mrs Henderson

Question thus negatived.

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION AND AUDIT ACT

Report Tabling - Extension of Time
THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnett): I have been informed of the following ministerial approvals
for extensions of time for the presentation of annual reports in accordance with the Financial
Administration and Audit Act 1985 -

The Minister for Mines -

Coalminers. Welfare Board.

The Minister for Health -
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Animal Resource Centre.
Fremantle Hospital Board.

The Minister for Lands -

Landbank of Western Australia.

I table the relevant correspondence.

(See paper Nos 437.1
STAMP AMENDMENT BILL

Introduction and First Reading
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House), and read a first time.

BILLS (2)

Messages - Appropriations
Messages from the Governor received and read recommending appropriations for the
purposes of the following Bills -

I. Loan BillI

2, Acts Amendment (Racing Industry) Bill

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FIND) BILL

Second Reading - Budget Debate
Debate resumed from 15 September,

MR CLARKO (Karrinyup) [4.46 pm]; I wish to speak today on the question of
compulsory voting in local government elections. There is a clear dichotomy between the
views of the two major parties on this matter. The Labor Party stands for compulsory voting
in local governiment elections, while the Liberal Party is for voluntary voting.

It has been claimed, correctly I believe, that compulsory voting in Australia represents a dual
anomaly. At the theoretical level coercion in a democratic system without proved
justification is a contradiction in terms; secondly, it is an authoritarian arrangement, which is
contradictory to Australian myth and legend - that is, the legend of individual freedom for
Australian citizens. Compulsory voting has a long history in Australia; very few countries
practise compulsory voting. Australia and New Zealand both do, as do certain socialist
countries, but of like Western countries very few practise it. Generally not only do they not
practise compulsory voting, but also they are very much opposed to it. In the United
Kingdom, for example, one finds that the community generally seems to be supportive on
both political sides and strongly favours voluntary voting.

Australia first imposed compulsory voting in 1915 in Queensland at the State level; in 1924
voting in Commonwealth elections was made compulsory. By 1942 every State in the
Commonwealth had compulsory voting and it is generally argued by political parties, at both
the Federal and State level, that there are many advantages in having compulsory voting. For
example it saves political parties money and manpower - they do not have to get the citizens
out to vote. Those sorts of arguments intrigue me, because they were put about long before
there was Federal funding of elections, and it did not seem to make any difference.

Some people argue that we do not really have compulsory voting but rather compulsory
attendance at the polling booths. All that happens is that people go and have their names
crossed off; some of them throw their ballot papers away, others put the papers in the ballot
boxes without putting anything on them and some of them write rude remarks about Bob
Menzies and so on. Someone told me that at the recent referendum all sorts of extremely
rude, cutting and other comments were put on the ballot papers. Some people take their
ballot papers outside and drop them in the rubbish bins at the door; those of us who have had
a bit to do with electioneering would know that, particularly when there are two ballot
papers - upper and lower - people drop one in the ballot box and the other in the bin. I have
seen people from political parties hunting around in the bins looking for one of these
unmarked papers.
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Mr Thomas interjected.

Mr CLARKO: They were from the Labor Party, although I was not going to mention it. The
member pressed me into it.

I have seen Labor Party supporters taking ballot papers out of rubbish bins outside a booth in
North Beach.
It is clear, when one looks at the figures for the number of people who vote in local
government elections, that the overwhelming proportion of eligible voters do not wish to
vote. The turnout ranges from approximately 10 per cent to 20 per cent on a Statewide basis.
I have figures for the 1988 elections prepared by the Local Government Association which
indicate that the highest proportion of voters, totalling 46.9 per cent, turned out in East
Fremantle and that only 5.4 per cent turned out in the City of Gosnells' elections.
Mr Carr: I thought 21 per cent was the average on a Statewide basis.
Mr CLARKO: The Minister is close. The Local Government Association's Press release of
I I May stated that -

Early figures released by the Local Government Association point to a significant
increase in voter turnout at last weekend's Local Government elections.
The association's members - mainly metropolitan and major country councils -
averaged an overall voter turnout of 22 per cent, with individual members ranging
from 5.45 per cent up to 46.94 per cent.

Those are the figures I gave the House a moment ago. In 1986, 15.5 per cent of eligible
voters voted. That was the first year of- adult franchise. I gather figures were not compiled
for the next year. They certainly were not made available to me or to the Local Government
Association. The association felt the figures were the same. The Minister may remember
that I asked him whether he would make those figures available to me to which he replied
that he would distribute them. I am not criticising the Minister, but I have not seen those
figures. 1 think it is important for me to see them.
Mr Can: If you need them, please ring my department.
Mr CLARKO: I thank the Minister. I think the figure indicating a 22 per cent turnout was
greatly enhanced by the highly controversial lord mayoral elections that took place in the City
of Perth. The candidates spent a lot of money on publicity for their campaigns. There is no
doubt that that sort of election causes a significant increase in the number of people who turn
up at the polls. The figure tends to drop to the more normal 15 per cent turnout in normal
election years. I think the Minister would feel satisfied with the figure of 15 per cent given
the money - $50 000 - that was spent in the last couple of years, despite the fact that
populations within wards have increased quite significantly in that time and that adult
franchise was introduced. I am not sure what the introduction of adult franchise meant
around the State generally, but it meant an increase of approximately 30 per cent in large
metropolitan councils.
Mr Can: At least that.
Mr CLARKO: It did not turn out as some people thought. Some people thought that by
allowing everyone over 18 years of age to vote, the number of people who voted would
double. However, I believe that approximately 30 per cent more people voted in the
elections.
We should not compel Western Australians to vote at local government elections when they
have demonstrated for a hundred years that they do not wish to vote. Four out of every five
eligible voters in Western Australia do not wish to vote at local elections. John Stuart Mill,
in rather old fashioned English, said -

..the sole end for which mankind are warranted, individually or collectively, in
interfering with the liberty of action of any of their number, is self-protection.

Western Australians are opposed to being forced to vote in local government elections.
Surely, their having the right to vote without compulsion is superior to being forced to vote.
John Stuart Mill said -

Who is harmed if a citizen declines to vote?
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The State Labor Party has a policy of compulsory voting in local government elections.
When the figure of i5 per cent was produced in 1986, the Minister said in an article in The
West Australian of 5 May 1986 that he would "urgently review the local government
electoral system in response to a poor turnout at Saturday's annual elections". That statement
led to a number of other responses being made, some of which I wish to quote because I
believe they are just as true today as they were two year-s ago. The artile continued -

Mr Carr said that the review would consider elections every three years and
compulsory voting in an effort to overcome continual electoral apathy.

The Minister has never indicated that he has changed his mind on compulsory voting and I
believe it hangs over our heads like an angry cloud.

Mr Carr: It has been made clear that the Government has no intention of introducing it in the
foreseeable future.

Mr CLARRO: With great respect. I do not think the Government will introduce anything
tough before the next election. The Governiment is already dropping contentious items to the
bottom of the Notice Paper.

Mr H-assell: It is developing a hidden agenda for after the election.

Mr CLARKO: That is right. I appreciate the member for Cottesloe: reminding me of that
because there is no doubt that if, by some mischance, the Government is returned to office.
many nasties will be forced on the people during the Government's next term, just as we saw
adult franchise and equal ward boundaries forced on the people against their wishes. lHe said
he would consider holding local government elections every three years. That would be
forced on the people because the local government associations have made it quite clear that
they do not want elections every three years. The two major local government associations
have made repeated decisions at Their annual conferences that they are opposed to
compulsory voting in local government elections. The Minister said that he would urgently'
review the situation. He gave the public the impression that he was prepared to act on
compulsory voting. He has not done it yet, but there is no evidence to suggest that it is not
part of his future agenda or that it is not the Labor Party's policy.
The Minister said that he was concerned about a turnout of less than 20 per cent. If that is the
case he will be concerned every year because that is roughly the figure that can be relied on
to be the turnout at local government elections, other than in exceptional circumstances.

Mr Can-: You said earlier that there was no figure for 1.987. There were figures and they
showed a gradual trend from 1986 to 1987 to 1988.
Mr CLARKO: The Local Goverrnent Association felt, as I did, that the 1987 figures were
about the same as the 1986 figure, which was 15.5 per cent. The figure we are Talking about
in Western Australia is about 20 per cent and I accept the Minister's point that when I was in
local government people generally spoke about a figure of about 15 per cent. Over the last
decade there has been a small rise. The reason is that for two or three consecutive elections
the Government spent in the order of $30 000 on newspaper advertising. The newspaper
advertisements also, which set out every ward in Western Australia, were an inducement to
vote. Although I am opposed to compulsory voting in local government I would encourage
people to vote in local government elections. However, I do not believe in coercion and I
certainly do not believe in Clayton's coercion. Clayton's coercion is where a person is told
he will1 be fined if he does not vote and he is not fined if he does not vote. That is the
situation which prevails in States where compulsory voting occurs. In New South Wales
there are scores of councils which do nothing about those people who do not vote. I may
refer to figures later in my speech. but at this stage I refer to a group of councils which has
compulsory voting and which has 212 000 voters on its rolls and only 102 000 voters actually
voted at an election. Virtually nothing was done about fining those voters who had not voted
because of the cost involved. We have Clayton's compulsory voting at our State and Federal
Government elections. If the Government really felt it was a citizen's obligation to vote it
would fine him $100 in the first instance, and $200 in the second instance; and on the third
occasion he would perhaps have his right to vote taken from him. That would be dinkurn
compulsory voting.

I understand the Premier telephones The West Australian on Friday at 10.00 pmn - we had the
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situation on the morning of the referendums in which that newspaper published a story on the
front page of its early editions to the effect that voting was from 8.00 amn to 8.00 pm when it
was from 8.00 am to 6.00 pm. People are now saying that is the reason they did not vote and
I have been speaking to people within the electoral system who are of the opinion that such
an excuse will be acceptable.

Dr Alexander: It was a mistake.

Mr CLARKO: Does the member for Perth think it is an acceptable excuse?

Dr Alexander: Yes,

Mr CLARKO: Even though many advertisements were published in the newspaper stating
specifically when the polling booths would be open? It is a Clayton's compulsory voting
system. The next thing that we will hear is people making the excuse that they were too tired
to vote - all the Labor supporters are too tired. That is the reason we have the 'WA tired
feeling" . Perhaps such an excuse will1 be acceptable.

Dr Alexander: We are all tired to listen.

Mr CLARKO: I am happy to trade words with the member for Perth if he wishes. The only
problem in doing that is I would need to have a copy of his dictionary.

In a newspaper report of 5 May 1986 the Minister stated that compulsory voting is part of
Labor Party policy as well as his personal preference and it will have to came under serious
consideration. This matter needs attention. I suspect that if Labor wins the next election,
which is highly unlikely, it will have a dash at this and will also have a dash at introducing
three yearly elections so that it can combine its forces.

With reference to elections I do not know whether the Government had a second thought in
regard to the referendums. In my electorate the number of people who distributed Labor
Party how to vote cards was extremely low. It was the most pitiful representation by a major
political party that I have seen in the 35 years that I have been attending polling booths.

Mr Lewis; They were giving out Liberal Party how to vote cards.

NIr duuuco: I do not know about that.
Some people have said that three yearly elections will cut costs. Of course it will cut costs.
It costs money to rn elections, but I do not believe that any true democrat would argue for
too long that the fewer elections we have the more money we wil save, because the ultimate
argument is to hold no elections at all. There are many socialist parties around the world who
share the samte ideology as do members of this Government. Something along this line has
been occurr ing in Burma recently. Although, I notice that countries like South Africa get
hammered for their undemocratic practices, certain countries around the world are happy to
treat the Burma socialist one party Government very kindly - let them go because it does not
matter; they have their socialist mates from countries behind the Iron Curtain. Only the other
day I was very interested to read that the socialists in the Baltic countries will have their say
and the poor old Polish Government, another socialist Government, has stepped out of line
and, according to today's paper, that Government has been sacked by party officials. That is
a nice bit of democracy!

A month or so after the Press release to which I have referred, the Minister returned to his
artack and on 23 June 1986 he said that the poor turnout at local governiment elections again
confirmed his belief that something must be done to overcome this general apathy to local
government elections. He also said that the State Government was concerned about this
problem and would be canvassing the views of local government in that year -1986 - in
respect of the options available to best deal with it. The result of that statement was that both
the Local Government Association and the Country Shire Councils Association put the matter
before their members at their annual conferences and they overwhelm-ingly voted against
compulsory voting. I do not know whether the Minister would accept a motion moved by
both of those praiseworthy organisations and whether he thiniks that their opinion should
affect his judgment on issues of that kind. However, in a Press release on 23 June 1986 the
Minister said that Local Government cannot fully claim democracy and equality or gain the
respect of the other spheres of Government when it has only a poor voter base. 1 think he is
well wide of the mark,
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Local government recently failed overwhelmingly to obtain constitutional voting recognition.
I said at the time, when people said it would give local government more status, that in 1979
when the Liberal and National Country Party Government of the day introduced legislation
whkch was passed and which gave State constitutional recognition, no-one went around
bowing low and calling councillors, "Dear Sir", or did cartwheels down the street. I said that
if they obtained Federal constitutional recognition people would not give them any greater
recognition. Now that the motion has failed by 70:30 no-one is saying there is anything
wrong with local government. They are all proud of local government and it deserves the
credit to which it is entitled. It fails into public disfavour only when people like the member
for Perth falsely and maliciously attack it and provide no evidence to sustain the attacks he
makes on his former colleagues of the Perth City Council.

Point of Order
Dr ALEXANDER: The member for Karrinyup has falsely accused me of providing no
evidence for allegations made last year which, in fact, has very little to do with the debate
before the Chair. I completely reject it and if he examines the record, which clearly he has
not done, he will find the allegations were detailed in two speeches given to the House last
year. It is absolute nonsense to say there was no evidence.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I ask the member to confine his comments to the debate which he
is addressing.

Debate Resumed
Mir CLARKO: I will confine my remarks to the Bill before the Chair which, in accordance
with the Standing Orders, allows me to speak on any subject I like.
Similarly with the case involving the Wanneroo City Council, the disgraced former Minister
for Education, now the Minister for Planning and Leader of the House, made false claims and
allegations of corruption about the Wanneroo councillors. The same claims were made the
year before and the year before that, and they were investigated by the police who said there
was no substance to them. This matter was raised again and the police again said that there
was no evidence on which they could proceed. That is the path pursued by the Government
members. They want to coerce little old ladies to vote in council elections, even though it has
been proved that eight out of 10 people do niot want to vote for a variety of reasons. The
major democratic countries, such as the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada and so
forth, do not have compulsory voting. Therefore, one cannot say that it is undemocratic to
have voluntary voting.

Mr Thomas: It can lead to local governments which are not representing the community's
wishes.
Mr CLARKO: I put it to the member for Welshpool, as a student of history - I do not know
whether I taught him - that Napoleon used the plebiscite, and he was the first modem muler to
do so. He pushed himself beyond the parliamentary system and when he wanted support for
a certain course of action he held the equivalent of a referendum which enabled him to do
anything he liked. Napoleon used the plebiscite as a means to become an arch dictator; he is
not the first authoritarian leader to use plebiscites which appear to give the ruler the support
of everybody. It is difficult to determine these matters.
In The Bulletin of 23 August 1988 it was stated, on the basis of a Morgan Gallup Poll, that in
the referendum to be held 10 days later on 3 September between 59 and 71 per cent of the
votes for each of the four questions would be yes votes. However, the final result was
completely opposite. The Morgan Gallup Poll prides itself on being the best in Australia and
one of the best in the world, and it points to all kinds of reasons when its results are not
accurate. For example, in the Port Adelaide Federal byelecrion case it demonstrated that
many people changed their minds in the last 24 hours.

We must be very careful about criticising our voluntary system of voting in local government
elections. The British political system has its faults, but compared with other countries
around the world, one would be hard pressed to find a better system. I think Winston
Churchill was quoted as saying that democracy is not a good form of Government but it is the
best there is.

Mr Thomas: I think ours is better.
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Mr CLARKO: Our system would be better if we did not have compulsory voting at either
Federal or State level.

Mr Thomas: Would you like to have a House of Lords?

Mr CLARKO: I believe Wentworth is the only person who has seriously suggested that. As
far as I am concerned it is lunacy for people to make comparisons between the upper Houses
of Australia and the House of Lords because the members of the House of Lords gain their
seats by heredity and appointment, and all upper House members in Australia, with one
exception, are elected. In Western Australia, for example, those members are elected on a
system very similar to the election process for the lower House and, therefore, comparisons
are not appropriate. Basically totalitarian regimes embrace compulsory voting, with perhaps
the exception of Australia and New Zealand. I think that is out of character, bearing in mi~nd
what the Australian people generally believe they stand for; that is, individual freedom which
is generally considered by other countries to be high. The basis of' the modem democratic
electoral system began in this part of the world about 100 years ago - I understand that a New
Zealander has recently been quoted on the editorial page in The Australian as saying that it
led the way, rather than Australia. The compulsory aspect of voting is an unfortunate factor,
which we do not seem able to alter. We talk about the strengths of the Australian political
system, but it also has a weakness. I listened with great interest to the comments made in the
last 24 hours with regard to the tremendous increase in the number of deaths on the roads,
and the suggestion - which I understand the Government is considering - that the age at
which people are legally allowed to drink alcohol should be raised. I would be amazed if any
Australian Government had the courage to raise the legal age limit from 18 years to 21 years.
Many American States have had the political courage to raise the age at which people may
legally drink alcohol. They have taken similar steps with regard to the death penalty.
Mr Wilson: There was pressure on the Federal Government about road funding, which
would have helped.

Mr CLARKO: I want to talk about capital punishment; that has been re-introduced in some
parts of the United States. Some legislatures within the United Stares have reversed their
original decision. Unfortunately I do not think in Australia that we have the courage at State
or national level to reverse any major decisions of that type.

Mr Thomas; Introducing capital punishment has done nothing to reduce the homicide rate in
the United States.

Mr CLARKO: I would be happy to debate that issue, as I have done in this House before, but
it is not relevant to my point. [ would be very surprised if the Government raised the legal
drinking age; I would be surprised if a Liberal Party Government did that also. It is
unfortunate that we in Australia cannot face up to new decisions and redress questions of that
sort. For example, legislation will be introduced in this House to extend the opening hours of
hotels, etc on Sundays. That is a similar situation; we shall extend the number of hours
during which people can drink on licensed premises and nobody envisages that we would be
likely to turn the clock back in the future, whether or not it is desirable. That is a weakness of
oar system.

It is also a weakness to have compulsory voting. The Minister said that the Government had
spent $30 000 in 1985 and $30 000 in 1986 to encourage people to vote in local elections.
Despite that expense, there was very little change in the number of people who voted. When
a person is forced to vote, and does not wish to do so, his esteem is lowered, If a true system
of compulsory voting is to be introduced, it is necessary to impose an effective level of fine
as punishment.

I referred earlier to the question of saving money with regard to the Minister's comments on
introducing triennial elections in local government, which is strongly opposed by many
councils and particularly by the Country Shire Councils Association. The Minister said that
triennial elections would save 3700 000 a year. However, talking about the cost of running
any political problem is no way to resolve it. I have given the extreme example - if it is
cancelled altogether, it will cost nothing. The Minister complained that in 1986 only one
third of the vacant seats were contested. That complaint is incredible; the situation indicates
that either the public were satisfied with the work being done by the incumbents, or,
alternatively, people were not prepared to stand and take the risk of being elected to a most
AS 38 21-3
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responsible, onerous and time consuming position. I can recall unopposed councillors in the
past who have made tremendous contributions to local government; for example, Neil
Hawkins, now deceased, who became the Mayor of the City of Stirling, and was Chairman of
the MRPA. He was a great man who was involved in local goverrnent for more than 20
years. His father before him was involved with the same council for more than 20 years. A
great input was made by Mr Hawkins junior and Mr Hawkins senior.

Mr Thomas: Were they the builders?

Mr CLARKO: Yes. They built Council House, and they went out of building large buildings
because it became over competitive. They pulled out just before their successors went bust,
which was very perceptive.

We had a situation there where he was unopposed for many years. H-e was opposed after 15
years of no opposition, and the man who opposed him lasted for less than one year. He went
to a local progress association meeting, and the people there made a complaint about what he
had done. He said, "if that is the case, if you do not like what I am doing. I resign." So he
left, and Neil Hawkins went back in as councillor for our area.

The Wran Labor Government of New South Wales introduced compulsory voting, but this
did nothing ro raise the esteem of local government in New South Wales. In New South
Wales if a person fails to vote there is a fine ranging from $4 co $10. and under the Act
councils are not forced to take action against those who do not vote: they "may" take action.
There are three States in Australia - Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria - that have
compulsory voting, and where some councils do not rake any action it makes a farce of
compulsory voting, as I have said repeatedly. The New South Wales local councils have
found it to be an administrative nightmare to follow up the people who do not vote. In 1980.
if one combines the councils of Sydney City. Leichhardc, Ashfield and Canterbury, only
102 000 people voted out of 212 000 who were eligible to vote.

The cost of the follow-up action falls on the ratepayers. It does not fall on everybody who is
able to vote under this present Labor system. The ratepayers, who are a particularly hard
pressed group in our community, are the ones who have to bear the costs of following up -

Mr Thomas: And the taxpayers generally.

Mr CLARKO: All taxpayers pay, so we can ignore that because I assume everybody is a
taxpayer. The fact is that ratepayers pay on top of every other tax, and that is the inequity
and the real problem with the system we have today. It is a gross inequity, and I will be
interested to see -

Mr Thomas interjected.

Mr CLARKO: That is nonsense. The member obviously knows nothing concerning house
ownership. The rent paid relates to scarcity and does not cover the expenses of operating a
house. The member should go and talk to people who own a house other than their own and
rent it out. They will tell him that apart from the capital gain - which was enhanced when the
Government reintroduced negative gearing - there is actually a net loss. In addition, rents go
up, as they are now going up, due to gross mismanagement by the Government of the day;
and this Government has failed to produce enough blocks of land. The reason rents are going
up is because of the scarcity factor.

The Bankstown Town Clerk was reported in The Sydney Morning Herald of 8 April 1986 as
saying that it cost up to $2.50 per letter in administration and stationery costs, so sending out
further letters could not be justified by the fines they might have brought. It is estimated that
in New South Wales follow-up letters cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, and it is largely
a waste of time to send them out because the councils have no intention of proceeding with
prosecutions, and as I have said, they are not required by law to do so. Another council
officer was reported in The Sydney Morning Herald on 8 April 1986 as saying that as long as
they are elected, aldefnen do not worry who did nor vote. If people were fined they would
remember to vote against those aldermnen next time.

Certain people have said that compulsory voting in local government elections in New South
Wales is just an ALP bluff designed to get the voting booths stacked on election day with
large numbers of Labor Party faithful who otherwise would not vote. I think that is probably
tine and that is why the New South Wales Labor Government instituted compulsory voting,
because it does not have a system which will properly penalise those people who do not vote.
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A way to punish people who do not vote in a compulsory voting system would be - as I said
earlier - to take away their right to vote on the second or third time.

The Local Government Association of Western Australia, in a report dated 10 June 1986,
referred to the combined advertising campaign that I have just been talking about, which
indicated it cost the State Government about $30 000, and the Local Government Association
put in extra money. The LGA said at that time that electors have had plenty of opportunity to
know about the election and the majority of them in urban centres have exercised their choice
and have not voted. It said also that when there is a local issue and when the candidates are
well known voter turnout is increased substantially. It is interesting to note that the Stirling
Times of 7 May 1985. when commenting on the council election of that year - and you, Mr
Deputy Speaker. will be interested in this because it is the council that you were the mayor
of - stated that despite the changes in the electoral laws - that was the law which brought in
adult franchise- which gave a greater number of people the right to vote, there was no
appreciable increase in voting turnout, with the exception of the Osborne ward which
achieved its highest turnout ever. Councillor Peter Anderson, who was then a councillor for
that ward, won that particular day, and said it was due to the seat being contested by six
candidates, who made the electors more aware of the election and the issues-, more brochures
were distributed and more issues were raised; and Tony Vallelonga, the runner up, ran a very
strong campaign.

They are the reasons and the arguments that go with why I would give continued support to
the stance of my parry, which is strongly for voluntary voting. 1 think we should also look at
the issue in a more theoretical way, and I refer to an article written by a senior lecturer in
politics at the University of Adelaide, a man called John Robbin, who is the author of
numerous articles on local government. He says that the general assumption that working
class voters are more likely to abstain from voting is not always correct. That is interesting,
and I hope the people who write the Labor Party policy could give some consideration to that
if the reason for raking their stance is one that they think will be to their electoral advantage.

When we look at the size of local authorities we see a big difference in the turnout. For
example, in smaller authorities there is a greater likelihood that there will be a higher turnout.
In many of our rural comnmunities, people often come onto the council as a result of pressure
and persuasion by those who are currently on the council. [ remember a country councillor
who spoke to me, and I asked him how long he had been on the council. He said for one to
two years. I asked him whether he had much of a fight. He said, "There was not a fight.
There has never been an election in my ward in my lifetime. What we do is take it in turn.
One of the farmers comes along and says that it is about time you had a go." So I asked him
what it cost himn to run. He said only the cost to nominate; and I presume he got that back. If
people want to stand for local government in Perth, it will cost them a few thousand dollars,
so they really have to have their heart in the matter. I think we must expect and accept that
when there is no competition in the larger councils, the councillor has the support of this
community at large.

The question also relates to apathy, and it is this problem which some people want to
overcome by coercion. The way to overcome voter apathy is by education, andi in those
smaller councils where people are able to show clearly to their communities that there is a
need to have good people as their councillors and to carry our the duties that the council is
involved in there will be a high degree of interest in local government, but there may not be
much competition in terms of one candidate versus another. We might also get a low turnout
but it does not mean apathy in the true sense.

[Leave granted for speech to be continued at a later stage of the sitting.]

Debate thus adjourned.

[Questions taken.]

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.15 pm

AGRICULTURE BILL

Returned

Bill returned from the Council with amendments.
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APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL
Second Reading - Budget Debate

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.

MR CLARKO (Kafrrinyup) [7.18 pin]: I have sought this evening to advance the
arguments in support of the Liberal Pasty's opposition to compulsory voting in local
governirent elections. I mention briefly in closing that in the 1983 New South Wales
election 220 000 people failed to vote, and ultimately out of the 220 000 electors who failed
to vote 815 were fined a paltry aggregate of $4 193. Therefore, with a compulsory voting
system, over 219 000 of the electorate failed to vote with virtual impunity.
Earlier I referred to comments made by Dr Robbins, a senior lecturer in politics at the
University of Adelaide, in which he stated -

I.,though a citizen may be compelled to vote. he or she cannot be compelled to do so
effectively and intelligently.
The onus is on Government to cultivate interest:, it cannot be compelled.

It is incumbent on Governments to encourage people to vote in a local government election
by continuing to advertise and to give support, and for the councils to continue what they
have done in recent years. In my opinion it is quite improper to coerce people to vote.

MR READ (Mandurah) [7.20 pml: I take this opportunity to make some general comments
about the Budget and its effect throughout the State, and also to comtment specifically about
Mandurah.

The 1987-88 Budget achieved a surplus and that was the fifth successive year that that has
been achieved. That is an outstanding result for the Labor Government of Western Australia.
This result reflects the health of the Western Australian economy and the resolve of the
Government to restrain expenditure, and it also reflects the Labor Government's ability to
manage the State to the benefit of all Western Australians. The 1988-89 Budget
demonstrates that same ability and resolve and, as has been said several times in this debate,
the two objectives are to encourage the development of our State on a sound economic basis,
and to share the benefits that come from that economic growth among all Western
Australians. Because of five years of sound management the economic outlook for the State
remains encouraging. That confidence is borne out by several indicators to which I wish to
refer.

First, Western Australia has the second lowest unemployment rate of all States, and the
lowest rate since 1981; secondly, the State's labour force participation rate remains the
highest in Australia; and thirdly, the number of unemployed teenage Westemn Australians has
been reduced by 25 per cent. I would like to refer here to the debate recorded in Hansard on
Thursday, 1 September, and the comments of the Leader of the Opposition. These comments
were made during the Budget speech, and are as follows -

Let us look at the employment situation. I would have thought the question of youth
unemployment would be of concern to this Government, but let us took at some of the
facts about the young unemployed in our community today. In July this year 23 500
persons under 24 years were unemployed, out of a total of 49 000. That represents 47
per cent of the total, or almost half.

The Leader of the Opposition was ill informed or ignorant of the facts when he made that
statement. The 23 000 unemployed people he referred to in the 15 to 24 year old age bracket
included young people looking for part time work, in addition to full time job seekers. The
people seeking pant time work were those still studying full time at high school, TAFE,
business colleges or tertiary institutions. Just over 4 000 of those young people were in full
time education, seeking work to supplement their income. Of the remainder, the 17 000 plus
who were looking for full time work and therefore count as genuinely unemployed, the
Leader of the Opposition is 34 per cent out in his analysis. The Leader of the Opposition
appears to have ignored the fact that there has been a reduction in teenage unemployment
from 31.6 per cent in the fall out from the previous coalition Government in 1983, to 13.6 per
cent last month - the lowest rate for seven years.

Mr Clarko: In 1981 we were in Governiment, and you have just said your results are the best
since 1981.
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Mr READ: I said in 1983. Your last year in Government was 1982 to 1983, was it not? Let
us see clearly what is being said here.

Mr Clarko: You said 1981.

MrREAD: [ saidl1983.
Mr Clarko: A minute ago you said the figures you have got now are the best in this State
since 198 1.
Mr READ: Then I stand corrected. I am referring to 1983.

Mr Clarko: But you said 1983 -
Mr READ: The member for Karrinyup is being pedantic.

The'DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!

Mr READ: Teenage unemployment has dropped to 7 900, or 25 per cent less than it was a
year ago.

Mr Bradshaw interjected.

Mr READ: The member for Murray-Wellington should not interject, because I will bring up
the matter of Lakes Road and his lack of effort on it.

Mr Bradshaw: Which one?

Mr READ: Lakes Road, on which the member did absolutely nothing and left it to me to
d 'eal with the Minister and get something done about it.

I will carry on with the points I was raising. Industrial disputation has fallen; Western
Australia's rate of inflation continues to fall faster than that of any other State; the cost to
families for essential services continues to fall; rural mining, industrial production, and retail
sales'are improving; and Western Australia continues to lead the nation in individual business
investment for future production. I have not got the Press release here, but it is interesting to
note that on 15 September The West Australian carried an article stating that the growth in
small business in Western Australia leads that of the rest of the country. From 1983 to 1987
there was a growth of 22 per cent.

Turning specifically to Mandurah, there has been tremendous growth in the area as anyone
who passes through it will notice. Perhaps the best indicator of this is the number of building
approvals passed by the local town council. In the period from 1987 to 1988 building
approvals were passed to the value of $57 million. In addition, 1 400 new dwellings have
been built in Mandtirah during the last three years. In either June or July there were 120
approvals passed for housing by the Mandurah Town Council.

The increase in population and activity has led to increased economic growth within the area.
One area which has gained greatly is the building industry, which has grown in size and
activity under the encouragement of this Labor Government. All in all, there is tremendous
confidence in the area. Mandurab is beginning to establish its own identity. I wou ld like to
pay tribute to the recently opened radio station, 6M4M, which is doing a tremendous amount
to establish the identity of Mandurah.

The Government has shown its confidence in Mandurab over the past five years by its
willingness to develop facilities and services to meet the growth in the area. One project
which readily comes to mind is the youth resource centre which was opened on the weekend
of the Cabinet meeting in Mandurah. This is an excellent facility which is housing the
community youth support project within the town. In the future it will also house TAFE
courses which will service the town.

Looking at the Budget and how Mandurah. will benefit, the first thing that strikes the eye is
the $2.8 million Government office building which will be built adjacent to thc new police
station-court house. That office building will have 2 000 square metres of office space and
will be a tremendous asset to the area.

In the general education area, there has been an allocation for extra teachers and there have
been grants to parent bodies for facilities, for library books and the like. In addition, in
Mandurah the new $4.4 million Coodenup High School will be ready to open in 1989, and
the Mandurah Primary School has been allocated $200 000 of a $400 000 grant for
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extensions and alterations. That is most welcome to that school as it is an old school much in
need of those extensions and alterations. In addition, the new Falcon Primary School is now
in the planning stages. Construction is expected to commence by 30 June 1989 and it is
likely that the school will be ready to open in the 1990 school year.
Significantly, there has been a $2 million allocation to the Dawesville Cut. We are awaiting
the Environmental Protection Authority report on that, but the allocation is for land
acquisition and initiation of a development program for the cut. The new $3.3 million
hospital in Martdurah is near completion. It will be a most welcome asset to the town. I was
very disappointed to see a story in the local Press that referred to the hospital as a Clayton's
hospital. It is interesting to consider the background to this story. A health employee, who
wished to remain anonymous, went to the local newspaper and said that the hospital would
simply be an emergency centre, open for ortly eight hours a day, and if service was wanted at
any other time a bell had to be rung. It was an entirely inaccurate story, The member for
Murray-Wellington will remember asking a series of questions regarding that hospital on the
Thursday of the last parliamentary sitting.

Mr Bradshaw: At the request of the journalist.

Mr READ: That is interesting, because I was told that the questions came from the health
employee.

Mir Bradshaw: They might have done, I do not know. I had heard the story previously and
ignored it, to be quite honest.

Mr READ: Since the member is aware of the facts. I would have appreciated it if, instead of
ignoring it, he had said that the story was completely untrue and that if the journalist wanted
information he was quite wiling to get it.
Mr Bradshaw; HeI asked the questions and I gave him the answers. I didn't make anything
up. I just gave him back the answers the Minister gave.

Mr READ: I ask whether the member for Murray-Wellington knew the story was untrue.
Mr Bradshaw: [ was not sure whether the emergency centre would be open 24 hours a day.

Mr READ: After statements in the newspaper about this, it would not have taken the
member long to correct the story and stop the kerfuffle that developed. Problems arose.
especially with elderly people who became very fearful.
Mr Bradshaw: The journalist was going to write that story regardless of what I said.

Mr READ: The member could have been a little stronger.

At the same timne as this story was running, the Liberal Party candidate in Murray expressed
concern on the local radio station that the Murray District Hospital would be closed and was
to become a nursing post. The member for Murray-Wellington would be well aware that the
Government has spent more than $2 million upgrading that hospital in the last couple of
years.

Mr Bradshaw. More Like $1 million.

Mr READ: I think the member will find that it was a little more than that. The Government
spent the money on upgrading the hospital and the member for Murray-Wellington would
surely have known that the story on the radio station was not true.

Mr Bradshaw: We were just correcting the mumours that were floating around.

Mr READ: If Liberal Party members want to be rumourmongers, they should be quite open
about it.

Mr Bradshaw: We weren't being rumourmongers.

Mr READ: They had the opportunity to correct what had been said, but chose not to.

Mr Bradshaw: We did.
Mr READ: I do not think so. I express my disappointment with the Opposition's attitude to
health services in the Mandurah-Murray area.
Another item in the Budget is art allocation of $500 000 to upgrade the water supply main
from South Dandalup Dam to Mandurat. That recognises the pressure ftom people in
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Mandurab for the upgrading of services. There is a $300 000 allocation within the South
West Development Authority budget for preliminary investigations into the proposed
Mandurah cultural centre. That is probably one of the most exciting projects ever to have
been contemplated for Mandurab and it will be a tremendous asset to the town. It will
provide a focus for the town in future years.

I refer now the Homeswest building program for the coming year. Listening to some of the
speeches on the Budget, I was amazed at Opposition claims that the Government is doing
nothing for housing. This year, 69 units of accommodation are proposed for the Mandurab
area, bringing a total for the six years we have been in Government to 273 units of
accommodation.

Mr Lewis: They have to prop you up down there, don't they?

Mr READ: That is the type of statement that I would expect from a member who is
completely ignorant of anything outside his own backyard. The member for East Melville
should ask the member for Murray-Wellington about it. He knows what the area is like,
That building program is far superior to that which was conducted in the previous nine years.

Mr Clarko: Come off it! We were in Government in the 20 years during which Mandurah
grew up.

Ms READ: I have had that story put to me before. Members opposite should realise that
there is growth and there is promotion of growth. When the Liberal Party was in
Governiment its members were involved in trying to catch up on growth; we are interested in
promoting growth and in providing facilities for the future. Therefore, members opposite
cannot denigrate the Government's record in Mandurah in the last six years.

Ms Clarko: You collected $230 million-odd more in State taxes than the year before, 28.5
per cent more, although inflation was only seven per cent.

Mr READ: Even members of the local Liberal Party branch say that the Governiment has
done a lot more for Mandurah than previous Governments. The member for Karrinyup is
welcome to argue with the local Liberal people in Mandurah. He should not argue with me.
He will not get any argument from me. Facts are facts.

Mr Clarko: You are collecting more taxes.

Mr READ:. The facts speak for themselves.

Mr Lewis: What about your broken promises with the Dawesville Cut?

Mr READ: I am interested in that comment, very interested. What is the broken promise
with regard to the Dawesvile Cut?
Mr Bradshaw interjected.

Mir Lewis: You were going to do something in 1984, weren't you?

Mr READ: That is where you are completely ill-informed. Why do you not let the member
for Murray-Wellington do the interjecting?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I remind members that although it is the Budget debate it
is going from the sublime to the ridiculous when members from either side of the House
invite interjections from those opposite. Members have spoken on the Budget very well.
When speaking about the benefits of the Budget or criticising aspects of it, depending on
whether the member is a Government or an Opposition speaker, interjections should not be
invited. I would be surprised if, some time in the next 30 or 40 minutes, I was not called
upon to protect the member on his feet. I would like the member to talk through the Chair.
He may refer to his copious notes by all means, but he should not invite interjections because
they do nothing for the quality of the debate. I know that he is capable of providing that
quality.

Ms READ: I will completely ignore the interjections from the other side, Mr Deputy
Speaker. I wil speak to you, because I know that you have a great degree of commonsense.
The final point which is most interesting in the Budget is the continuation of the dual
carriageway between Mandurab and Pinjarra. This Government initiated that program which
will be of great benefit to the area. The new Barraghup bridge is completed and in use, and I
look forward to the benefits of that becoming apparent in the future.
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1 refer now to the debate that has raged recently in regard to the use of drugs in the racing
industry. All members will be aware of the Depo-Medrol cases which have emerged in both
the racing and trotting industries. Depo-Medrol is the trade name and commonly used name
of a cot-ticosteroid - methylprednisolorte - which is usually injected directly into the joints of
the animal as an anti inflammatory drug. It has several beneficial effects: As an anti
inflammatory drug it reduces fluid accumulation in the horse's joint, and later it reduces both
the blood flaw and the migration of inflammatory cells to the area. It also suppresses the
release of inflammatory substances which lead to the transmission of the sensation of pain. It
removes the signs of injury; that is, pain, swelling and heat. It increases the breakdown of
carbohydrate, thus increasing the blood glucose, which gives the reported lifting effect on the
horse's performance and may also provide more available energy in a race. The deleterious
effect, about which I am concerned, is that Depo-Medrol, by suppressing the effects of
damage to the injured joint or tendon, may allow the complete breakdown of an arthritic
joint. An article written by Ernie Manning appeared in the Daily News on 22 August under
the heading, "Dispute is emotional." The Acting Chairman of the Western Australian Turf
Club at that time, Mr Bob Peters. is reported as follows -

"The famous Kentucky equine veterinarian Thomas Tobin is adamant these drugs
dangerously suppress signs of disease and injuries," said Mr Peters.

"Horses on treatments can suddenly collapse in a race, risking lives of jockeys."

Professor Tobin says in his book Drugs And The Performance Horse: 'A patient on
cortico steroids can walk all the way to the autopsy room."

That is perhaps the most dangerous of the deleterious effects of the drug. The intra-articular
injections can cause thinning of the cartilage until it becomes worn through. in which case the
horse develops a completely degenerated joint. It reduces healing - a further detriment -
because the conticosteroid suppresses the normal inflammatory processes which are part of
the healing process of an injured joint or tendon. A further deleterious effect is steroid
withdrawal, which means that while the horse is on niethylprednisolone its adrenals are
inhibited and it does not produce the natural cortisones from its body. At withdrawal those
cortisones are not stimulated and, therefore, the healing processes are slowed down. In
addition, its carbohydrate metabolism is impaired and the horse becomes a poor doer and
loses condition. I have no sympathy with those caught using the drug; the rules of racing
clearly state that a person shall not use drugs, and the packaging of Depo-Medrol caries a
warning that the drug will remain active in the horse for a certain length of time.

Mr Bradshaw: You don't agree with the WATA then?

Mr READ: No, [ do not. For members of the racing industry to say that they should have
been warned, can be compared with the Police Force broadcasting over the radio that it will
run its speed traps in certain areas and motorists should be careful. If a person is caught
using a prohibited drug, he should pay the penalty. I support the Minister's comnments, with
regard to the use of Depo-Medrol, which were reported in the Daily News on 9 August. She
stated -

Owners, trainers and veterinarians all know that it is an illegal substance and that they
should not be condoning its use.

They should be abiding by the laws of the sport and not using it on horses that are
carrying public money.

If anything will destroy the public's confidence in horse racing of any kind, it is when punters
lose their money on a beaten horse, and they know that some owners or trainers are using
these drugs. That is a bad advertisement for the sport. The Minister also stated -

If they break the law they, as beneficiaries of the industries, put the whole future of
their sport at risk.

I think all members will agree with. that. If these drugs are used in the industry and the
people are caught it will give the sport a had name. If the racing and trotting industries lose
their credibility, they will lose the confidence of the public, and subsequently their livelihood.
Another interesting comment, in similar vein, appeared in the Daily News on 10 August
under the "Daily Sports Comment" columnn. It stated -

But, no matter what penalties are meted out, they will be light compared with the
damage done to the credibility of racing and trotting.
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1 feet most incensed by the actions of those few people who are using the drug, and I have no
sympathy for them; they deserve the penalties they get.
On the subject of racing, I cannot miss the opportunity to comment on the inquiry into racing
and the resulting move to change the distribution ratio of TAB funds. A great deal has been
said on this matter and I understand that the Opposition is supporting the point of view put by
the trotting industry.
Mr Bradshaw: That is not true.
Mr READ: I am sorry, but perhaps the member for Murr ay-Wellington should read the
newspapers. Two points remain clear in this issue: First, the Western Australian Trotting
Association was invited to take pant in the inquiry into racing and it refused to do so; and
secondly, the Western Australian Trotting Association and other interested members of the
trotting fraternity made submissions to the inquiry.
Mr Cowan: You know the reason for their refusal.

Mr READ: The Leader of the National Party seems to.

Mr Cowan: You know it better than I do.
Mr READ: I cannot understand the reason. On 10 August a letter was sent to the president
of the WATA, Dr Ernie Manea, from the Premier and the Minister for Racing and Gaming.
It stated the Government's intention to hold a comprehensive and wide ranging inquiry into
the industry. It was made absolutely clear in that letter that this was not to be a witch hunt.
There was lots of speculation about what would be investigated, and so on. The letter invited
representation from the Western Australian Trotting Association and for diem to meet with
the Premier and the Minister at, I think, 11.00 am on Wednesday, 25 March. On 24 March,
the day before, the Western Australian Trotting Association - through the media, and without
any notice to the Premier or the Minister - announced that it would not be taking part in that
inquiry. That decision was made before it was established what would be looked at. I cannot
understand that, and I am involved in trotting. The greatest tragedy so far as trotting was
concerned was that it did not take pant in the inquiry.

Mr Lewis: It was never meant to be an inquiry of that type, anyway; it was a smoke screen to
brush off the front page.
Mr READ: How does the member know? Unfortunately, comments like that do no service
to the debate.
Mr Lewis: The Minister did not know the inquiry was on.

Mr READ: The member would find it is well worth his calling the Minister about this.

Mr Cowan: The member for Mandurah would have to concede that the inquiry originated
because of the high level of drug use within the racing industry.

Mr READ: That is the assumption of the Leader of the National Party.
Mr Cowan: I point out that the inquiry came about very closely after a series of allegations
which were subsequently proved, I add - of drug use by senior people in the racing industry.
It would have been a natural conclusion for the trotting industry to have defended itself by
saying it did not have that.
Mr READ: I have allowed the Leader of the National Party a sufficient interjection and I
point out to him that representatives and officials of racing and trotting were invited to meet
with the Premier and the Minister to discuss what they were to look into. I cannot understand
why the trotting association did not then aimn about and say it would go to that meeting rather
than going to the Press and saying it would have no part of the inquiry. I can tell members
that the inquiry came about as a result of a number of matters that needed looking at in both
racing and trotting. There had been constant pressure from both trotting and racing for the
return of the one per cent and for other things associated with problems in both industries.
Mr Cowan: Are you implying that funding for the trolling industry is to be reduced because
it did not participate?

Mr READ: I am not implying that at all. I was quite interested in the headline which
appeared on the back page of The West Australian on 8 September, "Opposition backs trots
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TAB battle." It said that the WA Country Trotting Association had said that the Liberal and
National Panties had guaranteed, and "guaranteed" was the word used, to support the trotting
industry's opposition to the proposed ratio change. I make the prediction that that legislation
will pass through this Parliament. It may be opposed in this House, but it will pass through
the Legislative Council. What really makes me laugh is that my information is that the racing
industry has already received an assurance that the Liberal Party will see that the legislation
passes.

The West Australian of Monday, 12 September carried an article which demonstrated how ill-
informed the Leader of the Opposition was. It stated -

However, Mr Macinnon said such a drastic change deserved a full inquiry, rather
than a recommendation tacked onto a report which dealt primarily with drug problems
in the racing and trotting industry.

He obviously had not read that racing inquiry report. The article continued -

"The trotting industry has not had the opportunity to be reviewed by a full inquiry,
he said.

That was an interesting comment by the Leader of the Opposition. I askc the Leader of the
National Party whether he says that is an accurate statement, that the trotting industry has not
had an opportunity to be reviewed by a full inquiry?

Mr Cowan: No.

Mr READ: The Leader of the National Party disagrees with that, does he?

Mr Cowan: Yes.
Mr READ: Another article which appeared under the heading, "Libs stick to TAB stand"
stated -

The State Opposition had stuck to its guns in opposing the Government's plans to
change TAB funding arrangements for the trotting and racing industry.

Members opposite know as well as I that the Liberal Opposition will allow this matter to pass
through the upper House.
Mr Cowan: I do not know that.

Mr READ: I will give the Leader of the National Party a few clues. Anybody who has only
racing in their area and no trotting would support it - just think about it. The final comment
was rather remarkable. The Leader of the Opposition was reported as follows -

We are instead establishing a committee to examine the problems faced by both the
trotting and racing industries, with direct input from the industries concerned.

I can say with some confidence that the racing industry will not be very interested in
reporting to that committee. I think this matter has been looked at extensively by the inquiry.
Mr Bradshaw: They have already met with the committee.

Mr READ: I think all one will find is a regurgitation of what went into the present inquiry.
The interesting thing is that the claim about the report which dealt only with drug problems is
being carried in the south west papers. The member of the Legislative Council for South
West Province has made the claim in The Coastal District Times that the Quin report was
instigated mainly due to drug problems in the racing industry. That is where the Opposition
is ill informned.

Mr Cowan: That was initiated from that factor and the terms of reference were broadened.
Why do you not acknowledge that fact?

Mr READ: Perhaps if the Leader of the Opposition had taken the trouble to talk to the
Minister and the Premier of the day before he made those claims he would have learnt
someting. He has said nothing. He has seen this as a chance far a bit of populist politics.
He thought he was going to get away with that, but he will not. I predict. that this Bill will
pass through the Legislative Council as that has been the arrangement. I believe the National
Party will probably stick to its guns, but I tell members that the Liberal Party will not.

Mr Bradshaw: How would you know that?
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Mr READ: Perhaps the member would explain why the message that the Liberal Party does
not have a controlled vote and that everybody has a free vote was put very clearly at
Wanneroo? If that is not laying the groundwork, I do not know what is.

Mr Cowan: The terms of reference were not changed between March and June.
Mr READ: At the time the letter was written inviting these people to become involved the
terms of reference were not even set.

Mr Cowan: Well, there it is.
Mr READ: That letter was sent on 10 March and in it they were invited to discuss the terms
of reference and how that inquiry would be run. I cannot understand why the WATA
withdrew from it. In closing, I make a prediction that the legislation will pass through the
Parliament, and make a mockery of the strong headlines, 'Libs stick to TAB stand', and
"Opposition backs trots TAB battle", because it is a cynical, political effort on behalf of the
Liberal Party to appear to oppose the legislation.

MR SCHELL (Mt Marshall) [8.01 pm]: As pointed out by other speakers from this side of
the House, this is a typical election year Budget, with no new taxes or tax increases, and
substantial increases in expenditure on education, housing and health. I guess the
expenditure of all Governments in theft final year of office is aimed carefully at gaining
votes, and the actions of this Government show that it is no exception, so this Budget is
nothing more nor less than what we would expect.

It is interesting to note that the Government's expenditure on agriculture is related directly to
the number of votes it expects to obtain from agricultural seats. The allocation to agriculture
is $87 million out of an expenditure of more than $4 000 million. I point out to the
Government that the future of the agricultural industries of this State is and will continue to
be the major factor in determining the standard of living of all Western Australians. It is the
responsibility of all Western Australians to ensure that sufficient funds are made available to
conduct the research needed to keep the development of this industry to the levels required to
meet the nation's needs so that it can continue to play its role in the nation's prosperity and
balance of payments. It is absolutely vital that every means possible be employed to stop the
continuing degradation of soils and bring back into production areas affected by salt and
erosion. The Government's commitment here can be classed as merely token. The problem
here has been identified by the Department of Agriculture, farmers, and Government
agencies, and its effect on the future economy of the State and nation is understood, so why
has this Government not made a greater effort to coordinate the massive farmer work force
trying to tackle this problem? There are thousands of farmers out there doing all they can
within their fiancial capabilities to tackle this great problem, and more funds allocated to
this area would be of great assistance to them. We see when we look at the Budget that only
$244 000 has been allocated to land conservation groups. That is a dismal allocation. The
Government could do more to provide adequate research by studying overseas developments
and extending current programs based on those ideas to meet the real needs of agriculture.
This topic was debated at length in this House during the debate on the land conservation
legislation, and I hope the Minister has taken note of the points raised by this side of the
House.

The Government is starting to make the right moves in the area of country water supplies, but
its good work is again being hampered by dismal Budget allocations. I was privileged
recently to join the Minister for Water Resources in the presentation of the Koonkoobing to
Arnold's Tank extension to the goldfields and agricultural water supply at Wialki. I
commend the Minister for this well planned and imaginative extension of some 54
kilometres, starting off with 150 millimetre PVC pipe and decreasing to 100 millimetre PVC
pipe further down. The project cuts across both the Mt Marshall and Mukinbudin Shire
boundaries, involving both shires, and that has helped considerably with the funding. This is
a very well thought out plan. The project will provide reliable, all season carting supply at
Arnold's Tank and two other standpipes along the 54 kilometre route, and will allow for the
provision of connections for supplementary domestic and stock water supplies to 22 farms
along the pipe route, as weUl as reticulated supplies to the school, houses and other properties
at the Wialki township. It also has the capacity for future extensions of reticulated supplies to
surrounding farnlands of 100 000 hectares, or approximately 82 farms. This extension was
accepted by the local people with much enthusiasm, which was very obvious the day we
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were there. These people have had a hard trot over many years, and this pipeline will mean
the end of water canting for a number of them, and make water caning easier and closer for a
number of others. It will give them the opportunity to increase their Livestock enterprises,
and to have gardens and household equipment that the suburban housewife has taken for
granted for many years. The overall cost of this scheme is not astronomical, as can be seen
from the financial details. The State contributions to the scheme were $702 000: $351 000
from the State Government and $351 000 from the Water Authority. The Commonwealth
Government also contributed $351 000. It is now up to the local communities to make up the
balance of $263 000, which is 20 per cent of the total cost of the scheme. The use of local
shire equipment and a local work force is a new idea in water extensions. This idea came
from the National Party about three years ago. We presented a similar type of scheme to the
Water Authority, advocating the use of local shire resources, and we were told it was a lot of
rot and could not be done, and that only the specialists employed by the Water Authority
could put down the pipeline, and we could not save costs in this way. We have noted in
recent years that the Minister has taken up this idea, and the Water Authority now accepts it,
and it has proved to be a great way of keeping down costs and making the supply of water to
people in the country more feasible.

What is the Government doing about other water deficient areas in this State? A scheme
similar to that at Wialki is operating in the Bindi Bindi/Miling area. This is tremendous for
the people there, but what is the Government doing to help people in other areas? The
Budget allocations do not allow for the Government to do very much. The Government is
allocating about $7.1 million a year for the rural water strategy and the continuation of water
supplies to country people. This would be equivalent to five per cent of the taxpayers'
money that has been lost through the collapse of the Teachers Credit Society. I believe that a
contribution by the State Government of Mround $20 million a year for a 10 year period,
combined with a Commonwealth Government contribution similar to the rate which applied
for the Wialki supply of 50 per cent, and with local involvement, as we had in the Wialii
scheme, would develop not only the Agaton water supply but also allow the completion of
extensions to all declared water deficient areas throughout the agricultural areas of Western
Australia so that we could say by the end of this century that we had adequate water in the
country areas.

The total cost of all this to the State Government over 10 years would still only be 80 per cent
of the amount that this Government is risking on the petrochemical plant. The benefits
throughout the agricultural industries of Western Australia would be astronomnical. Farmers
in water deficient areas should be given an opportunity to be viable so that when a downturn
in wheat occurs they can stock to their capacities. They could develop intensive'stocking
enterprises such as pigs, and they would be able to lift their standards of living to those
experienced by people in the cities.

While I was in Wialki with the Minister he gave us an outline of his proposals for moving
water from the Kimberley to the south west of the State. After seeing his proposal I am
convinced he is a very brave man to suggest something so far reaching and beyond the
imagination of any other member of his Government. We know what happened to C.
O'Connor as a result of pressure from his peers. I hope this Governmrent or other people in
this State do not put pressure on our Minister for Water Resources as a result'bf his coming
up with this project because he would be a great loss to this State. This Government should
support his investigations in this direction. I do not know whether bringing water from the
Kimberleys is the final answer; only the future can tell. Perhaps if we discover how to
dlesalinate water in vast quantities we might be able to drop a pipe in the ocean at Cottesloc
and pump sea water inland, and that would save the expense of a major scheme like this.
However, at this stage it looks as though the scheme has possibilities, lust think, if a major
pipeline or canal were brought down from dams on the Ord and Fitzroy through the centre as
the Minister proposes, and branched out to the various areas in the south of the State, how it
would open up the country and create jobs! We might be able to develop more irrigation
areas such as those on the Ord. This brings to mind the time a number of years ago when
Lang Hancock proposed a railway line from north Queensland to the Pilbara. If that scheme
ever goes ahead it will play a great pant in opening up the interior of the continent, in the
same way as the Minister's ideas.

As a representative from a major wheat growing area it would be remiss of me not to
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mention the growers' response to the current plan for wheat marketing. The Australian
Wheat Board has developed as the marketing arm of the Australian wheat industry over the
last half century, and it has been developed by the farners of this nation. It has become the
sole statutory marketing body for the industry to stop organised buying and kill competition,
and it has operated very successfully in a very competitive world market over this period of
time. It has been very successful in maximising returns to growers. As a result of being able
to enter the largest world markets it has created a large enough volume to sell competitively.
The Kerin plan to deregulate the home market and export wheat will be the wedge to allow
merchants into our premium export wheat, and this is totally unacceptable to the majority of
farmers of this State. This plan is not specifically directed at deregulating the industry, but
the pressures recently placed on the structure of the Australian Wheat Board are obviously
aimed at Government taking control of the board from the growers, and at breaking the State
identification on the board. Until a year or so ago rwo members from each of the five wheat
growing States were on the board. This was reduced by the Federal Minister to one from
each State, making five State representatives. The present composition of the board is four
specialist members and a chairman, none necessarily from any particular State. The major
wheat growing States of this nation might well find themselves without a representative on
the Australian Wheat Hoard. The Australian Wheat Board has taken the growers of this
nation 50 years to develop. We now have a Minister hell bent on centralising the control of
the board with the Federal Government. This plan will effectively eliminate grower control
of the industry. I do not know what the Government has in mind: perhaps it plans to give
cheap, home consumption wheat to the large populations of the east. This would make a
great election promise at the next Federal election!
The wheat growers of Western Australia and Australia generally are not against changes to
the wheat industry, but they should be the people who decide and make the changes when
they are necessary through their own industry organisations, and a Wheat Board that is
representative of growers. I ask the our State Minister to listen carefully to the views of the
majority of the farmers of this nation and to support them in his negotiations with the Federal
Minister to see that whatever comes out of the Kerin plan will be in accordance with the
wishes of the growers.
I commend the Government on its education program for officially including non
Government primary and secondary students in the same transport provisions as Government
school children on school buses, and also for the extension of the conveyance allowance
scheme. One of the great problems in the country at the moment is diminishing numbers. I
hope that with the better outlook for agriculture and agricultural industries in the country this
situation will change, but over the last three years the numbers on school bus runs in most
areas in my electorate have diminished. This may mean some school bus routes will have to
be amalgamated in the future. This is not easily done, in view of the distances of some of
these routes. Children will find themselves travelling over totally unacceptable distances,
which will create a major problem for those living in sparsely populated areas getting to
school for some form of suitable education. The Government should be looking at some
form of accommodation for students at some of the district high schools throughout the State,
perhaps for two or three nights a week, so that the kids do not have to go home on the bus
every night. I do not know what the Government has in mind here, but I see this as becoming
a major problem. I also commend the Government for increasing the State boarding
allowance from $250 to $500 a year from I January ts year. This was certainly needed.
In a few short weeks the largest grain harvest for many years in Western Australia will begin.
This will mean greater wear and tear on our roads than we have seen for a number of years.
More grain than ever before will be transported by road instead of rail. The great drop in real
terms of road funding to local government will start to affect the maintenance of these roads.
I note from the Treasurer's Budget speech that the long term aim of the Western Australian
Government remains the efficient provision of an adequate, appropriate transport network.
However, when reading the various Budget allocations I noted that the Perth City bus
junction has been allocated $31.4 million, the Kwinana Freeway bus lane $6.8 million, the
Perth metropolitan freeway and highway networks $4.6 million, the electrification of Perth's
rail services $49.8 million, and $11.5 million has been allocated for 50 new buses for
Transperth, giving a total of $94.1 million; whereas the allocation to State regional roads is
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$6.4 million. That is absolutely disgraceful - it is a real joke. What is this Government doing
to carry out the Treasurer's intention as stated in his speech? He was saying very hollow
words when he made that statement. He should be aiming to provide an efficient transport
network right throughout the State.
It is not only the agriculture sector which is affected: another area is tourism. We have heard
that this Government is heavily promoting tourism. If tourists are to travel freely around this
State without the risk of accident and loss of life we need a decent road system, and if the
roads are deteriorating because of the heavy vehicle use by industry throughout the State it
will pose a great danger to tourists and other travellers on our roads. It seems to me that this
Government finds it more important to buy votes in the city than to look after the safety of
motorists on our country roads.
This evening I have covered areas of the Budget that affect my constituents and the
comrmerce of my electorate. Country people are receiving an increasingly smaller piece of
the cake in real terms and are not having their tax commitments returned in services, and this
Budget has done nothing to reverse this trend.
The good season being enjoyed throughout my electorate is having a great effect on the
citizens in the electorate of Mi Marshall and their future outlook. Rainfall throughout the
area was average in most places and higher than average in some, so we are looking at an
excellent grain harvest - probably the best for many years throughout the electorate. This,
with the guaranteed minimum price up slightly and the greater yields of wheat, will increase
the income of farmers considerably and, combined with the increase in the price of wool over
the last 12 months, will make things very much better for the electorate of Mt Marshall.
However, I stress that it will take a number of good years in certain areas of my electorate
before their industries and the communities get back into good order. Budget review time for
the farmers next February will still see many of them in trouble. They will still need help
from RAECOR and other orgarnisations, and certainly from Mr Keating. We can only hope
that we will continue to get better weather conditions over the next few years. This
Government can do much to help industry throughout the rural areas achieve a better level.
Now that we are having a good year it is time for us to prepare for the next drought or
recession. I do not want to sound pessimistic, but that has been the history of farming. We
should take advantage of whatever good times we have over the next few years to extend our
water schemes and make sure we have an adequate and efficient system of low interest
finiance to help farmers and business people in rural areas; we should concentrate on soil
fertility programs to make the salt lands and areas of erosion throughout the State productive
again; we should aim to build up the roads and ensure there is adequate finance to maintain
country and regional roads; and we should build new and better roads where they are needed.
MR GRAYDEN (South Perth) (8.25 pm]: On tonight's news we leamt that a Full Court in
the Eastern States has dismissed an appeal by the firm Midalco against an earlier conviction
for negligently exposing workers at Wittenoom to asbestos fibres. Tonight I shall deal with
the tragedy that has resulted from the Wittenoom mining operation, and in particular the
culpability of our Public Health Department in respect of the deaths that have resulted and
will continue to result from the disease mesothelioma. I also take exception to the flippant
attitude of the Public Health Department in respect of this matter.
Members are conversant with the extent of the problem that exists as a consequence of the
mining that took place at Wittenoom, especially between 1943 and 1966. Over 7 000
workers were employed during that period, 6 000 of whom were men. It is estimated that one
in five will contract mesothelioma; that is, a total of 1 400 people. To date 223 have
contracted the disease and it is expected that, in all, 1 400 will do so. That is the extent of the
problem.
Last May I referred to this matter and quoted a newspaper article headed "Dust alarm was
sounded long ago". The article talked of how the Public Health Department had alerted the
people of Western Australia to this danger so many years ago, while mining was taking place.
It went on to say that, notwithstanding these warniings -

... Dr McNulty said apathy was the major problem in getting people to understand
the dangers involved.

I am not criticising Dr McNulty, because he arrived in Western Australia in 1957 whereas
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Australian Blue Asbestos commenced mining in 1943; that is, 14 years before Dr McNulty
camne here. I am not criticising him at all because he was a relatively junior officer in the
Public Health Department at that time. What I do criticise is the fact that our Public Health
Department, even though it was aware of the danger of asbestos fibres, made no attempt in
the 23 years that the mine was operated by Australian Blue Asbestos to warn the public of
Western Australia in any way of that danger. Notwithstanding that in 1931 legislation had
been introduced in the United Kingdom in respect of the problem, notwithstanding that as far
back as 1900 the problem was recognised in South Africa, the Public Health Department in
this State permitted that mining to go on over a period of 23 years without any attempt to
warn the public.
As a consequence of this incredible state of affairs, a few weeks ago I asked the following
question on notice -

(1) Apart from relatively brief and low key references to asbestosis which
appeared in the annual report of the Public Health Department prior to the
closure of the Wittenooin mine in 1966, did the Public Health Department
make any attempt at all to warn the public of Western Australia, via the media
or some other manner, of the dangers inherent in working with asbestosis?

(2) If so. on what occasion or occasions and in what forum did this occur?
The reply to my relatively innocuous question comprised first a personal attack on me for
asking it. The reply stated that the Public Health Department did not accept any
responsibility for the health of workers in industry - which is an incredible statement - and
then it made reference to the Commissioner of Public Health's report of 1959, which, when
one reads it, is not a warning at all. Indeed the report goes out of its way to allay suspicion.
However, the answer to my question, which was designed only to elicit an answer in respect
of public warnings, was as follows -

(1)-(2)
It is difficult to see what the member is trying to achieve. 'he role of the
Public Health Department prior to the closure of the Wittenoorn mine was to
advise the Government and other departments of the dangers inherent in
working with asbestos. It did not have any statutory responsibility for the
health of workers in industry. The Health Department's files are retained in
the Supreme Court and are not available, but it is known the department drew
the attention of the Ministers to the dangers of asbestos in 1948-49.
Parliament was advised of a number of cases of asbestosis arising at the mine
in 1958 and the Commissioner of Health's report in 1959, which was tabled in
Parliament in 1960, outlined the facts quite clearly.
In his speech earlier the member indicated he had visited the mine during the
1950s and to quote, "was always horrified at the conditions under which the
people there worked" and he was a member of Parliament in 1960 when the
commissioner's report was tabled. If his intention is to blame the department
for the Wittenoom tragedy, it is misdirected. The transcripts of the actions
before the Supreme Court show how early and repeated were its warnings of
the hazard.

Most of those statements are completely untrue, which I will establish shortly. However, as
members can see, in reply to an innocuous question I was first personally attacked and then
the statement was made that the Public Health Department disclaimed any responsibility for
the health of workers in industry; further there was a reference to the Commissioner of Public
Health's report of 1959. The mine had been operating since 1943; there was a mine adjacent
to that mine prior to that time. Consequently I asked a further question as follows -

In what years did the Wittenoom asbestos mine operate?
I wanted to be sure we were on the same track. The answer I received was as follows -

Australian Blue Asbestos operated from 1943 to 1966, principally at the
Colonial Mine. LOG. Hancock Company had carried out operations at the
adjacent Yampire mine from the late thirties until ABA exercised an option in
1943 and assumed control.
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The mine was in operation for 23 years, yet not a single warning reached the public during
that time. A huge number of workers - in addition to the 7 000 already mentioned - were
involved; there were those who carted the ore to the ships, those who worked on the ships,
those who unloaded the ore in Perth, and those who worked with asbestos in the factories
where it was treated. Many other people were involved with asbestos in activities such as
putting up fences and building homes made of asbestos; they were breathing in those asbestos
fibres; yet at no stage during that 23 year period was there any kind of warning from the
Public Health Department. In my endeavour to find out whether the department had issued
any warnings I asked a further question, which read as follows -

Were warnings of any kind relating to the health hazards associated with
exposure to asbestos fibres conveyed, either from the Public Health
Department or from any other source, to workers arriving from overseas
destinations prior to their recruitment for work at the Wirtenoom asbestos
mine prior to its closure in 1966?

The Public Health Department saw fit to reply that I should see the answer to question on
notice 732. Apart from the personal attack on me, other statements in the reply were
incorrect, as I shall prove. Not gaining any satisfaction from that reply I asked another
question, which read as follows -

(1) Were warnings of any kind and from any service -

There is a typographical error in this question; instead of "any service" the question should
have read "any source". The question continued as follows -

- given to the public of Western Australia, and thus potential workers,
regarding the dangers inherent in mining and handling asbestos in the years
prior to the closure of the Wittenoom asbestos mine in 1966?

(2) If so,

(a) what was the source of such warnings;

(b) in what form were the warnings issued; and

(c) to whom were the warnings directed?

This question received a fairly voluminous, nine part reply, which read as follows -

(1) Yes.

In other words, warnings were given. We will see how accurate that statement is later. The
answer continues as follows -

(2) (a)-(c)

(i) Professor Eric Saint in 1948-49 to the Commissioner of Public
Health, from the commissioner to the Minister for Health, from
the Minister for Health to the Minister for Labour and the
Minister for Mines;

As members can see that was not a public warning; it was an in-house warning from
Professor Saint to the Commissioner of Public Health to the Minister for Health and on to the
Ministers for Labour and Mines. It was 17 years between the time Professor Saint wrote to
the Minister and the closure of the mine, yet not a single warning was given. The answer
continues as follows -

(ii) from the Commissioner of Public Health through the 1950s to
the Mines Department;

Here they are saying that throughout the 1950s, the Commissioner of Public Health made
representations to the Mines Department. However, there were no public warnings alerting
people to the fact that it was dangerous to work with asbestos fibres. The answer continues
as follows -

(iii) from 1959 from Public Health Department medical officers to
the Mines Department and to the company;

It was 16 years before the first meeting with the company. It took the Public Health
Department 16 years after the commencement of the operations of the mine to contact the
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company, even though the Public Health Department was conversant with the dangers of
asbestos fibres from the beginning.
The next pant of the answer reads -

(iv) personal visits by departmental medical officers to the mine
from 1958 onwards, during which individual miners were
interviewed and counselled;

That was nine years after Professor Eric Saint warned the department; nine years after they
actually went to the mines. The reply continues -

(v) from 1961 correspondence with a consultant physician
employed by CSR in Sydney;

(vi) meetings in 1961 convened by the Public Health Department
with the Mines Department and the company;

That is 18 years after Australian Blue Asbestos commenced work, and 12 years after
Professor Eric Saint warned the department of the dangers of asbestosis. The answer
continues -

(vii) the 1959 annual report of the Commissioner of Public Health to
Parliament;

That is 16 years after mining commenced at Wittenoom. The report to Parliament, as we will
see later, allayed fears and did not arouse them. The answer continues -

(viii) publication in the Medical Journal of Australia in 1962 of a
report of mesochelioma in a former asbestos worker; and

That is 19 years after mining commenced. The final part of the answer reads -

(ix) warnings to the company and the local authority of the danger
of the use of tailings in the townsire.

A response to these questions has been difficult because the Health Department files are
retained by the Supreme Court and are not available.
I repeat that in reply to my question whether warnings were given to the Government, the
department replied yes. Yet in all instances given the warnings were in-house, not to the
public of Western Australia. The public did not have access to the warnings as they were nor
published in the printed media or the electronic media.
As a consequence of that reply I asked question No 853 on 30 August 1988 as follows -

(1) As the fact that the Public Health Department discussed dangers intherent in
working with asbestos with various interested parties during the life of the
Wittenoom asbestos mine - answer to questions 732 and 738 of 22 June 1988 -
is not in dispute, but as the public of Western Australia were not privy to such
discussions, will he now advise if at any time during the life of the Wittenoom
asbestos mine the Public Health Department made any attempt at all, via the
printed or electronic media, to warn the Western Australian man-in-the-street
and potential employees of Midalco Pty Ltd, of such dangers?

The answer was -

(l)-(2)
The member is referred again to the information provided in the answers to
questions 732 and 738 of 22 June 1988. It would not be possible to give any
additional answers to these questions without extensive research into archival
newspaper collections and radio broadcast transcripts if, indeed, these still
exist.
As the member is well aware, it is certainly true that individual miners were
interviewed and counselled from 1958 onwards when departmental medical
officers started visiting the Wittenoom mine.
The member who, as noted in the answer to question 732, was in the
Parliament at the relevant times, was unusually well placed to be well
informed in his own right.
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I was an Independent member at that time. I[had not been in Parliament very long as I had
come from the Federal Parliament. But again in reply to a question the Public Health
Department reverts to the personal denigration of a member rather than answering the
question. We will, see that the question was not answered because all the answers to previous
questions were fabrications.

As a result of the previous question and answer, I asked question No 856 as follows -

(1) Apropos his answer to question 732 of 22 June 1988, will he advise what
aspects of the Commi-ssioner of Public Health's report in 1959 "outlined the
facts quite clearly" in respect of the dangers inherent in working with
asbestos?

(2) IHow does he justify that reply when the report contained statements such as -

It is obvious that the new Mill is a great improvement on the old Mill
and in that conditions underground have also improved. It is too early
to tell whether the new Mill will be responsible for fresh cases of
industrial chest disease or not.

which had the effect of allaying alarm rather than serving as a warning?

The answer was as follows -

(1) The member would do well to read all of pages 47-4 8 of the Commissioner of
Public Health's annual report for 1959, which highlighted a number of
disquieting features, including instances of asbestosis in underground workers;
a greater extent of chest disease for a shorter exposure rime in asbestos miners
relative to galdminers, and inadequacies in environmental monitoring.

(2) It should be appreciated that the relationship between mesotheliomna - pleural
cancer - and asbestos was not described until 1960. Prior to that time, the
risks of asbestos exposure were known to be -

(i) asbestosis; and

(ii) an increased risk of lung cancer - not inesothelioma.

The comments in the 1959 annual report of the Commissioner of Public
Health referred to risks that were known at the time and, as such, were
appropriate.

Reference was made to the annual report in 1959. I do not warnt to read that because it is
lengthy. However, it contains statements of the foowing kind -

Periodical chest X-ray examination of workers in the Asbestos industry during 1959
disclosed no new cases of Asbestosis, although there are several men whose X-rays
must be considered suspect. Those whose X-rays are considered suspicious of
Asbestosis will be examined again in 1960.

Further on, the 1959 annual report continues -

The Mines Department has permnitted me to inspect the results of their periodical dust
counts. It is obvious that the new Mill is a great improvement on the old Mill and chat
conditions underground have also improved. It is too early to tell whether the new
Mill will be responsible for fresh cases of industrial chest diseases or not.

Mr Acting Speaker, I do not intend to read the whole of the document, but it is relevant to
this debate, solI seek its incorporation.

[Te material in appendix C was incorporated by leave of the House.]

[See p No 3112.]
Mr GRAYDEN: On 14 September 1988 I asked question 1102 of the Minister for Health -

(1) Is it a fact that although Australian Blue Asbestos mined asbestos at
Wittenooni from 1943 to 1966, the Health Department cannot instance a
single occasion on which it warned the public of Western Australia about the
dangers inherent with workcing with asbestos?
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(2) If yes, what is the basis for his statement 'the transcripts of the actions before
the Supreme Court show how early and repeated were its warnings of the
hazard" - answer to question 732 of 1988?

The answer received was -

(1)-(2)
The member's questions are now of a more general nature. The bases for the
statement referred to are contained in the files which have now been returned
from the Supreme Court and are available for inspection by the member by
arrangement with my office.
The first record of public disclosure would have been in September 1958 -

That was 15 years after the mine commenced and eight years after Professor Eric Saint
warned the Minister of the day. The answer continued -

..an answer to a parliamentary question from the then Minister for Mines,
who had been advised by the Health Department that a number of workers at
Australian Blue Asbestos had been diagnosed as suffering from asbestosis.

It would be reasonable, too, for the Health Department to assume that the
annual report of 1959, tabled in Parliament, was advice to the public.

That report was submitted to the Parliament 16 years after the mine first commenced and nine
years after Professor Eric Saint first warned the department. The answer goes on -

From 1959 onwards the department was very active in advising workers,
management and Government departments of the dangers of working with
asbestos.

That is 16 years after the mine commenced. Yet, the article which appeared in the Press just
recently which was headed, "Dust alarm was sounded long ago", and which I read earlier,
sounded as though the Health Department had effectively warned the people of Western
Australia but thought its warnings were met with apathy. The Minister said recently that "the
first record of public disclosure would have been in September 1958 -an answer to a
parliamentary question from the then Minister for Mines."

On 20 August 1958, Mr Evans, the then member for Kalgoorlie, asked the Minister for
Mines -

(1) What number of men from Witenoomn Gorge have been treated during the last
five years for asbestosis at Wooroloo; and, if known, at Hollywood Military Hospital?

(2) Is the incidence of this disease as prevalent as that of miner'ssilicosis?
Silicosis was prevalent in mines throughout Western Australia at that time. The questio n
continued -

(3) What is the nature of asbestosis as compared with miner's phthisis?

The Minister replied -

(1) In the last five years, there have been eight men from Wittenoom admitted to
Wooroloo, three of whom were considered to have tuberculosis complicated by
asbestosis, and five of whom had tuberculosis or siico-tuberculosis.

(2) It is difficult to compare the prevalence of asbestosis with silicosis. The mining
of asbestos is a young industry and cases of asbestosis are just coming to light,
whereas goidmininig is a long-established industry. In 1957 5.8% of gold miners were
registered as showing x-ray evidence of silicosis. In the recent chest x-ray survey of
asbestos workers at Wittenoom, 5 out of 254 workers were found to have x-ray
evidence of asbestosis of the lungs, 4 of whom had an average of six years' exposure,
and one of whom had had 12 years' exposure.

(3) Asbestosis is caused by the inhalation of asbestos fibres. Miners' phthisis (or
silicosis) is caused by the inhalation of finie silica particles. The asbestos fibres exert
mainly a mechanical action on the lungs, whereas the silica particles act essentially
through chemical action.
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That was the first warning and it was given in answer to a question in Parliament. Who reads
parliamentary questions? They certaintly were not published in the media. The answer was
given to a rather innocuous question. It stated that five workers out of 254 who had a
relatively long exposure to asbestos were found to have asbestosis of the lungs. That would
not have been cause for undue alarm but it was the first warning given by the Health
Department and it occurred in 195S, 15 years after the mine commenced operating at
Wittenoom.

Because of the sorts of answers that I have been given and because virtually all of the
answers that the Health Department has given can be flatly refuted, I believe that the
department has been culpable in the extreme. It has contributed to a serious extent to the
deaths of people who worked at Wintenoom. I believe that the department's attempts to
distort the facts of the issue - we have repeated instances of that - again render it culpable. I
had to ask seven questions in a period of nine weeks to obtain the final answer that it had not
issued any warnings to the public. [ believe that the department deserves castigation for its
flippant attitude to the whole question evidenced in its replies. It is extraordinary that it has
disclaimed any responsibility for the health of workers in that industry. Not once in the 23
years that Australian Blue Asbestos operated that mine at Wittenoom did the department
warn the public through the Press or the electronic media of the dangers of working with
asbestos. H-ad the department placed a warning in the Press during that 23 years that the mine
operated, people's lives could have been saved.

The department should have telephoned a reporter at The West Australian, some other
newspaper, or someone from the electronic media and warned the public that there was
danger in working with asbestos fibres and the public would have taken heed. We know
what has happened in Western Australia as a consequence of the campaign to stop people
smoking. The number of people who smoke has been greatly reduced. It is now possible to
attend a meeting in the party room and see only one person smoking. One can attend
meetings at which 50 people are present and see not one person smoking as a consequence of
the warnings in the media. One meets people every day who have cut down on their salt
intake as a consequence of public warnings and the risk of heart disease. We also know what
has happened as a consequence of the campaign against cholesterol in food. People are
shying away from eating certain types of food because they have been warned. When
warnings were issued only a few years ago about the effects of asbestos, workers took a very
dim view of sawing asbestos sheets for fences or sheets to be used in construction work.
They used masks and were extraordinarily careful. Not one worker would have gone to
Wirtenoomn had he or she known of the dangers of asbestos fibres.
Notwithstanding the legislation that had been introduced in Great Britain in 1931 and
notwithstanding that in 1900 it had been reported in South Mfrica and other countries where
asbestos was mined that there was a danger in dealing with asbestos, the asbestos mine at
Wittenoomn operated from 1943 to 1966 without a single warning from the Health
Department. The information is also contained in the encyclopaedias which are available in
the library. I went out of my way to obtain information from the Minister for Mines and on
23 August 1988 I asked him the following question on notice -

(1) Is he aware that in 1931 the UK is reported to have introduced legislation or
regulations regulating exposure to asbestos?

(2) Has the Mines Department copies or details of such legislation or regulations?

(3) If so, where can such copies or details be viewed?

The Minister's answer to the first part of my question was yes - in other words, he was aware
legislation or regulations had been introduced in the United Kingdom in 193 1. Apparently
the Mines Department did not have a copy of such legislation because the Minister's reply to
the second part of my question was no. In reply to the third part of my question the Minister
suggested that I may wish to inquire through the State Library. On 14 September 1981 1
asked the Minister for Health the following question on notice -

(1) Is he aware that in 1931 the UJK is reported to have introduced legislation or
regulations regulating exposure to asbestos?

(2) Has the Health Department copies or details of such legislation or regulations?

(3) If so, where can such copies or details be viewed?
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With regard to the first part of my question the information is obtained in encyclopaedias, yet
the Minister replied no. In other words the Health Department did not have that information.
The Minister replied no to the second part of my question which indicated that the Health
Department did not have copies of the legislation or regulations introduced in the United
Kingdom. In reply to the third part of my question the Minister replied "Not applicable'. We
have a situation where there is a conflict between the two departments on an important
matter. The Health Department was aware of the dangers of asbestos mining, but for some
extraordinary reason it went out of its way to conceal that information. It had in-house
dealings with other departments and later with the mine, but for the greater portion of the 23
years during which the mine operated there was no attempt to protect the health of the
workers employed at that mine.

Of course, this raises further questions: Is there other information to which the Health
Department is privy and which it is failing to pass on to the people of Western Australia? As
a result of its blatant lack of action in respect of the Wittenoom midne, it is expected that 1 400
people will die as a consequence of working at that mine. Many men who could not speak
English were getting off boats and travelling to Wittenoomn because the truth had been
concealed from them. The Health Department must bear a tremendous share of the blame
because it contributed to the situation by failing to warn. the public about the dangers of
working with asbestos. Again I ask the question whether infon-nation is being concealed by
the Health Department which should be conveyed to the public. Today we use all sorts of
chemicals such as pesticides and I ask whether the Health Department is concealing
information about whether some of these pose a serious risk to the community. Is the Health
Department remaininig silent about the possible dangers? I ask that question simply because
of the record of the Health Department in respect of the tragedy which has occurred as a
consequence of mining blue asbestos at Wittenoom.

MR REG TUBBY (Greenough) [9.05 pm]: I wish to make a few comments about the
Budget and to refer to aspects concerning my electorate. I agree with the comments of other
members who have said that the first Budget brought down by the Dowding Government is a
Father Christmas Budget, which was to be expected because of the forthcoming election.
The Budget demonstrates what the Opposition has said in previous years; that is, chat the
people have been overtaxed. The Opposition's claims have proved to be correct because this
Budget does not include major increases to the cost of providing public services. The
majority of people see the Budget for what it is and no doubt they will make their judgment at
the appropriate time.

I represent one of the most diversified rural electorates in the State and it is appropriate that
during this debate I make some comments about the seasonal conditions. This year, the
electorate which I represent has experienced one of the best seasons it has had for years. It is
pleasing to report this to the Parliament, considering the bad years the rural industry has
endured. Since the disastrous drought of 1976 the rural industry has suffered a run of
inclement seasons and there have been difficult periods in the rural industry as a result. The
poorest years in the history of the area I represent were 1976 and 1978. The seasons which
have followed have enabled many farmers to survive. However, many of them have gone to
the wall because of the. setback they received from the drought years and they were unable to
make a comeback because of the interest rates which prevailed at the time.

The diversification of crops in my area is interesting. Wheat is the main crop and oats are
coming back to their own - acreages of oats have been down in recent years. Barley is not as
prominent as it used to be and there is an enormous area of lupin crops and a considerable
area of pea crops. Lupins is an outstanding crop which is grown in the lighter soil types in
areas of my electorate which are near the coast. Pea crops are more adaptable to the heavier
soil types and are proving to be quite a productive crop, not only from the point of view of
grain, but also because of their tremendous feed value. Farmers must be careful when
stocking pea paddocks because the sheep clean up every skerrick of the pea stalk. Some
farmers say that the sheep lick the ground in which the crop is grown and this leads to severe
soil erosion. In spite of a good season farmers face a serious problem with lupins because of
a build up of viruses.

Brown spot virus causes leaf damage and sets the plants back at the early stage of their
development. Several species of root rot appear to be increasing year by year. More
recently, the cucumber mosaic virus has begun to devastate thousands of hectares of lupin
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crops which had the potential to be quite outstanding crops. Lupin growers in a large area of
my electorate are seeing their crops being wrecked day by day. The cucumber mosaic virus
is spread by aphids which have'spread this year because of the wet conditions, the humidity
and the sap in the plants. The aphids transfer the virus from infected plants to healthy plants,
thus spreading it through the main lupin growing areas. At present there seems to be no cure
for the virus. It is almost impossible to destroy aphids economically by using chemicals. We
could kill one lot today and within a few days another lot would be back, so it is almost
impossible to control them by that means. Research is being carried out, but mainly in the
south and the metropolitan area.

Within my electorate, which is the main lupin growing area of the State and one of the main
lupin growing areas in the world, there is a lot of pressure by farmers for a senior plant
pathologist to be appointed to the Geraldton office of the Department of Agriculture. The
pathologist would need to have a fully equipped laboratory to be able to carry out on the spot
tests and other research. This has been urged by the Farmers Federation and farmers in
general because they believe that the area justifies the attention of a fully qualified plant
pathologist and the necessary equipment. The lupin industry expanded from the area around
Geraldton to other areas of the State. The area was used for the breeding of the types of
lupins. now grown and the carrying out of various experiments regarding soil fertility and
fertilisers, We have been informed that the Government has no funds for such a project and
that it would have to be industry funded. I find this very difficult to swallow in view of the
amount of money the Goverrnent has available for other purposes. I urge the Government
to get its priorities right and to support this very important request from the farmers in that
area. It would be well and truly supported by the ]upin growers throughout the State.

According to Dr Yates of the Department of Agriculture it looks at this stage as though the
only way the lupin viruses can be controlled to any degree is by a five year rotation of crops.
In much of ray electorate, farmers have used a two year rotation system with white lupins.
One year white lupins are planted, followed by a cereal crop the next and white lupins the
year after. It has been a very profitable undertaking because of the very valuable grain and
the ready market that we have. Lupin stubbles and the grain that falls from the lupin crop are
also of very high value to stock. Rotation of lupin and cereal crops saves cereal farmers an
enormous amount in costs because they do not need to apply nitrogen following a lupin crop,
normally something they would have to do with consistent cropping of cereals. Considering
the effect of viruses on the lupin industry and the wheat, barley and oat industries, the
Government should take another look at the situation and see that funds are allocated to
enable research on viruses to be carried out.

Purchase of machinery is becoming a major problem in rural areas. The cost of machines
today is prohibitive. One of my constituents recently obtained quotes for an International
1680 self-propelled header with a 30 foot front. Four years ago my son purchased the same
machine for $180 000. My constituent got one quote for $247 700 and another for $250 000.
He was not satisfied that this was a reasonable figure so he contacted the United States and
made inquiries from agents whom he knew because he had travelled extensively. In North
Dakota he obtained a quote for the same machine of $1 12 000. He decided to accept the
quote and the header will be landed in Geraldtori this week. The total cost to land it in
Geraldton is $130 000, a saving on one machine of $117 000. I am concerned that this
discrepancy should be so great. I know that agents in Western Australia have to order their
machines in advance and finance them on a floor plan. I realise that there are costs involved
in their paying interest, but it is very difficult for me to believe that the cost difference should
be so great. I feel concerned because a fair amount of publicity has been given to Nhs case. I
am worried that the few dealers left in country areas will disappear altogether. We have lost
enough dealers in the smaller regional country centres in recent years and I would hate to see
the remaining dealers disappear altogether. Once this type of negotiation becomes known, I
am afraid that could happen. Perhaps the Government could have an inquiry into why there
should be such a cost difference. The situation is ridiculous and I would hate to think that the
agents have to apply that additional amount to cover their costs.

Mr Carr: I think the main difference in the cost in that case relates to the route by which the
machinery is coming by ship. As I understand it, quite a lot of the saving is due to that.
Mr REG TUBBY: I know that there are probably savings, but if the savings exist in this
case, why can they not be available to everyone who wants to purchase a machine? ft was
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good to see the initiative of that farmer who looked further afield and realised what savings
could be made. While he was negotiating, he also decided to make sure that he was well
supplied with spare parts, and he was able to negotiate a deal allowing considerable savings
on spare pants for the machine. That case involved only one item of machinery, but tractors
and other items of equipment cost Canners an amount similar to that paid for the header. I
hope for the sake of dealers throughout Western Australia that something can be done to
ensure that this cost input is considerably reduced.

Mnother problem in my electorate relates to fuel deliveries. I am sorry that the Minister for
Transport is not in the Chamber to hear of this case at Morawa which was brought to my
attention. I take the opportunity to read a letter dated 10 March which sets out the details of
this problem. It is from Burrows Petroleum of Oeraldton addressed to the Director General
of the Department of Transport, 136 Stirling Highway, Nedlands, WA, and states -

Dear Sir

We have recently made an offer to purchase the fuel distribution business of N & B
Walton & Sons of Morawa. lUp until approximately 3 years ago this business was
supplied by myself from Geraldton - predominantly by rail. However at that rime
arrangements were made to supply Morawa from Carnamah and supply was taken
away from Geraldton.

The supply of fuel from Camnamah to Morawa has not proven a viable proposition for
the Morawa distributor and as a result the business is in danger of closing. This
would lead to loss of jobs in Morawa and reduced service to the community for their
fuel and oil requirements. To avoid this closure I am prepared to purchase the
business, employ the existing operators and keep the depot open and running.

To be able to accomplish this I need to be able to transport fuel from (Jeraldton,
which is my only point of supply, to farmers and others in the Morawa and
surrounding areas. This is outside my current 120 km transport area.

I am advised by Westrail that it is policy that I would be required to supply a rail
siding and wagons if I wished to use rail transport. I therefore feel I have no option
than to use moad transport and hereby apply for a permit for the road transport of
petroleum products from Geraldton to Morawa and surrounding areas. T1he proposed
change over date is the first of April 1988 and so I would appreciate your early
advice.

This application was supported by the Morawa Shire Council on the grounds set out by the
fuel distributor; that is, to retain this service and competition within the district, to keep this
business going in Morawa, and to provide employment for these two families. It was also
supported by the Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority, and I understand it is one of
the first cases in the region in which that authority became involved, after its appointment just
prior to this problem emerging. On 27 May the following letter was sent to Mr Burrows,
Shell distributor, by the Department of Transport -

Your request for the right to transport fuel by road from Geraldton Morowa has been
re-examined and approval is now granted.

Approval is conditional on you maintaining the employment of those people
previously employed at the Morowa Shell Fuel Depot.

To ensure you do not gain a competitive advantage from this approval, a Permit fee of
$12 per tonne will be charged.

Mike Kemp from our Licensing Section will be in contact with you to discuss a
scheduling arrangement that is available to avoid you having to take out individual
permits for each load.

I consider the levy of $12 per tonne to be rather ridiculous, because the claim that it was
necessary was based on the belief that it would put him on an equal basis with the fuel
distributors who supplied the Morawa depot from Carnamah. That penalty is not imposed on
the fuel distributor because the charge is passed to the farmers of the area. However, after
another few weeks the Department of Transport amended the original condition and insisted
that Mr Burrows apply for permits for periods during which he would be canting.
Mr Burrows was nor too happy with that situation, having previously received an indication
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from the Department of Transport, via the letter I have read, that he would be free to transport
fuel to Morawa. He again wrote to the Department of Transport on 30 June as follows -

Contrary to your letter, initial approval was not temporary and was not only for
transport to the agency - refer your letter dated 27 May 1988. This was for transport
from Cieraldion into the Morawa area - defined by your staff as an area covered by a
80km circle centred on Morawa. This was clarified by Gary Wilkerson of
Department of Transport while he was in Geraldion. The Department of Transport
was aware of the long term implications before granting this initial approval as this
was reason given for long delay wit initial approval.

After approval was received, I finialised agreement to purchase the Morawa Fuel
Business, including goodwill, stock and plant, arranged for a contractor to inspect the
Morawa Depot with a view to improving it, confirmed an order for a new truck,
employed the staff and commenced trading as Morawa Petroleum.

Everyone knows of the necessary licence fees to be paid and the other arrangements that are
necessary behind the scenes to register a new business undertaking. The letter continues -

Later advice by telephone that the approval was varied to only a temporary basis and
char we could service only our existing customers and not trade with any new
customers will damage the Morawa Business. Legal advice I have received indicate a
claim for Damages as a result would be most likely to succeed.

I have covered the important aspects of that application, the granting of the permit and then
the variation. That businessman has been put to considerable expense in the purchase of the
goodwill and the business, and has also committed himself to purchasing a new truck to
handle the extra business. The Minister was well informned during these negotiations which
took place with the President of the NMorawa Shire Council and also with the Geraldron Mid-
West Development Authority.

There was a letter from the Minister for Transport to Mr Burrows, as follows -

As you are aware, the interim transport concession allowing the road transport of fuel
from Geraldton to the Morawa Shell depot was granted on the basis of information
suggesting that it was necessary for the continued viability of the depot and
maintenance of local employment. You would also be aware the concession caused
considerable dissatisfaction from nearby agents and shires.

The Department has completed a review of the issue after seeking advice from all
interested parties and has reported its findings to me.

Although I fully appreciate the difficulties facing the Morawa depot, I must weigh the
benefits of continuing the concession against the impacts upon other fuel agents and
Shires in the region.

On the basis of the submissions received on this issue, it is apparent that to allow the
concession to continue would threaten the viability of other fuel agents and jeopardise
employment prospects in nearby towns.

Regretfully therefore, I anm unable to agree to the continuation of the concession
beyond the 26 September 1988.

That has put Mr Burrows and his business in a difficult situation. To indicate how ridiculous
the whole setup is because of the commitment Mr Burrows has made arid the number of
clients he has to service he hias now had to establish another fuel depot on a farmer's property
within the shire of Morawa and within the radius that he is allowed to service from his
Geraldton depot. HeI now has a depot in Morawa which is only 20 kilometres from his other
depot and he is not able to use it because of a lot of red rape and nonsense that has been
applied in this case. It is high time that the Government or the Minister thought of the end
users and the benefits to them of having the competition in Morawa and not having a
monopoly situation from a long distance supplier which, in very busy seasonal conditions,
can create considerable delays, particularly during seeding and harvest times. It would be
almost impossible to overcome that situation. I spoke with Mr Burrows about this problem
and he indicated that he was very upset about the whole deal, and upset about the additional
cost he had met to establish the other depot on a farmer's property which, incidentally, has
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been inspected and approved by Mines Department inspectors. This delivery situation will
continue; he will continue his business. The ridiculous situation is that he has on a farm a
depot which could be a fire hazard. It seems absurd that he must duplicate his equipment for
the sate of 20 kilometres and a lot of red rape. He will continue for the time being to employ
the family who were the previous agents in Morawa. He has appealed against the Minister's
decision and I hope that commonsense will prevail and this ridiculous situation will be
resolved. I had hoped that the Minister for Regional Development would become involved in
this matter and that he might have assisted the development authority as this was one of the
first cases with which it became involved. The authority could see the logic and
commonsense of what Mr Burrows was attempting to do to provide this set-vice to Morawa. 1
do not know whether the Minister became involved but 1 thought he would have and that he
would have supported the authority as a clear indication that he was just as interested in
looking after the region as looking after Oeraldton. This was a clear example of where he
could have indicated that support.

Last Friday there was Mingenew Expo which comprised a major display of machinery and
farm products from the mid west region. An area of interest to me, apart from the machinery
demonstrations, was the rural resources centre which was in a big tent in which were
displayed various rural resources from the raw resource to the finished product for such
things as goat fibres, wool, sheepskin leather and an area of particular interest to me, the
products of emu farming. Seasonal conditions were right so there was a display of emu
chicks in an incubator type situation; it was quite open and children were able to play with
the beautiful little emu chicks which were no more than a week old, black and white striped,
and a great drawcard. Of interest were the by-products of the emu industry such as carved
eggs, leather, and decorations of various description made from emu feathers. It was really
amazing. There were also shoes and other products made from emus. In my opinion the emu
industry is destined for a slow establishmnent. As I have said previously in the House, the
chicks purchased last year cost $260 each. The price has risen this year to $370. Because of
that price there are considerable restrictions on the number of birds that farmers can buy. It is
two years before they can breed and the cost per year in a lot fed situation is in the vicinity of
$60 per head, about the same cost as running a sheep. When one considers the purchase price
of the chicks, and adds another $61) per head per year for two years, after which it is another
two years before their progeny are able to breed or be slaughtered, one sees that it is a very
costly business. Mr Jim Reynolds. the inspector responsible for the emu proof fence from
Kalbarri on the coast down to Late Moore east of Perenjori - who has been patrolling the
new fence since it was constructed in 1918 and the original fence for a total of some 30
years - was reported in a radio interview as being amazed at his observations with regard to
the migration of emus towards the fence this year. They have had a good season in the
station country and normally tend to stay in the more open country and not migrate towards
the fence. He has observed that emu hens are laying one set of eggs and are, as usual, leaving
the male bird to take over the setting and hatching of those eggs and looking after the chicks
until they are old enough to look after themselves. The hen normally lays the eggs and
moves away, leaving the old man to do the lot, but this year she is going away, mating with
another male, and laying another set of eggs. The average number of chicks hatching from
each batch of eggs is six to seven, and a hen may lay up to one dozen eggs, so this year,
instead of producing just six or seven chicks from a pair of emus, we will. probably have 12 to
14 chicks, and there will be an enormous build up of emus in the very near future.

In 1976 we had a big movement of emus onto the barrier fence, and because it was a drought
year they were starving, and were slaughtered by the thousands. As I have said before in this
House, I went on an expedition to shoot these birds - which was the only way to destroy them
because they would die on the fence. We built up a ramp so that emus could walk over it,
and we would then have graders going along and grading them off. At a number of the
points where the emus were collecting in that area there would be up to two or three
kilometres of dead emus in a row of about four feet high. This is a tremendous waste of a
valuable product. It has happened once or twice before in recent years; it will happen again
and we will have the ridiculous situation where these emus will be destroyed, and people
wishing to start a new industry, producing valuable products for exporx, will see this
enormous resource being wasted. I think that some of the restrictions being applied to this
industry are rather unnecessary when we consider the enormous build up of emus that takes
place from time to time throughout the station country.
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The Minister for Education recently attended the Morawa Agricultural District High School
open day. I note that she is speaking to the Speaker at the moment. That occasion was the
first occasion she has been back to Morawa for a considerable number of years. I believe the
Minister was very impressed with the development that has taken place in the establishment
of the agricultural wing attached to that school. While the Minister was in the area for that
open day, she made an important announcement that a new hostel is to be constructed to
replace the accomnmodation which had been used for a number of years - the single men's
mess arnd quarters of Western Mining Corporation Ltd when it was operating in that area.
This announcement was greatly appreciated by the people of Morawa and right throughout
the area because of the importance that has been placed on agricultural education and
especially the pastoral component which has been taught at that school. It will mean that
boys and girls will be able to have equal opportunities. The Minister mentioned the year
1990. which is not too far away, arid it is something that is well supported, and I compliment
the Minister for making that decision and announcing it on the occasion of her return visit to
her home town.

A side aspect of it was that the Minister's father, along with me, was one of nine of the
members chosen originally as the advisory committee to establish agricultural education in
Morawa some 25 years ago. It must be very interesting to him and I guess he never dreamed
at the time that his daughter would make one of the major decisions about the development of
that agricultural school some 25 years down the track. I congratulate the Minister and thank
her on behalf of the agricultural advisory committee and the people of that region.

This is the last chance I will have of speaking in a general debate in this Parliament because
the next election day - whenever it may take place - will be my retirement. I have thoroughly
enjoyed the last 13 years that [ have been ini Parliament. If there is art election in February, I
will be in my fourteenth year. I have enjoyed serving the electorate of Greenough, and I was
greatly honoured in the first place to be chosen to follow such a great member of Parliament
as the late Premier and member for Greenough. Sir David Brand. I was able to follow on
with the good work he did in the electorate, and I am very proud to be able to go around the
electorate and see the developments that have taken place during the period that I have been
its representative: The upgrading of the schools, hospitals, roads, and sporting facilities,
There are at present very few facilities that the Greenough electorate needs; it does need more
people and perhaps the development of new industries. I mentioned roads because they are
becoming an important concern in the area. There are considerable kilometres of bitumen
roads that were put down under the contributory bitumen scheme which are now deteriorating
to such an extent that they are tending to go to pieces; all the life has gone out of the bitumen
surface, and if the roads are not sealed in the very near future it will not be very long before
they will need to be ripped up and we will have to go back to gravel.

Mr Pearce: That is rubbish. It is a touch sad that you are concluding your valedictory speech
on such a note of rubbish. Some people might think it is symbolic. but I chink it is sad.
Mr REG TUB BY: It is a touch sad, and I can show the Minister roads where the life has
gone out of the bitumer, and they are cracking up, the edges have gone, and the councils
cannot do anything about it.
Mr Pearce: The councils received an increase in real terms in their allocations this year, and
they should spend their money on the maintenance of roads like that.

Mr REG TUJBBY: [ do not think these councils were saying this just for fun, because it is
happening. The councils have in the past been able to construct and maintain these roads but
they are now in the position where they will have to rip them up. I would be glad to show the
Minister those roads because it would indicate to him how serious the situation is. As I said,
during the period I have represented the area we had some very inclement seasons, and what
were probably some of the most unsettling climatic variations in the history of the area. I
hope this year will continue to be the magnificent season that it has been to date. It has been
said that animals and birds have great instincts, so the way the emus are breeding may be an
omen that we are in for a run of good seasons. [ hope that is the case so that farmers and
pascoralists can take advantage of the good wool and reasonable grain prices that are evident
at present.

[ have received magnificent support frm the people of my electorate. They are wonderful
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people. I will miss my visits to schools and to the various shires because I have built up some
really great friendships among the people. There is one note on which 1 am very proud to be
leaving this Parliament. I know that on the conservative side of politics we have created
history in having a father and son in the Parliament, siuting side by side, arid that is something
that my wife Marj and I are very proud of.

The SPEAKER: We nearly had three of you.

Mr REQ TUJBBY: Yes. That possibility was defeated by only 34 votes, other-wise we would
have had mumn, dad and the kid here.
MR BRAOSHAW (Murray-Wellington) [9.50 pm]: Earlier tonight the member for South
Perth commented on the asbestos saga which has been going on for many years in Western
Australia. I also wish to contribute to the asbestos diseases debate and complement the
speech made by the member for South Perth with regard to the neglect and lack of
compassion which has been evident over many years. I wish to compliment the member for
South Perth on his speech and wish to add something to it. HeI spoke about the history of
asbestos mining, and 1 want to touch on what is happening - or rather not happening - to
people who have contracted asbestos related diseases.

There seems to be a complete lack of compassion, not only by the Government but also by
the Government body, the SQIC, and the company Midalco, or its parent company, CSR.
These two companies and the SGIC are stonewalling; they are using every legal obstacle and
delaying tactic possible to prevent people from getting to court. If they get to court, they
must survive long enough to get a result. These court cases have been drawn out for at least
10 years, and this is not good enough. Natural justice is being denied to these people who
have unfortunately contracted asbestos related diseases. Once the person dies, the case dies
with him and as a result of these delaying tactics, he does not have the opportunity for natural
justice. This is a blatant case of immoral and unethical treatment of Western Australians by a
State Government body. Recently, at a meeting of the Asbestos Diseases Society of
Australia, the president, Mr Robert Vojakovic, made some interesting comments. I would
like to quote from his opening speech, which says, in part -

The failure of the asbestos companies to provide safe and healthy work places has
elevated Western Australia to the leading position of victims in respect of asbestos
related mesotheliomas per head of population.

Over the years we had very little success to achieve fair and just compensation for the
asbestos diseases victims and their families. That was mainly due to the complexities
of our legal system, usually favouring those with unlimited time and resources at their
disposal.

A little farther down he says -

But we are concerned that the State Government is having secret negotiations with
C.S.R.

A Little further on he continues -

We believe that C.S.R. is suggesting to Western Australian Government to take away
the right of diseased disabled workers, and the widows and families of workers who
had died of asbestos diseases, to sue the employers of asbestos industries for
negligence and failure to warn about the health hazards of asbestos. Thus, we believe
it would eliminate the right of asbestos diseases sufferers to be compensated on
common law principles and more over will give protection the asbestos industry from
being judged guilty of reckless misconduct, which otherwise would justify the
awarding of exemplary damages.

He goes on to say -

We are very disappointed that the Premnier did not talk to us prior to the meeting with
C.S.R. Surely it should be more important for the Premier and his Govemnent to
assist the people of Western Australia than to enter into some secret arrangement with
big business.

Dr Watson: I was at that meeting and [ put up 11I things the Government has done.

Mr BRADSHAW- The member might have put up I I things, but these people are still not
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getting compensation. If they win a case, what happens Co those who are able to survive long
enough to get a decision? It is appealed against by the SGIC or the companies.

Several members interjected.

Mr BRADSHAW: The Governiment should be looking at a more effective way of sorting it
Our.
Mr Read: You must look at the Statute of Limitations.

Mr Lightfoot: The Statute of Limitations needs changing.

Several members interjected.

Mr BRADSHAW: The president then went on to say -

It would be a sad reflection on our State, if the Government elected by the people give
C.S.R. the opportunity to escape its obligation to asbestos diseases victims and their
families.

That speech sums up what is happening in Western Australia. People like the member for
Mandurah have no compassion for these people who are dying of mesothelioma and lung
cancer. he sits back and laughs about the whole matter and tries to make jokes about it.

Mr Lightfoot: He is defending the appeal process.

Several members interjected.

Mr B3RADSHAW: It is about rime this Government started to look at what is going on in
Western Australia with regard to these people and did something about it. I am not saying
the Government should dictate to the courts, but it should realise that the court system is
falling down in its duty to protect these people. The ACTU believes that the asbestos cancer
death toll from the deadly Wintenoom. asbestos mine will be as high as 600. The member for
South Perth came up with a figure of 1 400. To a large extent this is guesswork because
nobody really knows until those people contract the disease and die from it.

Dr Watson interjected.

Mr BRADSHAW: The member for South Perth camne up with the figure of 1 400. The
ACIU came up with 600.
Several members interjected.

Mr BR.ADSHAW: Neither the Western Australian nor the Federal Government has bothered
to keep a death toll, or trace any of these employees. The number of people suffering from
asbestos related diseases is expected to peak in the late 1990s, so a number of people out
there are still in the situation where they will contract this disease and die from it. One
contracts mesothelioma without any warning - bang - up it pops and within nine months the
person will die a slow, agonising death. The CSR solicitor, Mr Ian Mutton, said there are
three categories of asbestos sufferers: Those who have genuinely contracted an asbestos
related disease, those wl'o think they have, and those who would like to. I am surprised at
that sort of attitude. Anybody who knows anything about asbestos related diseases would not
like to contract one because it is a horrifying way to die. In 1987, 27 former Wirtenoom
residents died from asbestos related diseases.

I point out to the House the four diseases one can get from inhaling asbestos fibre. First, one
gets pleural thickening of the lung; secondly, asbestosis; thirdly, mesothelioma; and fourthly,
lung cancer. Pleural thickening is a thickening of the outer membrane surrounding the lungs.
This prevents the lungs from expanding, and combined with internal scarring it can reduce
the lung capacity by more than 50 per cent. In the end one has a reduction in the amount of
oxygen getting into the bloodstream. The victim finishes up dying from asphyxiation, or lack
of oxygen in the bloodstream. It is not a very n-ice way to die.

Asbestos is is inflammation and scarring of the internal lung tissue which then ceases to work.
Thirty years later some people are still coughing up asbestos fibres which cannot be dissolved
by the cells in the lungs. which break open, releasing their contents. The split cells' contents
damage the lungs and can cause cancerous growths as well as making the sufferer feel
unwell. The initial symptom of asbestosis is the gradual onset of breathlessness as the lungs
become less efficient and must work increasingly harder.
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Mesothelioma is probably the most deadly and horrific of these diseases. It is a malignant
cancer which generally grows larger than a football from the outer lining of the lungs and, on
average, kills a patient within nine months. The cancer eventually ffils the whole chest cavity
and pushes aside and destroys the beant, causing ever increasing pain as it spreads into the
ribs and the nerve tissues. The lung cancer is very similar to the lung cancer caused by
cigarettes,

Mr Read: Do you admit that cigarettes cause lung cancer?

Mr BRADSH-AW: There seems to be evidence that that is so.

Mr Read: You said this cancer is similar to the cancer caused by cigarettes. That is an
enlightened view for your side of the House.
Mr BRADSHAW: Nonsense. People who have been exposed to asbestos fibres are twice as
likely to develop lung cancer as those who have not been exposed; in other words, one has a
greater chance of developing lung cancer if one has worked in an asbestos mine and has been
exposed to asbestos fibres.

The most up to date death toll comes from a 1980 register compiled at the Queen Elizabeth II
Medical Centre which found that 107 formner Midalco and CSR employees were
mesothelioma sufferers, of whom 95 per cent had died. The register also records that [44
patients with asbestos caused lung cancer and 250 former Wittenoorn workers were receiving
workers compensation for the lung disease asbestosis.

In the case of Mr Klaus Rabenalt the Victorian Supreme Court awarded exemplary damages
on 23 May this year, which was evidence that the jury accepted that the CSR subsidiary
Midalco had covered up or witheld from its workers vital facts about the dangers of mining
asbestos. This case certainly was an important victory for asbestos cancer sufferers, achieved
after a long, drawn out fight for justice for those who had toiled in ignorance at the Midalco
Wittenoom. mine. I will seek to prove a little later that the company knew as long ago as
1948 of the dangers of asbestos mining and inhalation of the asbestos fibres yet continued to
allow its workers to work there in complete ignorance. The awarding of exemplary dam-ages
was a public form of recognition that Midalco had acted with a disregard for its former
employee, Mr Rabenalt, and had knowingly exposed him to dangerously high levels of
asbestos at the Winenoomn mine. The law dictionaries also describe exemplary damages as a
form of punishment whereby the jury expresses disapproval by making an example of the
offender.

One of the important results of the Rabenalt case was that it let the Western Australian
Governiment's State Government Insurance Commission off the hook because it tended to
prove that the company doing the mining knew about the dangers of asbestos mining and yet
did not tell its insurer of that risk. The legal issues proved in the Victorian Rabenalt case
were, firstly. whether Australian Blue Asbestos or Midalco knew or should have known
about the dangers of exposing their workers to asbestos; secondly, whether they exposed the
workers to a relatively high level of asbestos; and thirdly, if so, was it reckless, and if so,
what damages should be awarded.

As I said earlier, and as the member for South Perth also said, Professor Eric Saint, then Dr
Saint, who was working at the nearby town of Port Hedland in 1948, had warned Midalco's
mine manager, Mr Joe Broadhurst, about the health risk of asbestos to his miners. At that
time Professor Saint also wrote to the Western Australian Commuissioner of Public Health
saying that in a few years' time Wittenoomn would produce the richest and most lethal group
of asbestos cases in the world's literature.

Dr Jim McNulty, a former Commissioner of Public Health in Western Australia, also gave
evidence at the Rabenalt case in Victoria. He stated that in 1958 he informed Mr Joe
Broadhurst of the health risks associated with asbestos mining. Dr McNulty also told the
Victorian Supreme Court that in 1960 he diagnosed his first case of mesotheliomna in a
Wintenoomn worker and told the mine manager about this. He also sent Midalco's new mine
manager, Mr Ossie Allan, an extract from the British Medic-al Journal int 1960 explaining that
asbestos fibres caused the deadly diseases mesothelioma, lung cancer and asbestosis. It was
explained in the court that Mr Allan sent copies of that journal extract to his company and
afterwards discovered that he himself was suffering firom asbestosis. He died in October last
year.
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Shortly after the Rabenalt case in Victoria the Western Australian Supreme Court awarded
$369 000 in compensatory damages, plus interest, to a former State Governiment wharf
labourer, Mr Colin Watson. Sadly these two legal victories marked more than a decade of
neglect and almost total failure to solve compensation problems by Western Australia's
lawyers and legal system. It certainly is tragic that these delaying tactics have been used by
the companies and their lawyers. Even these two legal victories are not yet finalised because
the decisions are being appealed by the companies.

This tragic situation had two main causes: Firstly, it flowed from the Western Australian
State Government Insurance Commission's determined action to avoid paying out. Last year
alone 27 sufferers died of mesothelioma and one of chose managed to live long enough to win
a court victory. We have also found frustration with the legal system in Western Australia.
Unlike the successful 30 day Rabenalt action in Victoria where the court allowed him a
shorter hearing rather than a long, drawn out one, the solicitors in the unsuccessful Simpson
damages case in Western Australia, Slater and Gordon, applied to Mr Justice Seaman for a
similar hearing but were refused. Mr Justice Seaman claimed they did not have sufficient
evidence or special circumstances to require a shortened court case even though they had
shown 300 simnilar actions. Mr Justice Seaman also said that the matters of evidence raised
medical issues that would be too complex for a jury. So the court, while not actually trying to
delay matters, was not as cooperative as the solicitors felt it should be and I must admit I do
not think it has been helpful by refusing those requests.

There have been numerous examples of delaying tactics being used to avoid fast tracking to
enable mesothelioma sufferers, who on average live only nine months after diagnosis, to
complete their court actions before they die. Two of Slattery and Gordon's clients died
before they could get their cases to court, and the current Heys and Barrow trial has been the
longest personal injuries claim case in this State's history - 115 days. The CSR's solicitors -
Robinson Cox - sought a delay for six to eight weeks in order to provide documents;
fortunately Mr Justice Sieman upheld the plaintiffs' submission to provide the documentation
in eight days. The SCIC also placed numerous hurdles on the special court hearings leading
up to the successful Watson damages trial, which began this year. The SG1C opposed an
application by Mr John Gordon. the solicitor for Mr Watson, to expedite the case. When Mr
Watson's condition deteriorated in November- December last year the solicitor asked the
court to have Mr Watson's evidence recorded before the case came to court, and that was
refused. The SGIC's solicitors then applied to adjourn the Watson trial, claiming they were
too busy with the Heys and Barrow case. It seems that the SCIC, which should be helping
the people of Western Australia, is doing its best to delay and to be unhelpfu towards the
unfortunate people who have contracted one of these horrible asbestos related diseases.
The solicitors of the SGIC further claimned that Mr Watson was a former employee of the
Department of Harbour and Lights, and that the wrong defendant had been sued. The court
was told that Mr Watson should have sued the State of Western Australia and not the
Minister for Transport, which was quite pedantic and was obviously being used as a delaying
tactic. Fortunately the Crown Law Department told the court that it would be all right to
proceed with the current writ. The final problem for Mr Watson occurred two weeks before
the trial began, when Robertson Cox said that 25 years previously Mr Watson had used Mr
Justice Pidgeon as his solicitor when he worked for a fir of lawyers in Bunbury called Slee,
Anderson and Pidgeon. They asked Mr Justice Pidgeon to step down from the trial, which
would have delayed it. Fortunately that did not occur and the trial went ahead. The trial was
successful in that Mr Watson was awarded damages, even though that is subject to an appeal.

Mr Troy: What did Mr Watson tell your Leader?

Mr BRADSH-AW: Mr Watson did not say anything; that was Mr Vojakovic.

Other tactics used by the solicitors and the companies involved are quite incredible. Earlier
this year on 10 April 1988 under the banner of the Cancer Foundation of Western Australia
Inc a Press release was put out which read as follows -

MEDICAL EXPERTS IN PERTH CRITICISE LEGAL DELAYS [N ASBESTOS
CANCER CASE.
Medical experts have strongly criticised legal delays which have prevented the court
case of dying asbestos cancer sufferer Mr Peter Keys being dealt with.
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Mr Keys died on Good Friday from mesothelioma, a cancer caused by asbestos
exposure.
HeI was suing Midalco, a subsidiary of CSR, claiming that his exposure to blue
asbestos at Wittenoom caused his cancer.

The longest legal delays in a civil case in WA history have resulted in Mr Heys dying
before his compensation claim could be heard.

Under WA law his family cannot pursue the full claim after his death.
Dr Fiona Cameron, a medial specialist who chairs the Cancer Foundation's Asbestos
Scientific Advisory Conumittee said today, "Mr Keys ran out of time in his race
against death. Legal delays deprived him of his right to have his compensation claim
heard."

"it is shameful that legal manoeuvring can take advantage of the death sentence
imposed by asbestos cancer."

"At this rate, no One in Western Australia with asbestos cancer will ever live long
enough to have their case heard."
"The Cancer Foundation's Asbestos Scientific Advisory Committee believes that
justice is not being done", said Dr Cameron.

"Mr Keys and his family deserve better than this."

"Over 6000 men, women, and children were exposed to blue asbestos at Wittenoom,
so many other cases of asbestos cancer will follow Mr Keys into the courts."

"Let us make sure that they get the justice that was denied to Mr Keys", said Dr
Cameron.

The Press release continues -

The Asbestos Scientific Advisory Committee is a panel of medical experts set up by
the Cancer Foundation of Western Australia.

Dr Fiona Cameron, an expert on cancer, expressed her disapproval of the situation. For that
she received about 10 writs from the solicitors working for Robinson Cox and obviously
working on behalf of the SGIC and Midalco. I think that is abhorrent and obviously it was
done purely as a shutting up tactic so that experts from the Cancer Foundation of Western
Australia were not able to express any concern or to gain any sympathy from the public
which might stir the Government into action to help these people.

Dr Watson: But the Government has done a lot to help these people.

Mr BRADSHAW: It has not done enough. People are still dying before they receive natural
justice.

Dr Watson interjected.

Mr Greig: You have had five years to sort it out.

Mr BRADSHAW: Nearly six years. The interesting thing is that SGIC and Midalco were
both using the same solicitors - Robinson Cox. I have heard that the SGIC now has another
solicitor, but I am not positive about that. In other words, there could be sharing of
information - a situation where a Western Australian Government body, which should be
looking after the people of Western Australia, is fighting these unfortunate people, who are
dying from an agonising disease, and is in collusion with Midalco.

Mr Troy: That is simply not true.

Mr BRADSHAW: Does the Minister for Labour not think it surprising that they are using
the same solicitors?
Mr Troy: Your allegations are not true and you cannot substantiate them. Those sufferers
are well aware of the significant amount of help given by the State Government.
Dr Watson interjected.

Mr B3RADSHAW; That is all right; he had some very uncomplimentary words to say about
the Government in his opening speech at the AGM recently. He did not exactly say that the
Government was performing well.
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Dr Watson: He said exactly what the Government is doing.
Mr BRADSHAW. That is right - exactly nothing.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr BRADSHAW: We have the situation where the SGTC is in collusion with Midalco, using
the legal system of this State to deny the legal rights of the citizens of Western Australia.
These brickwalling and delaying tactics should be overcame, and I think there are certain
ways the Government could act to sort this out so we do not have the situation where people
die before they get natural justice.

Mr Troy: What did your Goverrnment do about the Statute of Limitations?

Mr BRADSHIAW: I did not do anything in Government because I have never been a
member of a Government.

Mr Read: What did your party do?

Mr BRADSHAW: The Government has had nearly six years in which to help these people.
The Government may have changed the Act -

My Troy: 1 can list a number of areas where the Government has helped them. That is just
one you people failed to address,

Mr 13RADSK-AW: It is purely cosmetic.

Several members interjected.

My BRADSHAW: Certainly the Government may have done some things to help these
people, but it has not addressed the situation where people are dying before they can get
compensation; the cases are shut down once they die. The Government should be working
out ways to speed up the court cases.

Mr Troy: What have they done about that?

Mr BRADSHAW. Nothing. The Government has done nothing to speed up the court cases.
Delaying tactics have been continuous for everyone who has tried to go to the courts for
natural justice. An asbestos diseases committee, similar to the pneumoconiosis committee.
should be set up to identiffy people suffering from asbestos related diseases because those
people could be assisted by such a committee.

Dr Watson: We have gone into that.

Mr BRADSHAW: But that has no significance in connection with court cases. If
parliamentary Statutes covered these people then such a committee's evidence would be
accepted in court. Maybe a committee is operating which identifies such people, but once
they get to court they go through a terrible rigmarole which drags out the process, because the
court will not accept certain evidence.

Dr Watson interjected.

Mr BR.ADSH{AW: I am not talking about such things as bad backs; people are dying and
cannot wait for court decisions. As I have said, if an asbestos diseases committee were set up
to confinn the disability, the extent of the disease, and compensation then the duration of the
court cases would be cut down and people would nor be dying before being able to receive
compensation. I have explained the situation and members opposite are thick if they cannot
understand.

The Government has failed to address the need for research funds for asbestos related
diseases. I spoke to a doctor at the Queen Elizabeth Hl Medical Centre who carries out
research into various areas. She indicated that no funds had been made available for some
time in this area. It is important that funds are made available for research into asbestos
[elated diseases and the Government should address this area.

As the member for South Perth suggested earlier, an inquiry should take place into the whole
asbestos saga. He outlined what has and has nor happened in the asbestos mining area. The
SGIC and Midalco use every tactic possible to stop people receiving a final decision in court
cases involving compensation for diseases that people would never have contracted if proper
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precautions had been taken in the first place. Regardless of what Government members say,
a lack of compassion is being shown tonight as evidenced by the jocular and mundane
statements made from the Government side. It is time for the Government to take a more
serious approach to the problem and make sure that these people receive natural justice.

MR WATT (Albany) [10.25 pm]: Debate on the Budget gives us the opportunity to
canvass a number of issues, some of which some members find extremely interesting and
informative. We will just have to put up with the others. Most members wish to air a
number of concerns facing their electorates and hope that the responsible Ministers are in the
Chamber at the time to take note of the matters raised,

Mr Gordon Kill: We can read.

Mr WATT: Yes, but we sometimes wonder if our time is wasted. As the Minister has
suggested, the responsible Ministers will be able to read Hansard and we hope chat they will
do so.

I read a letter in an outer suburban newspaper today in which the writer had added the
identifiable commitments made in the Budget for several Assembly seats and divided that by
the number of electorates as a method of calculating what the Government had apparently
placed as a value on each vote in some of those electorates. This showed that in some
Government seats under threat the value of each vote was well in excess of $500 per voter;
by contrast, I chink the member for Kalainunda's seat was valued at $ [.50. No doubt for
many electorates this year's Budget was like Christmas coming early, and we have seen some
of the most blatant pork barrelling coming with this Budget.

Mr Pearce: Then why did we do so much for Albany?

Mr WATT: I only wish that Hansard would record that when the Minister said that, he had a
smirk from ear to ear. One could take a cynical view and suggest that the only good thing
which comes out of elections - which most of us do not particularly enjoy - is that it brings a
big bag of goodies to the electorate and provides the opportunity to get many things done in
the community which might otherwise not happen.

Mr Burkett: Was there any pork barrelling in the Scarborough electorate?

Mr WATT: I did not mate an analysis of the Scarborough electorate. When I made a
comment about pork barrelling on a previous occasion, the member for Geraldton rushed off
to consult a dictionary - I do not know which one - and suggested that I had used the term
somewhat incorrectly. I have referred to the Macquarie Dictionary which may not contain
pure English or be the ultimate authority, but in terms of the Australian use of the English
language that dictionary is regarded by many as reasonably authoritative.

Mr Pearce: It is very authoritative; it is a very good dictionary.

Mr WATT: I agree, and it has filled a very useful place. In that dictionary "pork barrel" is
described as "a Government appropriation, bill, or policy which supplies funds for local
improvements designed to ingratiate legislators with their constituents"; and then ".pork
barrelling" is described as "the use of patronage for political advantage". If anyone suggests
that pork barreling is not going on around this State, he has a fertile imagination.

Turning to the items in the Budget which affect my electorate, I welcome some of the Budget
allocations. Members will be aware that at the last election a major item of discussion was
the proposal to redevelop the railway marshalling yards on the foreshore area for a tourist
development. I am pleased that, after quite a lot inactivity, the Government has allocated
$3.9 million as the first step towards removing and relocating the rail marshalling yards.
Obviously, this program will take some time to complete and so it has to be spread over more
than one financial year.
We all understand that, once we receive an initial allocation for a project in our electorate, we
have a foot in the door in seeing the project completed. I therefore welcome the initial
allocation of $ 100 ON0 as the first amount towards a $3.5 million expenditure for relocating
the Department of Agriculture outside the main town centre, which is not necessarily the
right place to put it. I guess it will provide an opportunity for the department to have purpose
built premises allowing it to do its work properly. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the
Department of Agriculture in Albany grew a little every year. It is therefore not easy to
provide the sorts of facilities that are ideal when it has been added to as the need arose. I
A63821-4
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think this will provide the department with an excellent opportunity to do something positive
for the area.

There are a couple of other items, most of which are not new, but for which, nevertheless,
funding has been provided. [ was particularly pleased to see that $266 000 has been provided
for completion of the Residency Museum to house the Eclipse Island optic, a project with
which I have been long associated. [ was involved in managing to secure the light from the
Commonwealth when it was removed from the Eclipse Island lighthouse tO years ago or
thereabouts. I made submissions to both this State Governm ent and the previous State
Government to have funds provided for its housing. I am pleased that Commonwealth held a
gun at the State Government's head because the Commonwealth threatened to relocate it in
the Eastern States if it was not housed. Good sense prevailed and it will be a welcome
addition to our tourist industry.

An amount of $100 000 has been allocated to the Vancouver Arts Centre and has been well
received by that group. An allocation has also been made to providing a new licensing centre
in Albany which is very much needed because the other had become inadequate.

My Pearce: Is this the pork barrelling you spoke about?

Mr WAT: Those amounts are trifling when compared with others.

The most imiportant item not included - I could l ist others, but rime does nor permit me - was
an allocation for the completion of the refurbishing of the Albany Regional Hospital. Stages
one and two of a three stage refurbishment program have been completed. When stages one
and two began a commitment was given that, at the completion of stage two, stage three
would begin automatically. I am disappointed that that has not happened. During the 1986
election campaign, the then Minister for Health was told of serious shortages of equipment at
the hospital. Recently I wrote to the Minister for Health upon learning that the State was
calling for tenders for five image intensifiers. I have now been advised by the Minister that
one of these units will be supplied to the Albany Regional Hospital. Unfortunately, in the
time it has taken to get it. a most unfortunate situation has arisen. Originally, a second-hand
unit was allocated to the hospital. Eventually, it became so unreliable that it could not be
used. After much argument, a hybrid unit - that is how it is referred to - which is made up
from four units that were no longer in service was sent to Albany. However, that has not
worked satisfactorily either. At last we have got a new one and in the time it has taken us to
get it, the cost has doubled.

There is also a shortage of beds and nurses at the hospital. In a letter written to me on
I1I August, the Minister said -

The hospital currently has 14 nursing vacancies. In this difficult situation the
hospital's Medical Advisory Comnmittee has agreed that elective surgery must be
limited and the agreed limit is 3 elective cases per session.

On 29 August, a letter was sent to aH doctors by the chairman of the Medical Advisory
Committee stating -

Up to the present time, restrictions have been placed on elective surgical lists, which
has had the effect of the proceduralists carrying the burden of restrictions and it has
been noted by the Executive that restriction of operating lists to two cases per list has
not reduced the bed average at all and therefore this has been deemed an ineffective
way of dealing with the problem.

The committee was looking at further ways of reducing the problem. I was told - I cannot
vouch for the accuracy of the statement but I have no reason to doubt it - that the hospital has
been notified by the Health Department that it is not to admit to any more bed closures even
though 20 beds have been closed with six more beds being closed on 25 September. People
are being turned away from the hospital. I recently received a phone call and letter from a
woman in my electorate who was sent to the hospital at night, but was sent home again. That
sort of thing is totally unsatisfactory and something has to be done about it.

Mr Wilson: Of course you have to realise that, if there is a problem in recruiting nurses for
the hospital, until those nurses can be satisfactorily -

Mir WAT: The Minister came into the Chamber when I was halfway through making my
comments about the hospital. We have discussed this matter on a number of occasions. It is
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my duty to present the concerns that the people in my electorate have about the hospital. I
understand there is a Statewide shortage of nurses.

Mr Wilson: That is not correct. There are problems in recruiting nurses to some situations,
but that does not mean there is a Statewide shortage.

Mr WATT: There are shortages of nurses in many pants of the State.

Mr Wilson: That is a problem of recruiting, not a shortage of nurses.

Mr WATT: The Minister is playing with words.

Mr Wilson: Are you suggesting they axe dragooned into going?

Mr WATT; No, I am not. I was about to make the point that I recently made a commitment
on behalf of the Liberal Party that, on return to Government, and as a matter of priority, it
will commission a study to be carried out by a independent person - not someone currently
attached to the Health Department who might have a vested interest - to study the whole
situation in relation to the Albany Regional Hospital and pay particular attention to resuming
and completing the redevelopment of the hospital, optimum bed capacity and whether it is
being met, nursing staff levels and appropriate funds, paramedic levels and appropriate funds,
adequate equipment at the hospital, attracting and keeping medical staff, and the provision of
a private wing. These matters all need to be considered because there are problems in many
of those areas.

I heard recently that nurses and physiotherapists at the hospital have been required to work
oventimne with some of them working double shifts. Some are being asked to work overt ime
and, in some cases, to take time in lieu thereof I was told that a physiotherapist who was in
the advanced stages of pregnancy was asked to work extra shifts and to accept rime in lieu
instead of overtime, In addition to that, she was told that if she was not able to take the time
in lieu before she resigned she would not receive any compensation. This sont of thing is
placing considerable strain on staff members who are very good and are doing their best.
However, the problems which have occurred have contributed to a loss of morale and
efficiency in that hospital. Obviously when staff are working double shifts they must become
stressed and tired and cannot give of their best. I amn talking about a subject in which
efficiency is vital because the staff are dealing with the welfare of the patients.

Mr Wilson: Are you suggesting the stress on the staff is an ongoing situation or that it is
periodic?
Mr WATT: I am suggesting it is a problem while there is a staff shortage.

Mir Wilson: Is it an ongoing problem?

Mr WAIT: I do not know the answer to the Minister's question because the problem was
brought to my attention only recently. After I made my commitment about an inquiry I
received a number of telephone calls. One of those telephone calls was firom a member of the
staff who made what I thought was a practical suggestion. The suggestion came from a nurse
who had worked at Royal Perth Hospital and she advised me that RPH employs people to do
other than nursing duties. For example, it employs people to make the beds and to carry out
menil tasks. It is a suggestion that is well worthy of consideration. We need to participate
with people who work in the environment and if they make sensible suggestions those
suggestions should be considered in order that the shortage of nurses can be overcome.

Mr Wilson: Have you discussed this with the administration of the hospital?

Mr WATT: No, I have not. Since I received that telephone call I have been in Perth and I
have nor had the chance to follow it up. As a matter of fact, the telephone call was received
only in recent days. I make the point that when people make suggestions we, as
parliamentarians, have a duty to investigate them. Worker participation has been spoken
about a great deal under the guise of different names and when we have the opportunity to
take advantage of their suggestions we should consider them seriously.
I have received correspondence from a person who complained about the lack of assistance
given when he had a leg operation. That person, without any assistance, had to get out of bed
to go to the bathroom. I have received complaints about people being left for long periods
when requiring medication and that a person was given the wrong medication by a sister.
Fortunately the patient noticed it was the wrong medication and advised the sister
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accordingly. I heard recently of another case where the incorrect medication was
administered. As I have said, there are a number of problems. I am not suggesting that there
is a lack of care in the hospital, but if the staff are expected to work under the conditions
which prevail, mistakes are bound to occur and the situation will get worse before it gets
better. What is more, the staff in the hospital have had to put up with a lot of inconvenience.
I refer to the entire staff - the nursing and administration staff - who have been remarkable in
tolerating the situation which has prevailed as a result of stage two of the refurbishing of the
hospital. Thie hospital has continued to operate and it has been difficult for all concerned, but
it adds to the pressures on the hospital staff.

I refer now to a matter which concerns the Department of Conservation and Land
Management. I refer, in particular, to what could be termed the paranoia of either the
department or the Minister to raise revenue. This is demonstrated by the absolutely savage
increases in the lease payments charged to yacht clubs on the Swan River. The Mounts Bay
Sailing Club has received an increase in its lease fee from $550 to $11 200, a 1 936 per cent
increase.

Mr Blaikie: Is that keeping pace with inflation, or is it slightly above inflation?

Mr WATT: 1 think it would be galloping inflation.

Mr Pearce: I would try a different tack if I were you.

Mr WATT; I do not need the advice of the Minister for Planning.

Mr Pearce: The point is that you do not understand the pun. My advice is, keep away from
yacht clubs.

Mr WAT:. I have now picked up what the Minister said. I was concentrating on what I was
trying to say, not on the Minister .s pun. The approach the Governent is taking regarding
the increase in charges suggests that it is of the opinion that people who belong to yacht clubs
are the silvertails and the filthy rich. We know that is not the case. Many people from
ordinary families belong to these clubs and enjoy their sailing. They battle very hard to
participate in the sport. Members of many of these clubs, including the Perth Dinghy Sailing
Club (Inc), are not very financial.

Mr Pearce: What is the increase for the Mounts Bay SailiLng Club?

Mr WATT: The increase in lease fees was 1 936 per cent and [ understand its membership
fees are expected to increase by $30 to cover the increase. It means that 24.16 per cent of
every membership fee paid goes to the Department of Conservation and Land Management.
At the time this information was obtained 70 resignations had been received from a senior
membership of approximately 245. It also has about 100 junior members.
The Perth Dinghy Sailing Club, which is not a rich man's club, has had its lease fees
increased from $250 to $1 600, an increase of 540 per cent and I understand its membership
fees have increased from $90 to $120 per annum. The Royal Freshwater Bay Yacht Club
which is a large yacht club bath in terms of its membership and the yachts sailed by club
members, has had its lease fees increased from $3 600 to $88 000, an increase of 2 344 per
cent. A rather interesting situation has occurred in relation to that club. It has taken a
statutory declaration from a member who was a pasty to the negotiations when the original
lease was taken out and when it was agreed that the rental should be deliberately less than the
commercial rate of return to compensate for the community service aspects of the club's
activities.

Most of us would be aware that along the river there are beaches, yacht clubs and other
commercial facilities. Many people who use the facilities of yacht clubs are not members of
those clubs, but nobody is denied access to them. People cannot use a boat pen or anything
like that, but a lot of people derive much pleasure from having a look around, looking at the
boats and the activity. These lease increases are a reflection of the Government's mentality
of money at any cost. I understand that the full adult membership fee of the Royal
Freshwater Bay Yacht Club will tise. or has risen, by $ 100.
Mr Pearce: From what to what, though? What is the fee there now?
Mr WAIT: It is presently $263.
Mr Pearce: And it is going to go to $363?
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Mr WATT: That is the order of it.

Mr Pearce: Don't you think that's reasonable for somebody occupying prime riverside land
like that?
Mr WATT: That is the point that I have been trying to make. The Minister assumes that
everybody who belongs to that club is filthy rich. With such charges being imposed,
yachting will remain the exclusive preserve of those who are wealthy, By imposing these
sorts. of fees, the Government is making yachting and sailing a preserve of the rich. That is
the problem. Royal Perth Yacht Club's fees have gone up from $I1800 a year to $40 000 a
year, an increase of 2 142 per cent. The club had planned to build a new junior boat shed but
the Department of Conservation and Land Management would not approve the plans until the
fees were paid. [ think the whole thing is a ron., The Government, which seems to have an
affinity with very rich people these days, appears to be taking the line that because its
wealthy mates will be able to afford the fees all will be well.

I move on to express concern about a particular aspect of the fishing industry at Albany.
Many members would be aware that when the whaling industry in Albany closed down some
10 years ago, many of the people who had been employed in that industry went into
commercial fishing in a variety of areas. Quite a few of them bought tuna boats and went
into the tuna fishery. History now records that through the imposition of quotas by the
Commonwealth Government, many of those people were forced out of that industry, some of
them incurring financial losses, others coming out with a reasonable amount of money.
Some of those who were displaced from the tuna industry went into either the shark fishery
or the mulie fishery, or a combination of both. Both the shark fishery and the mulie fishery
have become limited entry fisheries, and I support that move. When the quotas were handed
out for the shark fishery, three people who came to see me felt aggrieved. One has had some
consideration from the Minister and, while not being entirely satisfied, he at least feels that he
has came out of it better than he might have.

I indicate my concern in particular for the situation of a Mr Jack Smit, who is a genuine
fisherman in every sense of the word. [ wrote to the Minister on 30 May 1988. I particularly
asked that some special recognition be given to Mr Smit. Incidentally, he received no quota.
He has been unable to work. The Minister gave him special approval for a small quota for
two months while he was examining his position, but the system of allocating the months
during which the fishermen may work has no flexibility, which is most unfortunate. Many
people would be aware that there has been a very strong and severe strain of influenza going
around. Unfortunately, Mr Smit nominated August as one of his months and then contracted
the flu. He was hardly able to fish at all during August. There ought to be some flexibility in
the system so that people with a limited quota can apply to have that quota allocated to
another month when it can be demonstrated that there is a genuine case of sickness or some
other unforeseen circumstance that could not be avoided. When the Minister wrote back, he
advised me that one particular partnership had been allocated a quota of 10 months for three
and a half nets - those who understand the business will know what that means - on the basis
of hardship. If that is the case, it is difficult for me to understand how anybody could be
allocated that quota on the basis of hardship when Mr Smit was not issued anything on the
basis of hardship. He is a genuine fisherman. I do not know how old he is, but I imagine that
he is probably in his 50s. At some time he has suffered an injury to one hand.

Mr Grill: What makes you say someone got 10 months' access on the basis of hardship?
Have you got that in writing? It sounds pretty unlikely to me.

Mr WATT: From memory, it was in the Minister's letter. The Minister and I might talk
about that later because I am running a little short of time.

Mr Grill: That is all right. I will talk to you about it later.

Mr WATT: I mentioned it in a letter that I wrote to the Minister on 14 July and neither the
Mlinister nor anybody in his department queried it, so I can assume only that it is right.

Mr Grill: I doubt that it is right.

Ms WATT: The name of the boat was the St Christopher and its owners were Messrs Dyer
and Lofts.

Mr Grill: I do not think anyone got anything much on the basis of hardship.
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Mr WATT: Mr Smit, who has a disability with half one hand missing and with no quota,
decided to go to the Commonwealth Employment Service to register for employment. He
was told that he could not get unemployment benefits because he owned a fishing boat and he
was a commercial fisherman - although he had no quota and no licence and he could not fish.
He was also told that the harsh reality of the situation was that with his disability and at his
age the likelihood of his being able to find a job which would be suited to him would be
remote in the extreme. I have liaised with the Minister's secretary on a number of occasions
and I know that he, and I think the Minister, share my concern about this case. It really is
very harsh treatment indeed for a genuine, salt of the earth type of person who is being forced
to live off his very modest savings. I do not know what he is supposed to do when his
savings are all gone. I ask the Minister with some urgency to see whether he can tr to
address the problem and find a means by which he could treat Mr Smit as a special case. His
is a thoroughly deserving case. If the Minister talks with his staff, particularly those in the
Fisheries Department in Albany, he will find that they share that view,
Mr Grill: You know we have put Comnmissioner Kelly in first of all to hear those appeals and
secondly to make a reassessment of them. It is very hard for me to go behind his
recormendations. I can do it, but it is fairly hard.

Mr WATT: I am sure that there would be universal applause from the fishing industry if the
Minister were to make a special case of Jack Smit; I do not believe a single fisherman would
feel it was an improper course for him to follow. The Minister will know that in all walks of
life, when arbitrary guidelines or rules operate the conduct of any industry, there is always
somebody who does not meet those criteria.

Mr Grill: I concede that.

Mr WATT: This is just one of those cases. I have made a plea on behalf of Mr Smit and I
hope the Minister will find some means by which he can help him.

I now discuss the situation of grants made by the Department of Sport and Recreation.
Members will be aware that two types .of grants are made, the community sporting and
recreation facilities fund provides grants for both local government sponsored projects and
community groups. I talked earlier about pork barrelling and referred to the fact that the
great southern region has received a total in both areas of almost $97 000, whereas the south
west has received $650 000 - a considerable difference. More importantly, only one of those
grants was made to Albany - $65 000 for the leisure and aquatic centre towards the cost of
providing a new floor in the leisure centre. Of that amount, $45 000 was committed last year
but the funds were not sufficient and were carried over to this year. Therefore, only $20 000
was allocated to Albany from the fund this year. I do not want to look that gift horse in the
mouth; it is much appreciated and it has been applied to a worthwhile facility.

However, I was very disappointed, and so was the group involved, that another project which
I consider worthy of support did not receive a grant; I refer to the Railways Football and
Tiger Sporting Club Inc which sought $30 000 towards lighting for its oval. I know that
these applications are assessed and given an order of merit. I do not know whether this
project was put at the top or the bottom of the list, or how well it was regarded by those who
assessed the applications. However, I know it would have filled a gap in the availability of
sporting facilities in Albany, because at present that town has no venue with outdoor night
lighting. I would be interested to know whether the Government has contributed to the
magnificent night lighting provided in some of the venues around Perth; for example, at the
WACA ground. Those lights were very expensive arnd I have a recollection that the
Government made a sizeable contribution to them.

Mr Wilson: A lot of people have benefited from them.

Mr WATT: Absolutely. However, when a club such as Railways has done so much towards
bringing the project to its present stage, but needs an extra bit to finish it off, it is a great
shame that it was not possible to provide the funds. The club had plans for night cricket,
night football and concerts; and teams had been organised around the region to participate in
those activities. Obviously it would have benefited club membership because they could
have enlarged the area of interest for potential members. [ do not know whether additional
funds are available from that fund, but I hope the Government will give favourable
consideration to allocating funds for the Railways Football arnd Tiger Sporting Club. Two
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representatives from the club were very disappointed when the Minister for Sport and
Recreation recently visited Albany for the opening ceremony for the new wooden floor in the
leisure centre. They tried to present their case to him and, as near as they can remember, he
told them to catch up with him the next day when he would be in town with the sport and
recreation officer. H-e said he was returning to Perth on Tuesday and that they would look at
which projects were likely to be funded. The representatives from the club were looking
forward to showing the Minister their proposed project, and they were more than surprised to
learn that within an hour of having made that comment, the Minister was on a plane to Perth.
I do not know whether there was a change of plan, but if that was not the case it was very
rude of him to suggest to those community people that he would meet them on the following
day to discuss their project. I ask the Minister to ascertain whether there is a possibility of
further funds being made available; if there is I recommend that project as worthy of support.
I had intended to comment on the Great Southern Development Authority and some of the
outrageous claims the Government has made about its activities in the Albany region. For
example, it has claimed credit for the number of tertiary places made available at the Great
Southern Regional College of TAFE. The staff of the TAFE college at Albany have worked
very hard for some years to establish a significant number of tertiary opportunities at the
college. I am pleased to have been able to work with them, particularly in negotiations with
the Curtin University of Technology, which was previously WAIT. I recently asked the
Minister for Education for details of how many students had been enrolled during 1988 for
tertiary degree courses under contracting arrangements at various colleges. She advised mec
that 1 10 students were enrolled at the Great Southern Regional College of TAPFE, 13 students
at the Geraldton TAPE College, and no students at Bunbury TAPE College and the Bunbury
Institute of Advanced Education. That shows what a pacesetter the Albany college has been
in providing tertiary education opportunities at a decentralised location;, and it is a
tremendous boost for the parents of those children who are able to take advantage of those
opportunities. [ have a personal interest because my son was able to do the first year of his
Bachelor of Business degree course at Albany and it made a big difference to him and to us
from a cost point of view. The people who worked so hard to achieve these results do not
want the Great Southern Development Authority claiming the initiative and credit for it.
People must be very careful and selective about the things for which they claim credit,
because they can anger and offend those who have worked hard to provide facilities in the
region.

I had hoped to canvass other issues, but I do not have the time. I hope that in future people
will give recognition where it is due and not where they think it might be politically
expedient.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mir Lightfoot.

House adjourned at 11.09 pmn.
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APPENDIX C

YEAR 1959

EXTRACTS FROM ANNUAL REPORTS
PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT-W.A.

In regard to silicosis, the function of the periodical examination of workers, as conducted here, is
mainly diagnostic, prevention being regarded as an engineering problem. One worker in every 30 who
entered the industry developed silicosis with an annual incidence of 10 per thousand. It is not possible
to determine what percentage of silicotics, recorded, subsequently appear in the last column as having
developed tuberculosis. A frequent criticism made to account for the variation in the number of new
cases of silicosis diagnosed annually and the continued high rate is that the diagnostic criteria vary.
There is some truth in this criticism. With minimal radiological silicosis a subjective error is present
but this usually only results in anticipating or delaying the diagnosis for a few years and the effect is
cancelled out. Chest X-rays dating back to 1936 and clinical record cards containing the diagnoses made
at the time are available and reappraisal of the films does not suggest that the diagnostic standards have
varied greatly. Improved X-ray technique, high definition screens, dual film reading and comparison
with standard films from the Pneumoconiosis Research Council are probably enabling a diagnosis to
be made at a slightly earlier stage than hitherto and this is most desirable. If the diagnosis is in doubt,
complete investigative facilities, including lung function tests, are available at the Perth Chest Hospital
and ever increasing use is being made of these facilities.

Statistical analysis of the results is most difficult, if not impossible, because miners and ex-miners
are examined under several different Acts and because of the large number of itinerant and casual
short-term workers in the industry. Australian Blue Asbestos at Wittenoom which has been in full pro-
duction for a relatively short time presents a different problem and has been the subject of a special
report.

A report on the health of miners would not be complete without introducing the question of the
miners general susceptibility to respiratory infections, particularly chronic bronchitis. It is extremely
difficult to apportion pulmonary disability between silicosis and chronic bronchitis. Chronic bronchitis
almost invariably accompanies silicosis but occurs equally commonly without any evidence, whatever,
of silicosis. It is a disease associated with heavy industry and air pollution of which silica dust forms
only a part. Dust, fumes, artificial working conditions, lack of sunlight, changes in temperature and hu-
midity, cigarettes, alcohol, all contribute. The system of ventilation, which at times direct a stream of
cold air on a man perspiring from over exertion, may also contribute. At the pre-entry medical examin -
ation all applicants for initial medical certificates with evidence of bronchitis are excluded and miners
who develop suggestive symptoms are strongly advised to leave the industry. Intensive research is being
conducted in England into this particular problem and further developments will depend on the
outcome.

INDUSTRIAL CHEST DISEASE II.-WIfl'ENOOM

Periodical chest X-ray examination of workers in the Asbestos industry during 1959 disclosed no new
cases of Asbestosis, although there are several men whose X-rays must be considered suspect. Those
whose X-rays are considered suspicious of Asbestosis will be examined again in 1960.

The length of exposure of workers contracting Asbestosis or Silicosis is miuch shorter than
comparably employed men in the gold-mining industry and the extent of disease is greater. The small
numbers of workers and the extremely high labour turnover make this less obvious.

There a number of puzzling and disquieting features. In several instances Asbestosis has been diag-
nosed in underground workers although the disease had been considered peculiar to the Mill. One mem-
ber of the train crew underground, not usually a great dust risk, has what appears to be a mixture of
silicosis, asbestosis and possibly tuberculosis. Another underground worker has what appears
radiologically to be pure silicosis, but his sputum contains asbestos bodies.

The Mines Department has permitted me to inspect the results of their periodical dust counts. It is
obvious that the new Mill is a great improvement on the old Mill and that conditions underground have
also improved. It is too early to tell whether the new Mill will be responsible for fresh cases of industrial
chest diseases or not.

The disquieting feature about the dust counts are two fold:-

(1) The rock mined is apparently highly silicious and therefore particularly dangerous. The dust
counts are on a par with the figures for the gold mines. A higher standard should be set out
in view of the high silica content and the additional Asbeatosis risk.
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(2) The dust counts are of particles only; the same instrumirent is used for detecting silica particles
and asbestos fibres. The dangerous particle size in Silicosis is less than 5 microns; in Ashes-
tosis. the dangerous fibre length is between 20 and 40 microns. The dust counts therefore are
of little value unless they show the number of fibres per cc within that range. The Konimeter
in use in this State is. not regarded as an effective instrument for dust counting in the Asbestos
Industry in Canada. A midget-Impinger is used. It is stressed that fibres over 10 microns in
length are oftparticular importance and whilst the total dust concentration should be below 10
million particles per cubic foot of air, the maximuam fibre count (ite, over 10 microns in length)
permitted, is 1 million fibres per cubic foot of air.

Many workers remain at Wittenoom for less than one year and less than 50 per cent of the work force,
at any one time, have been continuously employed for more than four years. A very rough estimate of
the percentage of workers, with over four years exposure and suffering from industrial chest disease is
12 per cent. (estimated by expressing the number of workers, detailed below, as a percentage of the
number of workers examined in 1959 whose initial mining certificate was issued prior to 1955).

In recent years it would be unusual to diagnose Silicosis. in a gold miner with less than 10 years ex-
posure. For example, in 1958 there were no new cases of Silicosis in the 0-10 year group, 20 cases in the
10-20 year group and 29 cases in the 20-30 year group. Expressed as a percentage of the total number
of mine workers, this gives an annual incidence of Silicosis of approximately 1 per cent percentage
incidences. These are not very accurate and are not really comparable, but they do illustrate the grave
hazard which existed at Wittenoom compared with the general mining industry.

Since 1958, there have been one underground and five mill workers at Wittenoom definitely diag-
nosed as suffering from Asbestosis, All were advised to leave the industry but for various reasons have
not done so. Five of the six were investigated in hospital. The average exposure to asbestos dust in these
cases was four years only.

There are two other suspect cases and two suggesting they are affected with a combination of Sibi-
cosis and Asbestosis.

Apart from these, four others were diagnosed with Silicosis, three having had a previous history of
coal mining abroad. These cases suggest that there is also an increased risk of Silicosis underground at
the mine. The average exposure in these cases is 11 years (excluding previous mining). In two of these
cases there is probable superadded tuberculosis infection.

Some newly diagnosed cases of Silicosis are not included because of previous lengthy gold-mining
history which could reasonably be held responsible.

There have also been a few cases of workers developing pulmonary tuberculosis without Silicosis or
Asbestosis, but their number does not suggest any particular hazard at Wittenoom, other than that as-
sociated with mining in general.

Three workers with a mixed gold and asbestos mining history have developed silicosis and asbestosis.
Four workers with a similar mining history have developed pure silicosis. Of these seven workers, the
average exposure to dust including all mining was 12 years and excluding previous mining (which is not
entirely justifiable) was 7 years.

Conclus ion

The percentages quoted above (i.e., 12 per cent of asbestos workers suffering from industrial chest
disease with over 4 years exposure compared with 1 per cent of gold miners with over 10 years exposure)
are crude and probably paint too black a picture of the conditions which existed. With a shifting work-
ing population, it is almost impossible to work out accurate incidences. However, the very high labour
turnover at Wittenoom is necessarily associated with a short average exposure per worker and many
workers at risk were protected simply because their exposure tinme was too short. At least one of these
short-term workers has been diagnosed as suffering from Asbestosis, many years after he left the
industry.

The problem is essentially one of ventilation conducted with a proper appreciation of the relative im-
portance and medical significance of the asbestos fibre as distinct from the silica particle. Despite the
many marked improvements which have been effected at the Mine and Mill, Ilam not satisfied that the
risk of industrial chest disease has been eradicated or even brought to par with the risk of Silicosis in
the gold-mining industry. The prevention of industrial chest disease is a mnedico -engineering problem
and requires close liaison between the Mines Department,who are responsible for ventilation and dust
counts, and the medical officers who are responsible for the periodical clinical and chest X-ray
examinations.

J. McNIJLTY, M.B., Ch.B, B.AO0.,

Chest Physician.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

POLICE - CRIMINAL STATISTICS
Subiaco

1115. Mr COURT to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

What are the crime statistics for the police district covering the Subiaco area
for the years -

(a) 1983;
(b) 1984;

(c) 1985;

(d) 1986;

(e) 1987; and

(f) 1988
in relation to -

(i) stealing;

(ii) breaking and entering:.
(iii) vandalism;

(iv) car theft;

(v) robbery; and
(vi) drugs?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

The Subiaco police district comprises the localities of Subiaco, Shenton Park
and Daglish. Data available within the field of review is detailed hereunder.

Stealing Break & Damnage Car Robbery Drugs
Enter Theft

(a) 1983 532 260 127 -2

(b) 1984 577 371 121 - 4-
(c) 1985 631 419 129 - 4-
(d) 1986 700 768 126 - 3-
(e) 1987 735 517 144 - 6
(0)1988 687 478 140 - 6
Statistics supplied have been drawn by manual inspection of the offence reporting
system.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - ASBESTOSIS
Pay Out Estimate - Liability Arguments

1122. Mr COURT to the Premier:

(1) How has he arrived at the figure of $200 million that the SGIC may have to
pay out to asbestos disease victims?

(2) If this figure is flat a correct estimate, what is the estimate likely to be?

(3) What are the many arguments still to be resolved between the SGTC and the
companies in determining the extent of The SCIC's liabilities?

(4) When is it anticipated these arguments will be resolved?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) This was based on preliminary advice provided by the State Government
Insurance Commission on known and unknown mining and non mining
asbestos claimrs costs estimated into the next century.

(2) The above figure is a worst case scenario and further evaluation will continue
as claims are settled and the incidence of the diseases become clearer.
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(3) There are no arguments between the State Goverment Insurance Commission
and the companies.

(4) Not applicable.

STATE GOVERNMENT REVENUE - WITTENOOM ASBESTOS MINE
Asbestos Victims - Costs

1127. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

What has been the cost to Government revenue to date of -

(a) the SGIO's defence against the Wittenoom asbestos victims; and

(U) the legal aid paid to the plaintiffs in the Wittenoom asbestos cases?.
Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(a) The SGIO has no involvement in the defence against Wittenoomn asbestos
victims. The State Government Insurance Commission has indemnified
Midalco under the terms of the policy. All expenses have been met by the
State Governent Insurance Commission; and

(b) Legal aid is not paid to plaintiffs but to legal practitioners. assigned to act on
their behalf. Much of the cost has been funded by the Commonwealth
Government. Of the three recent trials, only one has involved State funding
responsibility. The total net cost of assistance provided to this stage is
$1 692 406, of which $358 673 relates to the State category trial.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION - ELECTRICITY TARIFFS

1165. Mr LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Economic Development and Trade:

(1) What is the average cost in kilowatt hours of SEC delivered electricity to the
eastern goldfields?

(2) What gross revenue has been collected by the SEC on power lines constructed
to deliver electricity from the Muja-Kalgoorlie line in years 1 986-87 and
1987-88?

(3) (a) Is the Muja-Kalgoorlie power line profitable; and

(b) if yes, what profit was made on the operation in 1987-88?
(4) What is the proposed cost in kilowatt hours of SEC electricity to be delivered

to the proposed petrochemical works at Kwinana?

(5) What is the proposed unit cost of SEC gas to be delivered to the project
mentioned in (4) above?

Mr PARKER replied:
(1) The average unit charge in 1987-88 was 8.48c/KWh.

(2) The gross revenue was -

1986-87 - $36 515 696;
1987-88 - $46 170 414.

(3) Goldfields industrial customers are charged standard tariffs. Industrial
customers pay additional tariff components to cover line losses, and a pro rana
allocation of the cost of the transmission line. Goldfields domestic consumers
are charged the same as those in the metropolitan area. The additional tariff
components are set at a level to break even on the additional costs associated
with supply to the goldfields.

As SECWA's largest electricity customers, taking supply on an interruptable
basis, the cost of supply cannot be compared with the cost of supplying
normal commercial or industrial customers. Special gas pricing is available
under the North West Shelf gas contract for this type of project. Again, this
makes comparison with normal commercial or industrial gas tariffs
inappropriate.
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STATE ENERGY COMMISSION - MANAGEMENT
Investors' Assets - Takeover

1166. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Economic Development and Trade:
(1) Is it a fact as implied in a statement by the SEC to its investors in a circular

letter dated 18 August 1988 that its - the SEC's - fundraising activities so far
have been inefficient?

(2) To what extent will the WADC or other instrumentalities be involved in
handling the assets of investors who had great faith in the SEC's financial
management in the past but - judging from the representations I have
received - appear to be suspicious about the recent takeover?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1) No.

(2) None.
LAND USE - CANNING VALE PRIMARY SCHOOL

1174. Mr MacKINNON to the Deputy Premier:

(1) For what purpose is the land, upon which the old Canning Vale Primary
School is located, to be used?

(2) When is it likely that the land will be used for this purpose?
Mr PARKER replied:

The site is currently the subject of an amendment to the council's town
planning scheme for the area, by which it is proposed to formally reserve pant
of the school site for public open space. Development of this public open
space would be the responsibility of the local authority. Other undeveloped
land will be developed for industrial use over the same period.

POLICE - MANPOWER
Port Hedland - South fled/and

1212. Mr CASH to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) What was the police establishmnent level at Port Hedland and South Hedland

on I February 1988?
(2) What was the police establishment level at Port Hedland and South Hediand

on 1 September 1988?
(3) What was the actual police

August 1988?
Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) As at I February 1988 -

Port Hedland-

South Hedland-

(2) As at 1 September 1988 -

Port Hedland-

South Hedland-

strength at Port Hedland and South Hedland on I

Seven general duties and two police aides.
Total: Seven police, two aides.

One divisional officer, 15 general duties,
two police aides, three CIB, nine traffic,
two heavy haulage, one prosecutor.
Total: 31 police, two aides.

Seven general duties and two police aides.
Total: Seven police, two aides.

One divisional officer, 19 general duties,
two police aides, three CIB, nine traffic,
two heavy haulage, one prosecutor, one
forensic.
Total: 36 police, two aides.
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(3) Forty one police and three aides, which includes the divisional officer and two
heavy haulage personnel.

It should also be noted that this commitment to extra police in Hedland is
matched by the seven homes that have been listed in the 1988-89 GEl-A
housing program, four of which are for additional staff. It is anticipated the
houses will be available for occupancy early in 1989.

BOW ELECTRONICS LTD
Government Guarantee

1219. Mr HASSELL to the Deputy Premier:

(1) Has he agreed to guarantee Bow Electronics?

(2) If so, on what basis?

(3) Who are the people involved?

(4) What is the statutory basis for the action?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1) Yes, the Government has agreed in principle to provide a loan guarantee to
support the purchase of Bow Electronics and its technologies.

(2) The terms and conditions are still being negotiated between the companies
involved, the Technology and Industry Development Authority (TIDA) and
the R & I Bank.

(3) DTL Pty Ltd.

(4) Industry (Advances) Act.
WESTRAIL - TENDERS

Contract Number 407A 1988
1245. Mr COURT to the Minister for Transport:

(I) What company was awarded the tender for contract No 407AI988 for an
uninterrupted power supply system for Westrail?

(2) Is the equipment to be supplied new or second hand?

(3) Is the equipment Australian made?

(4) If not, what country is the equipment to be manufactured in or was it
manufactured in?

(5) What is the contract price! for this equipment?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) 1JTDay PryLtd.
(2) Second hand, after one month's usage by Qatas.

(3) No.

(4) West Germany.

(5) $294637.

CONFEDERATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INDUSTRY ([NC) - "INDUSTRY WEEK"

State Government Proposals
1255. Mr HASSELL to the Premier:

(1) Has the Government proposed to the Confederation of Western Australian
Industry to put on an "Industry Week"?

(2) Is it correct that in making the proposal the Government -

(a) offered funding:

(b) indicated the Premier's availability to distribute awards; and
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(c) insisted on its being held in early October?

(3) If he says no to any of 2(a), (b) or (c), what does he say is the position?

(4) What is the reason for the big rush by the Government?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) The Goverrnent has for some time been receiving advice from persons in
both business and Goverrnent that there is a need for greater public
recognition of the success being experienced by a wide range of Western
Australians in tackling the challenges of the current economic situation.
Accordingly, the Government has, over several months, been planning a
program of activities designed to foster such awareness, both of the successes
and of the steps which need to be taken to achieve further progress.

I am pleased to be able to announce that a series of events will be held in the
second half of October under the bannner "Challenges and Achievements '88:
A Salute to Western Australian Skills and Enterprise." Details of the draft
program are attached.

It is my understanding that, in a meeting with Government officers,
representatives of the confederation expressed the view that such an exercise
was long overdue and that they would be keen to participate. Indeed, these
representatives proposed the creation of some special awards and the holding
of a dinner. I am also advised that senior officers of Austrade have expressed
the view that many of those entrants in the Bicentennial Export Awards which
did not reach the finals deserve some form of recognition.

(2) (a) In view of the widespread public interest in these matters, the
Government believes that it is entirely appropriate for it to support the
proposed series of events;

(b) I would be proud to be able to present awards recognising the
achievements of Western Australians in such areas as exports, import
replacement, product innovation and regional development. 1
understand that action is well advanced on the establishment of such
awards, involving a major Western Australian institution. Details will
be announced shortly; and

(c) See answer to (1).
(3) See answers to (1) and (2).

(4) There is no "big mush". This exercise has been planned over an extended
period. It would give me great pleasure if the Leader of the Opposition would
agree to participate.

BUCKLAND HILL - LAND USE
"Commercially Confidential" Price - Public Open Space

1266. Mr HASSELL to the Premier:

(1) Further to question 1162 of 1988 in relation to Buckland Hllj, why is the price
paid by the Government of Western Australia to the Government of the
Commonwealth said to be "commercially confidential"?

(2) What area and percentage of total area will be reserved as public open space?

(3) Has the WADC sought or been paid compensation because of the increase in
the open space?

(4) If yes, how much?
(5) What action is proposed to develop and beautify' the public open space?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) The principal purchaser under the contract of sale is LandCorp, which may
wish to sell on its interest to a private developer, therefore the information
relating to the sale price paid by LandCorp is "commercially confidential".
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(2) 9.86 hectares or 33 per cent of the total area.

(3) No. 'The State Planning Commission will purchase the additional public open
space.

(4) Not applicable.

(5) The area of public open space will be mainly revegetated in native plants
indigenous to the area.

FREMANTLE PORT - SHEEP
Live Sheep Trade

1269. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Transport:

(I) What action has been taken to deal with the problems putting at risk the export
of live sheep from Fremantle Port?

(2) Is it correct that charges at the Fremantle Port were deliberately set high to
encourage use of other ports in the live sheep trade?

(3) Is it Government policy that live sheep should not be exported from
Fremantle?

Mr PEARCE replied:

I refer the member to my response to question 1053.
R & IBANK

Property Settlemenr Agency - Licensing

1279. Mr LEWIS to the Treasurer:

Referring him to the reply to question 1002 of 1988, why and under what
provision is the Rural and Industries Bank not required to be licensed as a
settlement agency, or why is its principal not required to be licensed?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

There is a legal presumption that the Crown in right of the State is not bound
by Statute law unless the Statute expressly states so. The Settlement and
Business Agents Act does not, by its terms, purport to bind the Crown.

POLICE STATIONS
Nollamara, Scarborough, Warwick - Manning Levels

1280. Mir CASH to the Minister for Police arid Emergency Services:

(1) Have the manning levels at No~lamara, Scarborough and Warwick Police
Stations been reduced in recent weeks to enable staff to be transferred on a
temporary basis to serve at other police stations?

(2) If yes, will he provide details of such 'transfers and the duration of such
transfers?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

PROSTITUTION - AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY
Legalisation

1284. Mr H-ASSELL to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

(1) Has the Labor Party changed its policy commitment to the legalisation of
prostitution?

(2) What are the precise terms of the Government's recent announcement that it
was not currently proposing to proceed with its previously announced
intention to legalise and regulate prostitution?

(3) Is the police policy of containment and control to continue under existing
laws?
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Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1)-(2)
1 have stated that the issue of prostitution needs to be tackled carefully, in a
measured and proper way, and with general community support and
understanding. The Government will not proceed to amend existing laws
which contain and control prostitution without that community support and
understanding, which precludes hasty action without sufficient discussion and
consultation. I reconsidered the initial commitment made by the then Premier,
Brian Burke, to introduce legislation this year, to enable me to give more
careful consideration to community views on the issue.

(3) Enforcement of existing laws is a matter for the lawful exercise of
discretionary power by the Commission of Police according to circumstances
at any given time. I am advised by him that the present policy will continue
unless circumstances arise which require him to change it.

HOM ESWE ST
Rented Housing - Waiting List

1285. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Housing:
What was the official number of applications on the Homeswest waiting list
for rental accommodation as at 30 June 1988?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

13 173.

HOMES WEST
House Purchase - Waiting List

1286. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Housing:
How many applications for home purchase were pending approval on
Homeswest's waiting list as at 30 June 1988?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

11 263.
EXIM

Foreign Students - Tertiary Institutions Charges
1288. Mr COURT to the Minister for Economic Development and Trade:

(1) How much does Exim charge to tertiary institutions for overseas students it
attracts to those bodies?

(2) How many students have been attracted and to what institutions?

(3) What is Exim's revenue from this source?
(4) What is its budgeted revenue from this source for next year?

Mr PARKER replied:
(1) Exim receives a standard commission - five per cent to 10 per cent - which is

paid to any agent.
(2) 25 1 students to 10 different institutions.

(3)-(4)
Commercially confidential.

ELECTRONICS COMPANIES - STATE GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
1290. Mr COURT to the Minister for Economic Development and Trade:

(1) How many electronics companies have applied to the Government for
financial assistance during the past year?

(2) How many of these companies have received assistance?

(3) What are the criteria for receiving Governiment support?
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(4) Do the criteria include the need to prove a track record of stable management
and profit performance?

Mr PARKER replied:

(I) Twenty five.

(2) Fourteen.

(3) Criteria of assessment for the receipt of Government support are -

sound financial prospects;
well defined market opportunities;
appropriate management structure and capability;
technical feasibility; and
compatibility with the State Government's economic strategy.

(4) Not necessarily.

LAW ENFORCEMENT -POLICE DEPARTMENT
Public Meetings -Members' Requests

1292. Mr CASH to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:.

(1) Since the date of the Goverrnent's recently announced law and order
initiative, has his department received any requests from members of
Parliament to have community police officers convene public meetings to
discuss any law and order issues facing the comm-unity?

(2) If yes, will he provide details of the members of Parliament who have made
such requests and the date and the locations at which meetings have been held
or are to be held?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(I) No. However, members of the Police Force have responded to requests from
members of Parliamrznt to attend public meetings on law and order issues.

(2) Not applicable.

GRADUATE TAX

1293. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Education:

(1) With respect to the so-called graduate tax, is it a fact that graduation is not a
requisite?

(2) Is it a fact that the Commonwealth Government is having to use its power to
provide benefits to students in order to get around constitutional barriers that
prevent it collecting a direct tax or levy?

(3) (a) Is it a fact that a student who does not pay the higher education
contribution - graduate tax - in advance will be required to ask the
institution to apply to the Commonwealth on the student's behalf for
funds equal to the student's liability under the higher education
contribution (HEC) scheme; and

(b) is it a fact that enrolment at a tertiary institution is to be conditional
upon the student agreeing to repay the amount advanced by the
Commonwealth, as described in (3)(a)?

(4) Is it the case that the so-called graduate tax is, in fact, a partial fee and loans
scheme and not a tax at all?

(5) (a) Have students who are currently in year 12 been counselled about their
responsibilities under the higher education contribution scheme in the
event that they go on to higher education;

(b) if not, is it her intention that they will be before the end of the school
year;

(c) can she guarantee that the forms that students will be required to sign
under the HEC scheme will be available for signature at the time of
enrolment for the 1989 academic year; and
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(d) has she sought an assurance from the Commonwealth that any teething
problems in implementation of the graduate tax will not cause delays
in the processing of Austudy applications for the 1989 academic year?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1) Graduation is not a requisite. The higher education contribution scheme is

based on actual study undertaken in a semester with each year of equivalent
full time study attracting a contribution of $1 800 from the student.

(2) The Commonwealth, under its 'benefits to students" power, will make explicit
payments equal to about 20 per cent of total funding directly to higher
education institutions each semester to fully discharge students' course charge
liabilities for that semester. These payments will come from the higher
education trust fund, which will receive all funds raised by the scheme and
will also be financed in part from a reallocation of general operating gramts
which would otherwise be paid to institutions via States' grants - tertiary
education assistance - legislation. The remaining SO per cent of total funding
will continue to be paid under States' grants arrangements.

(3) (a) As indicated in the previous item, the Commonwealth will make
payments from the higher education trust fund to fully discharge
students' course charge liabilities for each semester. Students who
earn less than $22 000 Or who choose to pay their contribution
through tax instalment deductions will have to supply sufficient
information to enable the Australian Taxation Office to collect their
contributions later. This information will include a tax file number if
they already have one, or an application for a tax file number if they
do not already have one; and

(b) as indicated in the previous item, if students are unable or choose not
to pay a lump sum when enrolling they will be required to provide
sufficient information for the Taxation Office to collect their
contributions later.

(4) 'Graduate tax' is a popular term which is indeed something of a misnomer.
According to the higher education contribution scheme a liability is incurred
when a student undertakes higher education. That liability can be discharged
either through the taxation system or "up front" with a 15 per cent discount.

(5) (a) It has not been possible to counsel students since legislation has not
yet been passed and details of the scheme may change. Also most of
the liaison visits undertaken by the higher education institutions to
secondary schools had already been completed by the time the scheme
was announced in the Budget;

(b) an information pamphlet is being prepared by the Department of
Employment, Education and Training and when this is available - at
the end of September or beginning of October - it will be sent out to
all year 12 students;

(c) the forms that students will be required to sign are being prepared by
the Commonwealth; and

(d) the HEC scheme is a separate process and should not affect
processing of applications for Austudy.

STUDENTS - TERTIARY EDUCATION
Higher Education Contribution Scheme - Financial Liability

1294. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Will students enrolling at a tertiary institution for the 1989 financial year be

told of the amount of their financial liability under the higher education
contribution scheme for their entire degree program?

(2) If yes, will this be an estimate or will it be a fixed amount that will not vary in
the event that liabilities under the HEC scheme increase in subsequent years?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1) The Federal Department of Employment, Education and Training is issuing an

information pamphlet to all year 12 students and students intending to enrol at
the higher education institutions will be able to estimate the likely amount of
their financial liability. The actual amount they incur will be dependent on
whether they complete their course and the number of years of study this
involves.

(2) Apart from indexing by CPI costs, the amount will remain constant.
PErrroN - POUICE STATIONS
Balga - Building and Construction

1296. Mr CASH to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
In view of 'a petition presented to the Parliament and containing many
thousands of signatures calling on the Government to build a police station in
Balga, will he advise when construction of a new police station for Balga will
commence?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
An effort is now being made to acquire land in the immediate area for future
police purposes.

HIGHWAYS
Northern Perimeter Highway- - Building and Construction

1297. Mr CASH to the Minister for Transport:

(1) When will the northern perimeter highway be completed?
(2) Will he advise the staging of the construction of the balance of the northern

perimeter highway?
(3) What is the estimated cost of constructing the balance of the northern

perimeter highway?
Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) The section of the nonthern perimeter highway connecting Mitchell Freeway

to Great Northern Highway is planned for completion by 1995.
(2)-(3)

The balance of this highway from Mitchell Freeway to Mamuion Avenue is
currently under review and 1 expect to have a report from the Main Roads
Department shortly, after which it is my intention to have discussions with the
City of Stirling.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

IRON ORE
Countertrade Deal - Eastern Europe

209. Mr COURT to the Minister for Economic Development and Trade:
lIn relation to the recently announced counterrrade deal with Eastern Europe
involving iron ore -

(1) Are reports correct that in return for Western Australian iron ore we
shall be receiving bulk ore carrying ships?

(2) If yes, is the Minister prepared to give further details surrounding this
shipping deal?

(3) If no, can the Minister inform the House of the countertrade deals
involved?

Mr PARKER replied:

(1 )-(3)
1 understand the arrangements that are in place between Hancock Mining
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Limited and its partner in what is now known as EPIOC - Eastern Pilbara Iron
Ore Company - which is basically Hancock Mining Limited and Mt Newman
Mining Co Pty Ltd or BHP Iron Ore Western Australia, in tenms of what is
firm, are in relation to some railcars which have been well publicised and
known about for a couple of years now. I understand that Mr Hancock has
had some discussions concerning raking some vessels as a way of relieving the
countertrade credits that he will be building up in Rumania. However, that is
a mailer between Mr Hancock and the various people with whom he is dealing
and has nothing to do with the Western Australian Government.

Of course, if those vessels are taken they might be used for transporting the
ore or for other purposes, but 99 per cent of the vessels which are used on the
iron ore trade now are overseas vessels so that would not be any different from
what is happening currently. I understand Mr Hancock may have made some
arrangements in that regard.

Mr Court: I meant the more recent trip.

Mr PARKER: Yes, and I understand that some of those tonnes of ore that have been
negotiated may be related to the off-take of vessels. What Mr Hancock is
trying to achieve is to have as much as possible of his countertrade credit
satisfied with as few items as possible. He does not want to find markets for
hundreds and thousands of things if he can find some big, lumpy things to
take, either for himself or for his trading house so that they may be on-traded
somewhere else. Obviously that is to his advantage. I know he has examined
a range of options, including flat steel, the wagons to which I referred earlier,
ships, crude oil, and petroleum products. It may well be that vessels are a part
of that but that is a commercial mailer in which he is involved.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
EXIM - Contract

210. Mr READ to the Premier:

Is the Premier aware of an $86 million telecomnmunications contract negotiated
by the State's Exirn Corporation?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

Yes, and I thank the member for some notice of the question. It is an
important question because it indicates how, if a Government does things a
little differently and at the same time takes some risks, major benefits can
accrue for Western Australia.

I understand that the contract under which Telecom manages the Saudi
Arabian telecommunications network is one of the biggest international
service agreements ever won by Australia and certainly is characterised as
such by the Minister for Telecommunications, Mr Punch. The opportunity for
Telecom's involvement was directly identified by the WA Exini Corporation's
Saudi representative and under this arrangement 130 specialist staff are to
manage Saudi Arabia's telecommunications network for three years with an
option for two years.

Mr Cowan: You sound as though you know everything about this.

Mr PETER DOWDING: No, I do not, but I have been told about it and I think it is
worth drawing to the attention of the House.

The option is for the contract to be extended for two years, taking its value to
$120 million. One of the problems in this State and perhaps in this country is
that we do not identify ourselves as being capable of getting out there and
winning. We certainly could not do so if we took the stance of never being
prepared to take any risks for fear of being held up and pilloried in this place if
things went wrong.

Mr Parker: If we had lost the equivalent amount of money we would have been here
for weeks talking about it.
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Mr PETER DOWDINqG: That is right. Mr H-organ has said he approached Telecom
about two years ago, that Exim. had acted as the appointed agent in the
process, and as a result of that had played an important role in achieving this
for Australia. The successful conclusion of the contract means that Exim wit]
earn a fee for Western Australians of $3.4 million.

Mr Cowan: Aren't you putting taxpayers' money at risk by doing that?

Mr PETER DOW'DING: No.

Mr Cowan: That's a s=a.

Mr PETER DOWDING: It is very good. Occasionally risk will be associated with
opportunity, but as I said earlier in another context the risk, so long as it is
identified, is perhaps an appropriate one.

Mr Cowan: Not with taxpayers' money.

Mrx PETER DOWDING: Even taxpayers' money is at risk in cases such as Halls
Head and Bunbury Foods, but the Leader of the National Party must
understand that what the Government has tried to do is to ensure that
taxpayers' money is not only put into fadled or failing operations but also is
used in a way that actually gives the community some return. This is an
example of Mr Horgan and the Exim Corporation achieving something for
Western Australia. [ think the Opposition might find it in their hearts to join
in with some congratulations.

INTEREST RATES
211. Mr LEWIS to the Treasurer:

(1) Can the Treasurer infotni the House of discussions with the Federal Treasurer
to do with the imminent rise in interest rates?

(2) Was he informed that because of the severe heat in the economy interest rates
can be held only until after the Victorian election on 1 October?

(3) Is this the reason for the off-on-off indecision the Treasurer displayed last
week when trying to contemplate the effect a rise in interest rates will have on
the Government's re-election?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(1 )-(3)
No.

SWIMMING
Promotions - Western Australia

212. Mr P.3. SMITH to the Premier:

Following yesterday's magnificent gold medal achievement by swimmer
Duncan Annstrong, what is the State Government doing to promote
swimming in Western Australia?

Mr H-assell: Did Exim do this?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

No, I did it. I thank the member for his question because I think there ought to
be a great deal of national pride in Duncan Armstrong's world record effort at
Seoul.

Mr House: What about the Subiaco Football Club? They won the premiership this
year. They did very weUl.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Yes, they did do well arid I have sent a letter of
congratulation to them. They did an excellent job although I was a bit
disappointed that it was not a football match for the first few minutes - it
looked like a boxing tournament.

Mr Cowan: They won that, too.
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Mr PETER DOWDING: They probably did. Getting back to swimming and to
Duncan Anrmstrong's gold medal achievement, we can be especially proud of
the success of the swimmers because when the Australian swimming
Olympians were short of a place in which to train we rang and offered our
magnificent facility, put up in Western Australia under a Labor Government
because we believe this sort of facility is necessary for the community. We
put up the Superdrome and offered it to the Olympians.
We funded their travel from the Eastern States to Western Australia and
assisted them with accommodation because we felt this was a great
opportunity for us to demonstrate something of which we can be proud. The
Superdrome will be the site of the 1991 World Swimming Championship with
3 000 competitors appearing from 70 countries. The Superdrome will host 22
indoor sports as well as this weekend's State ballroom dancing championship.
It will be extended at a cost of $3.6 million for the 1991 swimming
championships.

As I said the other day, EventsCorp has brought to Western Australia the
Harry l-opman Tennis Cup. The work of the people involved with the
Superdrome has brought to Western Australia the 1991 World Swimming
Championship. There is everything to be Proud about Western Australia. I
wish the Opposition could find one or two things about which to express
pride.

SWAN~ BUILDING SOCIETY
Debts - Government Liability

213. Mr FHASSELL to the Treasurer:

(L) Is the Treasurer aware that the total bad debts of the Swan Building Society
are now known to exceed $16 million for which the Gover Lnment is liable?

(2) Is it denied that this new increased liability is -

(a) more than twice the original estimate of $8 million; and

(b) several million dollars more than the $13 million recendly estimated?

(3) Is the Home Budding Society attempting to sell the bad debts portfolio to
reduce Government liability?

My PETER DOWDING replied:

This is a matter of which the member could have given notice, if he genuinely
wants an answer. I do not have information available on some aspects of the
question. If the member for Cottesloc genuinely wants an answer he should
put the question on notice.

Mr Hassell: Does the Treasurer know about the $16 million?

Mr MacKinnon: Which pants does he know about?

Mr PETER DOWDING: If the member genuinely wanted an answer he could have
given me notice and I could have given him the answer. The question should
be placed on notice.

HOSPITALS - FREMANTLE HOSPITAL
Catheter Laboratory - Letter Circulation

214. Mr THOMAS to the Minister for Health:

(1) Has the Minister's attention been drawn to a letter circulated to patients of the
cardiac catheter service at Fremantle Hospital to lobby for support for a
cardiac laboratory at the hospital?

(2) Has the circulation of this letter breached patient confidentiality; if so, what
rectifying action has been taken as a result of such a serious breach?
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Mr WILSON replied:

Yes, the matter has been drawn to my attention by other people, apart from the
member for Welshpool and the Minster for Conservation and Land
Management. The circulation of the letter does constitute a breach of patient
confidentiality and as such represents a most serious and deplorable action
which has invaded individual privacy, and attempted to convey through the
unauthorised use of a letterhead that it has been sanctioned by the hospital. I
am advised that the chief executive officer of the hospital has already strongly
reprimanded the individual responsible and that appropriate disciplinary action
is being considered. I am most concerned that this crude attempt to lobby for
a catheter laboratory at Fremantle has caused unnecessary anxiety amongst
patients who are well catered for through a system of referral to the Sir
Charles Gairdner Hospital. This was recently expanded to three sessions per
week and will result in an additional cardiologist being placed at Fremanitle to
fully utilise the extra session.

The circulation of the letter is also unwarranted because the need for a catheter
laboratory to be established at Fremanitle Hospital in the near future is already
recognised and, as the member will be aware, the matter is being dealt with
appropriately through the Teaching Hospitals Executive Training Council.

PREMIERS
Retirement - Entitlements of Office

215. Mr HOUSE to the Premier:

(1) Can the Premier tell the House whether it is possible for a former Premier to
defer the entitlements of office to comnmence at a date later than the date of his
or her retirement from the Parliament?

(2) If yes, did the former Premier, Brian Burke, defer his entitlements in part or in
full upon his retirement from this Parliament?

Mr PETER DQWDING replied:

I do not know, because I have taken no interest in the arrangements for retired
Premiers. I do not intend to rake any interest in provision for retired Premiers;
I do not think I will have to address that issue for many years to come - in all
modesty. I do not know the answer but if the member wants me to check I
will make further inquiry.

Mr H-assel: It is an interesting question.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Is it not an interesting question? Perhaps there is a bit of
scandal there.

STATE PRINTING DIVISION
Developments

216. Mr CUNNINGHAM to the Minister for Works and Services:
Will the Minister advise the House on what developments have taken place
regarding the recent attack on the State Printing Division?

Mr TROY replied:

I thank the member for the question. Members of this House would be well
aware of recent Press advertisements which commenced on Saturday, and
which led to a response by me in today's paper. The Printing and Allied
Trades Employers Federation of Australia has also written to me concerned at
developments. I met with the federation last week, as previously explained to
the House, and then again on Saturday. I anticipate a, further meeting. It is
appropriate to place on record that the Government's current expenditure on
printing from departments is slightly in excess of $30 million. Of that
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amount, $12 million goes directly to the private sector from the departments,
and $18 million is coordinated by the State Printing Division. The State
Printing Division then subcontracts a further 25 per cent of the $18 million to
the private sector. The Goverrnent's intention is to maintain that sharing
arrangement in the future; there is no intention on the part of State Print or the
Government to increase the Government's sector of that overall package.
The private sector has already picked up one third of the previous work
undertaken by State Print as a result of the telephone directory contract going
to the private sector. Unfortunately for this State that work has gone to the
Eastern States. It is wrong to suggest that the expenditure on State Print
undertaken in this year's Budget - which is the result of the sale of old
equipment largely utilised with the telephone directory manufacture, by
capitalising and re-equipping State Print to offer greater efficiency - is the
only area which we are looking at. We are looking at a whole range of
initiatives including a significant reduction in the number of staff. Since 1986
staff levels have gone from 450 employees to just over 300 employees at the
present time. That has resulted from the functional review analysis of the
State Printing Division and a whole range of recomme ndat ions contained
therein which have been put into place.

It is important that I ask members opposite, specifically the Leader of the
Opposition, what is their position with regard to the PATEFA 's current
circumstance and, in particular, the employees at State Print? Are they
offering State Printing Division employees a future? I think the Opposition
should come clean.

Mr Macinnon: That has been explained in debate in the other House today.

Mr TROY: What was the explanation?

Mr MacKJNNON: Read H-ansard.

Mr TROY: In other words, the Leader of the Opposition would rather not comment.
If I cannot get an answer from the Leader of the Opposition, do I ask the
member for Cortesloe or the Deputy Leader of the Opposition? I am sure that
every employee at State Print will be interested in the Leader of the
Opposition's answer. The debate in the upper House clearly avoided this
question in the same way as Opposition members are doing now.

Mr Macinnon: It did!

Mr TROY: Yes, it did and!I know because I listened to it. At no time did Opposition
members in the upper House address the question of the impact on the State
Printing Division and I can assure the Opposition that the employees will be
informed of its position.

It is appropriate that the question of the proposed improvements to the State
Printing Division are clearly understood by the public and that has been
addressed in the full page advertisement in today's paper. The State Printing
Division has the support of the Government and it can be proud of the
improvements which have been put in place by the management and the
employees.

LAND - URBAN PLANNING
Planning for the Future of the Perth Metropolitan Region - 'Special Rural" Zones

217. Mr CLARKO to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Is it correct, as recently reported in the local newspaper named The Echo, in
an announcement by two Ministers, the Minister for Employment and
Training and the Minister for Labour, that land in the foothills and Swan
Valley, which is now zoned "special rural", will not be considered for urban
development as proposed in the report "Planning for the future of the Perth
Metropolitan Region"?

(2) Are the entire "ten new areas" as described in that report now not to be
rezoned urban as recommended?
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(3) Are any of those areas still likely to be rezoned urban?

Mr PEARCE replied:

I congratulate the member for Karrinyup for his review of local newspapers.
It was also mentioned in The West Austra lian last Saturday under my name. It
is appropriate that it should have appeared in the newspaper under the names
of the two Ministers mentioned by the member for Karrinyup because both of
them have been assiduous in representing the view of their electors about the
corridor changes to their electorates. The Minister for Employment and
Training has spoken to me on at least a dozen occasions about the fears the
people have about the proposed Forrestfield corridor, as has the Minister for
Labour.

As a result of my review of the objections which were placed to the preferred
strategy for the corridor review which I released in December last year, I made
a decision that none of the special rural zones which fall into the proposed
new corridor expansions or proposed new corridors will be considered for
urban development. I have issued the State Planning Commission an
instruction that in terms of the delineation of expanded corridors that special
mural zones are not to be further considered. Once the special rural zones are
taken out of the proposed corridor south of Mfidland; that is, the Forrestfield
corridor, it does not leave an urban corr idor that is workable. I have made a
decision that the proposed new corridor for Forrestfield is not to be considered
as part of the urban expansion and that the redraft ing of the lines for the areas
of urban expansion for the next 20 years, which is proceeding and will
proceed for some months to come, will be done on that basis.

It is only fair that the people who found their properties excluded from further
consideration should be told that and that is the reason for the Press release I
made. I communicated that knowledge to the two Ministers concerned
because of their interest in the subject and I am not surprised that they put out
a Press release to convey that information to the people concerned.

Mr Clarko: Did you tell anyone else?

Mr PEARCE: I do not know what I am supposed to do. I put out a general Press
release for everybody.

Mr Clarko: Did you write to the councils concerned?

Mr PEARCE: Yes, letters have been written not only to the councils, but also to
every person who has made an objection to the proposed preferred strategy in
all those areas. Letters are going out in their thousands. I thought it would be
wiser to follow the approach of putting out a Press release for everybody
because I find that the information published in the newspaper tends to be
moderately accurate. If I had sent out letters to the people concerned in
advance of making that statement the information in the newspaper may have
appeared to be a distortion of the information contained in the correspondence.

Mr Clarko: Are you going to do anything about the recommendations in the report?

Mr PEARCE: All the recommendations in the report are being addressed and as
decisions are made on each recommendation those decisions will be
communicated. I am astounded by the member for Karrinyup's continual
interjections because he seems to be of the opinion that I should not have
made a decision aba .t it and, if I had, that I should not tell anybody about that
decision.

The only kind of information he is apparently prepared to countenance is
letters to councils. Nobody has a greater regard for the role of local
government than I do. The suggestion that local government take over the
role of the media in this State and should be the mechanism by which the
Government communicates to its electors is a bizarre proposition.
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Mr Clarko: Making the statement in The Cc/o is not telling the people in Perth what
is happening.

Mr PEARCE: It has been in The West Australian. I put out a Press release on Friday
that went to every Press outlet in the Perth metropolitan area, and, as far as I
know, to every Press outlet in the State. That is the best I can do. If some
people did not read that statement I am pleased chat the Minister for
Employment and Training and the Minister for Labour have taken the
opportunity to amplify those comments. I look forward to the support of the
member for Karrinyup in this area or an indication of what is his position.

HOMES WEST
Tenant Eviction - Palm yra

218. Mr DONOVAN to the Minister for Housing:

(1) Has the Minister seen a copy of a letter dated 15 September 1988 from the
Liberal candidate for Melville, warningr that Homeswest tenants in Palmyra
face the threat of eviction?

(2) Is she also aware that in the letter the candidate has invited concerned people
to participate in a campaign to protect chose tenants?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

1 thank the member for the question. First. I would like to assure members
that Homeswesc does not evict families - contrary to the hysteria being
whipped up by members on the other side of the House - or pensioners from
their homes so that properties can be redeveloped. In the case of Palmyra an
overwhelming number of tenants welcomed the redevelopment and have
indicated that view to Homeswest in no uncertain terms and, in fact, they are
very excited about the prospect. It is not like what members opposite did
when they were in Governiment.

The few people not interested in the redevelopment have been given every
indication from Homeswest and my office - many people have phoned me at
home - that they can remain in their present homes for as long as they like.
This is in keeping with Homeswest's current and past policy. It has never
been the intention of I-omeswest to evict anyone.

In answer to the member's question. I am aware of the letter which has been
sent to at least one Palmyra resident. I have also received a copy of a media
release issued jointly by the Liberal candidate and the Leader of the
Opposition, which quite clearly seeks to cause unnecessary distress and alarm
in the minds of the people they supposedly want to represent in the future.
Many of those people are aged and, because of the irresponsible actions of
members o..pposite -

Mir Lewis: You have been listening to my speeches.

Mrs BEGGS: it is difficult to listen to your speeches at any time.

I received a letter from the Liberal candidate for Melville which was dated 10
September and said in part that in the past few weeks he had been contacted
by a number of Palmyra residents concerned about the Homeswest eviction
procedure. This letter was received at my office on 15 September and I
responded to it the same day. I think it is absolutely appalling and it is an
indictment -

Mr Hassell: Stop rattling.

Mrs B EGGS: The member for Cottesloc is a past master on prattling.

Mlr Hassell: I did not say prattling, I said rattling.

Mrs BEGGS: The difference between the member for Contesloe and me is that I
speak fact and he speaks innuendo, just like the Liberal candidate for Melville,
to try to cause concern in the community.
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Mr Hassell: You are distressed.
Mrs BEGGS: I am not distressed. The last thing I would have is the member for

Cottesloe distress me.
It is an absolute shame that members opposite are teaching their candidates the
same sort of tactics as Hon Phil Pendal, the member for South Central
Metropolitan, in writing to Ministers seeking information and then going to
the Press to cause distress in the community long before he receives answers
from Ministers. Had the candidate for the seat of Melville and the Leader of
the Opposition done so in this case and waited for a reply from me the
unnecessary distress would not have been caused.
The other interesting point I noticed was that in this case the Liberal candidate
has actually paid for the preparation of the letters he has written. On previous
occasions I understand he did, without permission, use the Western Australian
Hotels Association's facilities and when it was discovered that its facilities
had been used he had to pay the cost incurred in the preparation of those
letters.


